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Languages
Overview
Introduction
The Australian Curriculum: Languages is designed to enable all students to engage in learning a language in addition to
English. The design of the Australian Curriculum: Languages recognises the features that languages share as well as the
distinctiveness of specific languages.
There are aspects of the curriculum that pertain to all languages. The key concepts of language, culture and learning, as
described in the Shape of the Australian Curriculum: Languages, underpin the learning area. They also provide the basis for
a common rationale and set of aims for all languages.
The Australian Curriculum: Languages includes language–specific curricula for world languages and a Framework for
Aboriginal Languages and Torres Strait Islander Languages.

Language specificity
The curriculum content and achievement standards are different for each specific language because of inherent differences in
the languages themselves.
Each language has its own distinctive structure, systems, conventions for use, related culture(s), place in the Australian and
international communities, as well as its own history in Australian education.

Diversity of language learners
Understanding who learners are, as language learners and as young people, is the starting point for developing their language
learning. An increasingly varied range of students now study languages in Australian classrooms. The changing pattern of
migration to Australia is extending the range of languages students bring with them to school. Education systems seek to
provide for this diversity of language background and for the fact that languages classrooms include students with varying
degrees of experience of and proficiency in the language being learnt, as well as their particular affiliations with additional
languages.
Learners come to learning languages with diverse linguistic, cultural and personal profiles, bringing distinctive biographies which
include individual histories; biographies; previous experiences of and relationships with the target language and particular
motivations, expectations, and aspirations.
As unique, social and cultural beings, students interpret the world and make sense of their experiences through their own social
and cultural traditions, understanding and values.
Learners of languages in Australia comprise three major groups:
second language learners
background language learners
first language learners.
Second language learners are those who are introduced to learning the target language at school as an additional, new
language. The first language used before they start school and/or the language they use at home is not the language being
learnt.
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Background language learners are those who may use the language at home, not necessarily exclusively, and have varying
degrees of knowledge of and proficiency in the language being learnt. These learners have a base for literacy development in
the language.
First language learners are users of the language being learnt who have undertaken at least primary schooling in the target
language. They have had their primary socialisation as well as initial literacy development in that language and use the target
language at home. For Aboriginal languages and Torres Strait Islander languages, first language learners are learners whose
primary socialisation is in the language being learnt and who may or may not have yet developed initial literacy.
Within each of these groups, there are differences in proficiency in the language being learnt. It is acknowledged that the span
of language experiences of background learners is particularly wide, and learners in this group are likely to have quite diverse
affiliations with the target language. Nevertheless, for pragmatic reasons, it is not feasible to identify further groupings.
A framework is being developed for Aboriginal languages and Torres Strait Islander languages that caters for different learner
pathways that also take into account the state of the particular language involved.

Rationale
Through learning languages, students acquire:
communication skills in the language being learnt
an intercultural capability, and an understanding of the role of language and culture in communication
a capability for reflection on language use and language learning.
Language learning provides the opportunity for students to engage with the linguistic and cultural diversity of the world and its
peoples, to reflect on their understanding of experience in various aspects of social life, and on their own participation and ways
of being in the world.
Learning languages broadens students’ horizons in relation to the personal, social, cultural and employment opportunities that
an increasingly interconnected and interdependent world presents. The interdependence of countries and communities means
people in all spheres of life are required to negotiate experiences and meanings across languages and cultures. Despite its
status as a world language, a capability in English only is no longer sufficient. A bilingual or plurilingual capability is the norm in
most parts of the world.
Learning languages:
extends the capability to communicate and extends literacy repertoires
strengthens understanding of the nature of language, of culture, and of the processes of communication
develops intercultural capability
develops understanding of and respect for diversity and difference, and an openness to different experiences and
perspectives
develops understanding of how culture shapes worldviews and extends learners’ understanding of themselves, their own
heritage, values, culture and identity
strengthens intellectual, analytical and reflective capabilities, and enhances creative and critical thinking.
Learning languages also contributes to strengthening the community’s social, economic and international development
capabilities. Language capabilities represent linguistic and cultural resources through which the community can engage socially,
culturally and economically, in domains which include business, trade, science, law, education, tourism, diplomacy, international
relations, health and communications.
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Learning Aboriginal languages and Torres Strait Islander languages meets the needs and rights of young people to learn their
own languages and recognises their significance in the language ecology of Australia. For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students, learning their own languages is crucial to overall learning and achievements, to developing a sense of identity and
recognition and understanding of language, culture, Country and Place. For all students, learning Aboriginal languages and
Torres Strait Islander languages provides a distinctive means of understanding the country in which they live, including the
relationship between land, the environment and people. The ongoing and necessary reclamation and revitalisation of these
languages also contribute to reconciliation.

Aims
The Australian Curriculum: Languages aims to develop the knowledge, understanding and skills to ensure students:
communicate in the target language
understand language, culture, and learning and their relationship, and thereby develop an intercultural capability in
communication
understand themselves as communicators.
These three aims are interrelated and provide the basis for the two organising strands: Communicating and Understanding. The
three aims are common to all languages.

Key ideas
Language and culture
The interrelationship of language, culture and learning provides the foundation for the Australian Curriculum: Languages.
In the languages learning area the focus is on both language and culture, as students learn to communicate meaningfully
across linguistic and cultural systems, and different contexts. This process involves reflection and analysis, as students move
between the new language being learnt and their own existing language(s). It is a reciprocal and dynamic process which
develops language use within intercultural dimensions of learning experiences. It is not a ‘one plus one’ relationship between
two languages and cultures, where each language and culture stay separate and self-contained. Comparison and referencing
between (at least) two languages and cultures build understanding of how languages ‘work’, how they relate to each other and
how language and culture shape and reflect experience; that is, the experience of language using and language learning. The
experience of being in two worlds at once involves noticing, questioning and developing awareness of how language and culture
shape identity.

Structure
Learner background and time-on-task are two major variables that influence language learning and they provide the basis for
the structure of the Australian Curriculum: Languages. These variables are addressed through the specification of content and
the description of achievement standards according to pathways and learning sequences respectively.

Pathways
In the Australian Curriculum: Languages, pathways for second language learners, background language learners and first
language learners have been developed as appropriate to cater for the dominant group(s) of students learning each specific
language within the current Australian context. For the majority of languages, one curriculum pathway has been developed for
Years F–10, catering for the dominant cohort of learners for that language in the current Australian context. For Chinese,
pathways have been developed for three learner groups: first language learners, background language learners and second
language learners.
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The Framework for Aboriginal languages and Torres Strait Islander Languages includes three learner pathways:
first language learner pathway
revival language learner pathway
second language learner pathway.

Sequences of learning
The design of the Australian Curriculum: Languages takes account of different entry points into language learning across
Foundation – Year 10, which reflects current practice in languages.
For the second language learner pathway and the background language learner pathway, there are two learning sequences:
Foundation–Year 10 sequence
Years 7–10 (Year 7 Entry) sequence.
For the first language learner pathway, there is one learning sequence:
Years 7–10 (Year 7 Entry) sequence.
Content and achievement standards are described initially in a three-year band for Foundation–Year 2 followed by two-year
bands of learning: Years 3–4; Years 5–6, Years 7–8 and Years 9–10.
The Framework for Aboriginal Languages and Torres Strait Islander Languages is written in the bands Foundation – Year 2,
Years 3–6 and Years 7–10. In the absence of pedagogical evidence across the country for all these languages, the broader
band distinctions provide maximum local flexibility in curriculum development.

Content structure
The content of the Australian Curriculum: Languages is organised through two interrelated strands which realise the three aims.
The two strands are:
Communicating: using language for communicative purposes in interpreting, creating and exchanging meaning
Understanding: analysing language and culture as a resource for interpreting and creating meaning.
The strands reflect three important aspects of language learning:
1)

communication

2)

analysis of aspects of language and culture

3)

reflection that involves
reflection on the experience of communicating
reflection on comparative dimensions of the languages available in students’ repertoires (for example, the first language in
relation to second language and self in relation to others).

Strands and sub-strands
A set of sub-strands has been identified within each strand, which reflects dimensions of language use and the related content
to be taught and learned. The strands and sub-strands do not operate in isolation but are integrated in relation to language use
for different purposes in different contexts. The relative contribution of each sub-strand differs for described languages,
pathways and bands of learning. The sub-strands are further differentiated according to a set of ‘threads’ that support the
internal organisation of content in each sub-strand. These ‘threads’ are designed to capture (1) range and variety in the scope of
learning and (2) a means for expressing the progression of content across the learning sequences.
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Diagram 1: Relationship between strands and sub-strands
The following table provides a brief description of each of the strands and sub-strands.
Strand

Sub-strand

Description

Communicating:

1.1

Interacting orally and in writing to exchange, ideas, opinions,

Using language for communicative purposes in

Socialising

experiences, thoughts and feelings; and participating in

interpreting, creating and exchanging meaning.

planning, negotiating, deciding and taking action.
1.2

Obtaining, processing, interpreting and conveying information

Informing

through a range of oral, written and multimodal texts;
developing and applying knowledge.

1.3 Creating

Engaging with imaginative experience by participating in,
responding to and creating a range of texts, such as stories,
songs, drama and music.

1.4

Moving between languages and cultures orally and in writing,

Translating

recognising different interpretations and explaining these to
others.

1.5

Participating in intercultural exchange, questioning reactions

Reflecting

and assumptions; and considering how interaction shapes
communication and identity.

Understanding:

2.1 Systems Understanding language as a system, including sound,

Analysing and understanding language and

of language

writing, grammatical and textual conventions.

2.2

Understanding how languages vary in use (register, style,

Language

standard and non-standard varieties) and change over time

variation

and place.

culture as resources for interpreting and
shaping meaning in intercultural exchange.

and change
2.3 The role

Analysing and understanding the role of language and culture

of language

in the exchange of meaning.

and culture

Student diversity
ACARA is committed to the development of a high-quality curriculum that promotes excellence and equity in education for all
Australian students.
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All students are entitled to rigorous, relevant and engaging learning programs drawn from the Australian Curriculum:
Languages. Teachers take account of the range of their students’ current levels of learning, strengths, goals and interests and
make adjustments where necessary. The three-dimensional design of the Australian Curriculum, comprising learning areas,
general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities, provides teachers with flexibility to cater for the diverse needs of students
across Australia and to personalise their learning.
More detailed advice for schools and teachers on using the Australian Curriculum to meet diverse learning needs is available
under Student Diversity on the Australian Curriculum website.

Students with disability
The Disability Discrimination Act 1992 and the Disability Standards for Education 2005 require education and training
service providers to support the rights of students with disability to access the curriculum on the same basis as students without
disability.
Many students with disability are able to achieve educational standards commensurate with their peers, as long as the
necessary adjustments are made to the way in which they are taught and to the means through which they demonstrate their
learning.
In some cases curriculum adjustments are necessary to provide equitable opportunities for students to access age-equivalent
content in the Australian Curriculum: Languages. Teachers can draw from content at different levels along the Foundation to
Year 10 sequence. Teachers can also use the extended general capabilities learning continua in Literacy, Numeracy and
Personal and social capability to adjust the focus of learning according to individual student need.

English as an additional language or dialect
Languages play a crucial role in the educational experience of students and in the curriculum as a whole. Given the diversity of
students in Australian education, it is important to recognise that a range of languages is used either as part of the formal
curriculum or as part of learners’ socialisation within and outside the school.
Learners bring their first language or languages as the one(s) they use for their initial socialisation in their family or community.
For the majority, this is English. For many, it can be a range of different languages. Learners also encounter the language or
languages of instruction at school. For most in Australia, this is English. For many students in Australia, the language of
instruction is not the same as their first language. These students may learn through English as an additional language/dialect
(EALD) programs.
In contemporary understandings of language acquisition, development and learning all the languages learners experience in
their socialisation and education form part of learners’ distinctive linguistic and cultural repertoires. These are variously
developed by both the experience of schooling and broader social community experience. These repertoires are an integral part
of learners’ identities and what they bring to the learning of additional languages as part of the languages learning area within
the school curriculum.
While the curriculum for languages primarily addresses the learning of languages, this learning cannot be separated from the
development of learners’ more general communicative repertoires. It is through such a relational and holistic approach to
languages education that learners develop their capabilities in knowing and using multiple languages. Learners extend their
communicative and conceptual development, learning and identity formation.
In various kinds of bilingual programs, students are afforded an opportunity to learn through the medium of English and another
language (learners’ first or additional language). These programs are of particular value in ensuring learners continue to develop
at least two languages that are of value to them. They are of value to both their conceptual development and learning and to
their identity formation.
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities recognise the importance of literacy to their children. They support literacy
education programs that are founded on establishing literacy in their children’s first language. These are the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander languages their communities use. Literacy in English is regarded as concomitant on first establishing
students’ literacy in their first language. Although most bilingual programs in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages are
designed to help students’ transition into learning in English, their fundamental value is in the development of bilingual literacy.
Strengthening the bilingual literacy of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students can significantly contribute to improving
their overall academic achievement and success.
A national English as an Additional Language or Dialect: Teacher Resource has been developed to support teachers in
making the Australian Curriculum: Foundation – Year 10 in each learning area accessible to EALD students.

Gifted and talented students
Teachers can use the Australian Curriculum: Languages flexibly to meet the individual learning needs of gifted and talented
students.
Teachers can enrich learning by providing students with opportunities to work with learning area content in more depth or
breadth; emphasising specific aspects of the general capabilities learning continua (for example, the higher order cognitive skills
of the Critical and creative thinking capability); and/or focusing on cross-curriculum priorities. Teachers can also accelerate
student learning by drawing on content from later levels in the Australian Curriculum: Languages and/or from local state and
territory teaching and learning materials.

General capabilities
In the Australian Curriculum, general capabilities encompass knowledge, skills, behaviours, and dispositions that, together with
curriculum content in each learning area and the cross-curriculum priorities, will enable students to live and work successfully in
the 21st century.
There are seven general capabilities:
literacy
numeracy
information and communication technology (ICT) capability
critical and creative thinking
personal and social capability
ethical understanding
intercultural understanding.
In the Australian Curriculum: Languages, general capabilities are identified wherever they are developed or applied in content
descriptions.
They are also identified where they offer opportunities to add depth and richness to student learning through content
elaborations. Icons indicate where general capabilities have been identified in languages content. Teachers may find further
opportunities to incorporate explicit teaching of the capabilities, depending on their choice of activities.
Detailed descriptions and elaborations of each of the general capabilities and the way these capabilities may be developed,
including learning continua, can be found in the Australian Curriculum website: www.australiancurriculum.edu.au

Literacy
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Learning languages develops overall literacy. It is in this sense ‘value added’, strengthening literacy-related capabilities that are
transferable across languages, both the language being learnt and all other languages that are part of the learner’s repertoire.
Languages learning also strengthens literacy-related capabilities across domains of use, such as the academic domain and the
domains of home language use, and across learning areas.
Literacy development involves conscious attention and focused learning. It involves skills and knowledge that need guidance,
time and support to develop. These skills include the:
ability to decode and encode from sound to written systems
the learning of grammatical, orthographic and textual conventions
development of semantic, pragmatic and interpretative, critical and reflective literacy skills.
Literacy development for second language learners is cognitively demanding. It involves these same elements but often without
the powerful support of a surrounding oral culture and context. The strangeness of the additional language requires scaffolding.
In the language classroom, analysis is prioritised alongside experience. Explicit, explanatory and exploratory talk around
language and literacy is a core element. Learners are supported to develop their own meta–awareness, to be able to think and
talk about how the language works and about how they learn to use it. Similarly, for first language learners, literacy development
that extends to additional domains and contexts of use requires comparative analysis that extends literacy development in their
first language and English.

Numeracy
Learning languages affords opportunities for learners to use the target language to develop skills in numeracy, to understand,
analyse, categorise, critically respond to and use mathematics in different contexts. This includes processes such as using and
understanding patterns, order and relationships to reinforce concepts such as number, time or space in their own and in others’
cultural and linguistic systems.

Information and communication technology (ICT) capability
Learning languages is enhanced through the use of multimodal resources, digital environments and technologies in the target
language. Accessing live target language environments and texts via digital media contributes to the development of information
technology capabilities as well as linguistic and cultural knowledge. Accessing different real-time contexts extends the
boundaries of the classroom.

Critical and creative thinking
In learning a language, students interact with people and ideas from diverse backgrounds and perspectives, which enhances
critical thinking, reflection and encourages creative, divergent and imaginative thinking. By learning to notice, connect, compare
and analyse aspects of the target language, students develop critical, analytic and problem-solving skills.

Personal and social capability
Interacting effectively in an additional language and with people of diverse language backgrounds involves negotiating and
interpreting meaning in a range of social and cultural situations. This involves understanding and empathising, which are
important elements of social and intercultural competence. Being open-minded and recognising that people view and
experience the world in different ways, and learning to interact in a collaborative and respectful manner are key elements of
personal and social competence.

Ethical understanding
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When learning another language, students are taught explicitly to acknowledge and value difference in their interactions with
others and to develop respect for diverse ways of perceiving and acting in the world. Opportunities are provided to monitor and
to adjust their own ethical points of view. In learning Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages, students should consider
appropriate ethical behaviour in terms of engaging with the owners and custodians of the languages. Similar consideration is
required when interpreting and translating or when collecting and analysing primary research data.

Intercultural understanding
The development of intercultural understanding is a central aim of learning languages, as it is integral to communicating in the
context of diversity, the development of global citizenship and lifelong learning. Students bring to their learning various
preconceptions, assumptions and orientations shaped by their existing language(s) culture(s) to their learning that can be
challenged by the new language experience. Learning to move between the existing and new languages and cultures is integral
to language learning and is the key to the development of students’ intercultural capability. By learning a new language, or
learning to use an existing language in new domains and contexts, students are able to notice, compare and reflect on things
previously taken for granted; to explore their own linguistic, social and cultural practices as well as those associated with the
target language. They begin to see the complexity, variability and sometimes the contradictions involved in using language.
Learning a new language does not require forsaking the first language. It is an enriching and cumulative process, which
broadens the learners’ communicative repertoire, providing additional resources for interpreting and making meaning. Learners
come to realise that interactions between different people through the use of different languages also involves interactions
between the different kinds of knowledge, understanding and values that are articulated through language(s) and culture(s).
They realise that successful intercultural communication is not only determined by what they do or say, but also by what
members of the other language and culture understand from what they say or do.

Cross-curriculum priorities
The Australian Curriculum gives special attention to three cross-curriculum priorities:
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
sustainability.
The cross-curriculum priorities are embedded in the curriculum and will have a strong but varying presence depending on their
relevance to each of the learning areas.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities are strong, rich and diverse. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander identity is
central to this priority. It is intrinsically linked to living and learning in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, deep
knowledge of traditions and holistic world view.
A conceptual framework based on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ unique sense of identity has been developed
as a tool for embedding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures within the Australian curriculum. This sense
of identity is approached through the interconnected concepts of Country/Place, people and culture. Embracing these elements
enhances all areas of the curriculum.
The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander priority provides opportunities for all learners to deepen their knowledge of Australia by
engaging with the world’s oldest continuous living cultures. This knowledge and understanding will enrich their ability to
participate positively in the evolving history of Australia.
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A direct way of learning about and engaging with diverse Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities is to learn an
Aboriginal language and/or a Torres Strait Islander language. There is an inseparable connection between Aboriginal languages
and Torres Strait Islander languages and land/sea, Country/Place, the environment, fauna and flora. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander histories and cultures are an integral part of the learning of Aboriginal languages and Torres Strait Islander
languages.
In learning all languages, there is a scope for making interlinguistic and intercultural comparisons across languages, including
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages, to develop understanding of concepts related to the linguistic landscape of
Australia and to the concepts of language and culture in general.

Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
In the Australian Curriculum: Languages, the cross-curriculum priority of Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia enables the
development of rich and engaging content and contexts for developing students’ capabilities to engage with the languages and
cultures of Asia and of people of Asian heritage within Australia.
The Australian Curriculum: Languages enables students to learn the languages of the Asian region, learning to communicate
and interact in interculturally appropriate ways, exploring concepts, experiences and perspectives from within and across Asian
cultures.
In the languages learning area, students develop an appreciation for the place of Australia within the Asian region, including the
interconnections of languages and cultures, peoples and communities, histories and economies. Students learn how Australia is
situated within the Asian region, how our national linguistic and cultural identity is continuously evolving both locally, regionally
and within an international context.

Sustainability
In the Australian Curriculum: Languages, the priority of sustainability provides a context for developing students’ capability to
communicate ideas, understanding and perspectives on issues and concepts related to the environment.
The Australian Curriculum: Languages contributes to students’ capabilities to investigate, analyse and communicate concepts
and understandings related to sustainability in broad contexts, and to advocate, generate and evaluate actions for sustainable
futures. Within each language, students engage with a range of texts focused on concepts related to sustainability.
These include:
environment
conservation
social and political change
linguistic and cultural ecologies
change, both within the target language and culture, and across languages and cultures in general.
In this way, students develop knowledge, skills and understanding about sustainability within particular cultural contexts. This is
crucial in the context of national and international concerns about, for example, climate change, food shortages and alternative
ways of caring for land and agriculture. Through developing a capability to interact with others, negotiating meaning and mutual
understanding respectfully and reflecting on communication, students learn to live and work in ways that are both productive
and sustainable.
Learning Aboriginal languages and Torres Strait Islander languages contributes to the global effort to exchange knowledge
among people with varied practices in caring for the land. It also contributes to the reconciliation process in Australia and goals
for language revival.
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Languages
Glossary
abstract symbols

can include: speech, sign language, Braille, alphabet, whole words, pictographs and line
drawings
Accent
A manner of pronunciation of a language which marks speakers as belonging to identifiable categories such as geographical or
ethnic origin, social class or generation.

Accent marks
Marks placed on a letter to indicate pronunciation, stress or intonation, or to indicate a different meaning or different
grammatical usage for the word within which they appear. For example, résumé, piñata, ou/où.

Accuracy
Production of structurally correct forms of the target language.

Adjective
A word that modifies or describes a noun or pronoun. For example, astonishing in an astonishing discovery.

Adverb
A word class that may modify or qualify a verb, an adjective or another adverb. For example, beautifully in she sings beautifully;
really in he is really interesting; very and slowly in she walks very slowly.

Adverbial
A word or group of words that functions as an adverb.

adverbs

a word class that may modify a verb (for example, 'beautifully' in 'She sings beautifully'), an
adjective (for example 'really' in 'He is really interesting') or another adverb (for example 'very' in
'She walks very slowly'). In English many adverbs have an -ly ending.
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Aesthetic
Relates to a sense of beauty or appreciation of artistic expression.

Alliteration
A recurrence of the same consonant sounds at the beginning of words in close succession (for example, ripe, red raspberry)

Audience
Intended readers, listeners or viewers.

audiences

the intended group of readers, listeners or viewers that the writer, designer, filmmaker or
speaker is addressing
Authentic (texts/materials)
Texts or materials produced for ‘real-life’ purposes and contexts as opposed to being created specifically for learning tasks or
language practice.

Author
A composer or originator of a work (for example, a novel, film, website, speech, essay, autobiography).

behaviours that are not intentionally directed at another person

can include vocalising, turning away, startling, relaxing, frowning, smiling, blinking. The meaning
of these behaviours is reliant on a communication partner interpreting and attributing meaning to
them.
Bilingualism
An ability to use two or more languages.

Biography
A detailed account of an individual’s life; a text genre that lends itself to different modes of expression and construction. In the
context of intercultural language learning, the concept of biography can be considered in relation to identity, to the formation of
identity over time, and to the understanding that language is involved in the shaping and expressing of identity.
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Character components
Individual elements of a written character which have a separate linguistic identity.

Characters
(i) graphic symbols used in writing in some languages
(ii) assumed roles in dramatic performance

Clause
A grammatical unit that contains a subject and a predicate (verb) and expresses the complete proposition.

clauses

a grammatical unit that refers to a happening or state (for example, 'The netball team won'
[happening], 'The cartoon is an animation' [state]). A clause usually contains a subject and a
verb group/phrase (for example, 'The team [subject] has played [verb group/phrase] a fantastic
game'), which may be accompanied by an object or other complements (elements that are
closely related to the verb – for example, 'the match' in 'The team lost the match') and/or
adverbials (for example, 'on a rainy night' in 'The team won on a rainy night').
CLIL
Content and language integrated learning. An approach to learning content through an additional language.

Code-switching
A use of more than one language in a single utterance. For example, Papa, can you buy me a panini, please? A common
feature of bilingual and multilingual language use.

Cognates
Similar or identical words which have shared origins. For example, father (English), Vater (German) and pater (Latin) have a
shared origin. Gratitude (English) and gratitud (Spanish) are both derived from gratitudo (Latin). English ship and skiff share the
same Germanic origin.
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Cohesion
Grammatical or lexical relationships that bind different parts of a text together and give it unity. Cohesion is achieved through
various devices such as connectives, ellipses and word associations. These associations include synonyms, antonyms (for
example, study/laze about, ugly/beautiful), repetition (for example, work, work, work – that’s all we do!) and collocation (for
example, friend and pal in, My friend did me a big favour last week. She’s been a real pal.)

cohesion

grammatical or lexical relationships that bind different parts of a text together and give it unity.
Cohesion is achieved through various devices such as connectives, ellipses and word
associations (sometimes called lexical cohesion). These associations include synonyms,
antonyms (for example, 'study/laze about', 'ugly/ beautiful'), repetition (for example, 'work, work,
work – that's all we do!') and collocation (for example, 'friend' and 'pal' in, 'My friend did me a big
favour last week. She's been a real pal.')
Collocation
Words that typically occur in close association and in particular sequence. For example, salt and pepper rather than pepper and
salt and ladies and gentlemen rather than gentlemen and ladies.

Communication
A mutual and reciprocal exchange of meaning.

Communicative competence
An acquired capability to understand and interact in context using the target language (TL). Defined by the use of appropriate
phonological, lexical, grammatical, sociolinguistic and intercultural elements.

Complex sentence
A sentence with more than one clause. In the following examples, the subordinate clauses are indicated by square brackets: I
took my umbrella [because it was raining]; The man [who came to dinner] is my brother.

complex sentence

has one or more subordinate clauses. In the following examples, the subordinate clauses are
indicated by square brackets: 'I took my umbrella [because it was raining].'; '[Because I am
studying for an exam], my time is limited.'; and 'The man [who came to dinner] is my brother.'
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Complexity
A degree to which language use is complex as opposed to simple. Elements of language complexity include:

Composing
A process of producing written, spoken, graphic, visual or multi-modal texts. It includes:
It also includes applying knowledge and control of language forms, features and structures required to complete the task.

Compound sentence
A sentence with two or more main clauses of equal grammatical status, usually marked by a coordinating conjunction such as
or, and, but. In the following examples, the main clauses are indicated by square brackets: [Alice came home this morning] [but
she didn't stay long]. [Kim is an actor], [Pat is a teacher], [and Sam is an architect].

compound sentences

has two or more main clauses of equal grammatical status, usually marked by a coordinating
conjunction such as 'and', 'but' or 'or'. In the following examples below, the main clauses are
indicated by square brackets: '[Jill came home this morning] [but she didn't stay long].'; '[Kim is
an actor], [Pat is a teacher], [and Sam is an architect]'.
comprehension strategies

strategies and processes used by readers to make meaning from texts. Key comprehension
strategies include: activating and using prior knowledge; identifying literal information explicitly
stated in the text; making inferences, based on information in the text and their own prior
knowledge; predicting likely future events in a text; visualising by creating mental images of
elements in a text; summarising and organising information from a text; integrating ideas and
information in texts; and critically reflecting on content, structure, language and images used to
construct meaning in a text.
Comprehension strategies
Strategies and processes used by listeners, readers and viewers of text to understand and make meaning. These include:
making hypotheses based on illustrations or text layout
drawing on language knowledge and experience (for example, gender forms)
listening for intonation or expression cues
interpreting grapho-phonic, semantic and syntactic cues.
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Comprehension/comprehending
An active process of making/constructing/deciphering meaning of language input through listening, reading, viewing, touching
(as in braille) and combinations of these modes. It involves different elements: decoding, working out meaning, evaluating and
imagining. The process draws upon the learner’s existing knowledge and understanding, text–processing strategies and
capabilities; for example, inferencing or applying knowledge of text types and social and cultural resources.

Concrete language
A language used to refer to the perceptible and material world and to particular persons, places and objects. For example,
school, girl; as opposed to abstract language, used to refer to ideas or concepts removed from the material world such as
peace, kindness, beauty.

concrete symbols

can include: whole or part of real objects; a miniature version of the real object; photographs;
pictures (pictures must clearly depict the object)
Conjunction
A part of speech that signals relationships between people, things, events, ideas. For example, Sophie and her mother might
come and visit, or they might stay at home. The conjunction and links the two participants, while or links alternative options.

conjunction

a word that joins other words, phrases or clauses together in logical relationships such as
addition, time, cause or comparison. There are two types of conjunctions: coordinating
conjunctions and subordinating conjunctions. Coordinating conjunctions are words that link
words, groups/phrases and clauses in such a way that the elements have equal grammatical
status. They include conjunctions such as 'and', 'or' and 'but'. Subordinating conjunctions
introduce certain kinds of subordinate clauses. They include conjunctions such as 'after', 'when',
'because', 'if' and 'that'.
conjunctions

a word that joins other words, phrases or clauses together in logical relationships such as
addition, time, cause or comparison. There are two types of conjunctions: coordinating
conjunctions and subordinating conjunctions. Coordinating conjunctions are words that link
words, groups/phrases and clauses in such a way that the elements have equal grammatical
status. They include conjunctions such as 'and', 'or' and 'but'. Subordinating conjunctions
introduce certain kinds of subordinate clauses. They include conjunctions such as 'after', 'when',
'because', 'if' and 'that'.
Content
A subject matter used as a vehicle for language learning.
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context

the environment in which a text is responded to or created. Context can include the general
social, historical and cultural conditions in which a text is responded to and created (the context
of culture) or the specific features of its immediate environment (context of situation). The term
is also used to refer to the wording surrounding an unfamiliar word that a reader or listener uses
to understand its meaning.
Context
An environment and circumstances in which a text is created or interpreted. Context can include the general social, historical
and cultural conditions in which a text exists or the specific features of its immediate environment, such as participants, roles,
relationships and setting. The term is also used to refer to the wording surrounding an unfamiliar word that a reader or listener
uses to understand its meaning.

contexts

the environment in which a text is responded to or created. Context can include the general
social, historical and cultural conditions in which a text is responded to and created (the context
of culture) or the specific features of its immediate environment (context of situation). The term
is also used to refer to the wording surrounding an unfamiliar word that a reader or listener uses
to understand its meaning.
Convention
An accepted language or communicative practice that has developed and become established over time. For example, use of
punctuation or directionality.

conventional behaviours

can include: speech, actions, formal gesture (eg head nod, shake, wave hello/goodbye),
directing others' attention and pointing.
conventions

an accepted language practice that has developed over time and is generally used and
understood (for example, use of punctuation)
create

develop and/or produce spoken, written or multimodal texts in print or digital forms
Create
Develop and/or produce spoken, written or multimodal texts in print or digital forms.
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Cues
Sources of information used to facilitate comprehension of language, that may be visual, grammatical, gestural or contextual.

Culture
In earlier models of language teaching and learning, culture was represented as a combination of literary and historical
resources, and visible, functional aspects of a community group’s way of life such as food, celebrations and folklore. While
these elements of culture are parts of cultural experience and organisation, current orientations to language teaching and
learning employ a less static model of culture. Culture is understood as a framework in which things come to be seen as having
meaning. It involves the lens through which:
people see, think, interpret the world and experience
make assumptions about self and others
understand and represent individual and community identity.
Culture involves understandings about ‘norms’ and expectations, which shape perspectives and attitudes. It can be defined as
social practices, patterns of behaviour, and organisational processes and perspectives associated with the values, beliefs and
understandings shared by members of a community or cultural group. Language, culture and identity are understood to be
closely interrelated and involved in the shaping and expression of each other. The intercultural orientation to language teaching
and learning is informed by this understanding.

De-centre
A capacity to step outside familiar frames of reference, to consider alternative views, experiences and perspectives and to look
critically and objectively at one’s own linguistic and cultural behaviour.

Decode
A process of working out the meaning of a text. Decoding strategies involve readers/listeners/viewers drawing on contextual,
lexical, alphabetic, grammatical and phonic knowledge to decipher meaning. Readers who decode effectively combine these
forms of knowledge fluently and automatically, using meaning to recognise when they make an error and to self-correct.

Dialect
A variant of a language that is characteristic of a region or social group.

Diaspora
A scattered population with a common origin in a smaller geographical area.
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Digital media
Various platforms via which people communicate electronically.

Digital texts
Audio, visual or multimodal texts produced through digital or electronic technology. They may be interactive and include
animations or hyperlinks. Examples of digital texts include DVDs, websites and e-literature.

digital texts

audio, visual or multimodal texts produced through digital or electronic technology, which may
be interactive and include animations and/or hyperlinks. Examples of digital texts include DVDs,
websites, e-literature
Digraph
Two letters that represent a single sound:
vowel digraphs have two vowels (for example, ‘oo’, ‘ea’)
consonant digraphs have two consonants (for example, ‘sh’, ‘th’)

Dipthongs
Two vowel sounds pronounced in a single syllable with the individual vowel sounds distinguished. (For example, hour)

Directionality
A direction in which writing/script occurs, for example, from left to right, right to left.

Encode
A process of changing spoken language into symbols of written/digital language.

Enunciation
A clear and distinct pronunciation of language.
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evaluative language

positive or negative language that judges the worth of something. It includes language to
express feelings and opinions, to make judgments about aspects of people such as their
behaviour, and to assess the quality of objects such as literary works. Evaluations can be made
explicit (for example, through the use of adjectives as in: 'She's a lovely girl', 'He's an awful
man', or 'How wonderful!'). They can also be left implicit (for example, 'He dropped the ball
when he was tackled', or 'Mary put her arm around the child while she wept').
Face
A ‘socio-dynamic’ term which concerns self-delineated worth that comes from knowing one’s status. Relates to concepts such
as reputation, self-respect, honour and prestige. A key element of social relations in Chinese, Japanese and many other
cultures.

Filler
A sound or word used in spoken conversation to signal a pause, hesitation or unfinished contribution. For example, I went to the
station...er... then I caught a train... Frequent use of fillers characterises early stages of second language (L2) development, but
proficient speakers and first language (L1) speakers also use them as an opportunity to reflect or recast.

Fluency
An ability to produce spoken or written language with appropriate phrasing, rhythm and pace. It involves the smooth flow of
language, lack of hesitation or undue pausing and characterises the largely accurate use and automatisation of the target
language.

Form-focused learning activities
Activities designed to rehearse, practise, control and demonstrate particular language structures, forms or features. For
example, drills, rehearsed role plays/dialogues, games and songs, set sequences of language patterns.

Formulaic language
Words or expressions which are commonly used in fixed patterns and learned as such without grammatical analysis. For
example, Once upon a time (story-starter); G’day, how are you going?(greeting in Australian English).

Framing
A way in which elements of text are arranged to create a specific interpretation of the whole.
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framing

the way in which elements in a still or moving image are arranged to create a specific
interpretation of the whole. Strong framing creates a sense of enclosure around elements while
weak framing creates a sense of openness
Genre
A category used to classify text types and language use; characterised by distinguishing features such as subject matter, form,
function and intended audience. Examples of genres typically used in early language learning include greetings, classroom
instructions and apologies. More advanced language proficiency includes the ability to use genres such as narrative or
persuasive text, creative performance and debates.
The language we use and the description of language as a system. In describing language, attention is paid to both structure
(form) and meaning (function) at the level of the word, the sentence and the text.

grammar

the language we use and the description of language as a system. In describing language,
attention is paid to both structure (form) and meaning (function) at the level of the word, the
sentence and the text
Grapho-phonic knowledge
Knowledge of how letters in printed language relate to the sounds of the language and of how symbols (letters, characters)
represent spoken language.

Homophone
A word identical in pronunciation with another but different in meaning (for example, bare and bear, air and heir).

Honorific
A grammatical form, typically a word or affix, that has at least part of its meaning the relative social status of the speaker in
relation to the addressee, other participant or context. Parts of speech which signify respect, politeness and emphasize social
distance or status.

Hybrid texts
Composite texts resulting from a mixing of elements from different sources or genres. For example, email, which combines the
immediacy of talk and the expectation of a reply with the permanence of print.
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Hypermedia
A multimedia system in which related items and forms of information, such as data, texts, graphics, video and audio, are linked
and can be presented together by a hypertext program.

Hypertext
A text which contains links to other texts.

Identity
A person’s conception and expression of individuality or group affiliation, self-concept and self-representation. Identity is closely
connected to both culture and language. Thinking and talking about the self is influenced by the cultural frames, which are
offered by different languages and cultural systems. Identity is not fixed. Second language learners’ experience with different
linguistic and cultural systems introduces them to alternative ways of considering the nature and the possibilities associated with
identity.

Ideograph
A graphic character that indicates meanings without reference to the sounds used to pronounce the word.

Idiomatic expressions
A group of (more or less) fixed words having a meaning not deducible from the individual words. Idioms are typically informal
expressions used by particular social groups and need to be explained as one unit (for example, I am over the moon, on thin
ice, a fish out of water, fed up to the back teeth).

Indicative hours
An indication for the purposes of curriculum development of the assumption about learning time on task.

Infinitive
A base form of a verb.

informal behaviours

can include vocalising; turning/pushing/moving away; leaning/moving/reaching towards;
frowning; smiling; blinking; looking at/touching/person; guiding person's hand; pointing
to/touching desired object
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Input
Direct contact with and experience of the target language; the stimulus required for language acquisition and learning. Input can
take multiple forms and be received through different modes.

Intensifiers
Words that are usually used with adjectives to emphasise their meaning and are expressed by means of an adverb (for
example, very interesting, awfully boring)

Intercultural capability
An ability to understand and to engage in the relationship between language, culture and people from diverse backgrounds and
experience. This involves understanding the dynamic and interdependent nature of both language and culture, that
communicating and interacting in different languages involves interacting with values, beliefs and experiences as well as with
words and grammars. An intercultural capability involves being open to different perspectives, being flexible and curious,
responsive and reflective; being able to decentre, to look objectively at one’s own cultural ways of thinking and behaving, and at
how these affect attitudes to others, shade assumptions and shape behaviours. Characteristics of an intercultural capability
include cognitive and communicative flexibility and an orientation and ability to act in ways that are inclusive and ethical in
relation to diversity and difference.

Intercultural language teaching and learning
An orientation to language teaching and learning that informs current curriculum design; framed by the understanding that
language and culture are dynamic, interconnected systems of meaning-making; that proficiency in an additional language
involves cultural and intercultural as well as linguistic capabilities. The focus is on developing communicative proficiency and on
moving between language–culture systems. It includes the reflexive and reciprocal dimension of attention to learners’ own
language(s) and cultural frame(s).

Interpret
In the context of L2 learning, interpret refers to two distinct processes:
the act of translation from one language to another
the process of understanding and explaining; the ability to conceive significance and construct meaning, and to explain to
self or others

Intonation
A key component of communication, involving patterns of pitch and melody of spoken language that can be used like
punctuation; for example, to express surprise or suggest a question, to shade, accentuate or diminish emphasis or meaning,
and to regulate turn-taking in conversations.
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Language
A human cognitive and communicative capability which makes it possible to communicate, to create and comprehend meaning,
to build and sustain relationships, to represent and shape knowledge, and to imagine, analyse, express and evaluate.
Language is described and employed:
as code – comprising systems, rules, a fixed body of knowledge; for example, grammar and vocabulary, sound and
writing systems
as social practice – used to do things, create relationships, interact with others, represent the world and the self; to
organise social systems and practices in dynamic, variable, and changing ways
as cultural and intercultural practice – means by which communities construct and express their experience, values,
beliefs and aspirations
as cognitive process – means by which ideas are shaped, knowledge is constructed, and analysis and reflection are
structured

Language comprehension
A process of interpreting meaning from spoken, written, tactile and multimodal representations of language.

Language features
Features of language that support meaning; for example, sentence structure, noun group/phrase, vocabulary, punctuation,
figurative language. Choices in language features and text structures together define a type of text and shape its meaning.
These choices vary according to the purpose of a text, its subject matter, audience and mode or medium of production.

language features

the features of language that support meaning (for example, sentence structure, noun
group/phrase, vocabulary, punctuation, figurative language). Choices in language features and
text structures together define a type of text and shape its meaning. These choices vary
according to the purpose of a text, its subject matter, audience and mode or medium of
production
Language functions
Varied ways in which language is used to achieve particular purposes; for example, to persuade, to entertain, to apologise, to
argue and/or to compliment.
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Language patterns
Identifiable repeated or corresponding elements in a text. These include patterns of repetition or similarity, such as the repetition
of imperative verb forms at the beginning of each step in a recipe, or the repetition of a chorus after each verse in a song.
Patterns may alternate, as in the call and response pattern of some games, or the to-and-fro of a dialogue. Patterns may also
contrast, as in opposing viewpoints in a discussion or contrasting patterns of imagery in a poem.

Language specificity
Distinguishing features of a particular language. These include lexico-grammatical and textual features, writing system(s),
phonetic systems, and cultural elements which influence language use such as:
politeness or kinship protocols
the nature of language communities which use the language
the historical and/or current relationship of a language with education in Australia
features of its ‘learnability’ in terms of teaching and learning in the context of Australian schooling.

Language systems
Elements that organise how a language works, including the systems of signs and rules (phonological, syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic) that underpin language use. These systems have to be internalised for effective communication and comprehension.

layout

the spatial arrangement of print and graphics on a page or screen including size of font,
positioning of illustrations, inclusion of captions, labels, headings, bullet points, borders and text
boxes
Learning trajectory
A conceptualised developmental sequence of learning, including learning goals, learning activities, knowledge and skills to be
developed at progressive levels.

Level statements
Descriptions in broad terms of the developmental characteristics of students and their language learning at particular phases
along the Foundation–Year 12 continuum.
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Lexical cohesion
A use of word associations to create links in texts. Links can be made through the use of repetition of words, synonyms,
antonyms and words that are related, such as by class and subclass.

listen

to use the sense of hearing as well as a range of active behaviours to comprehend information
received through gesture, body language and other sensory systems
Literacy resources
Individual resources and capabilities which learners bring to their learning experience; these include text knowledge,
grammatical and vocabulary knowledge, knowledge of phonetic and writing systems. They also include critical, reflective and
intercultural capabilities that support new literacy experience in a different language.

Macro skills
Four major language skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing.

Media texts
Spoken, print, graphic, or electronic communications created for a public audience. They often involve numerous people in their
construction and are usually shaped by the technology used in their production. Media texts studied in different languages can
be found in newspapers, magazines and on television, film, radio, computer software and the internet.
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Mediate
To move between different linguistic and cultural systems, referencing own first language(s)/culture(s) while learning to use and
to understand those of the target language. This movement involves:
noticing, interpreting, responding sensitively and flexibly
conveying culturally-shaped ideas, values, experience to others
exploring how ideas and experiences are represented and conveyed in different languages and cultures
considering similarities, overlaps, collisions and adjustments
developing the capacity to communicate and represent different perspectives and interpretations.
Mediating operates in two distinctive ways:
in practices such as interpreting and translating, with attention to what can happen in these processes in terms of ‘losing’
or ‘gaining’ meaning
as the element of the learning experience, which involves noticing, responding, comparing and explaining differences in
expression and perspective.

Medium
Resources used in the production and transmission of texts, including tools and materials used (for example, digital text and the
computer, writing and the pen or the keyboard).

Metalanguage
A vocabulary used to discuss language conventions and use ( for example, language used to talk about grammatical terms such
as sentence, clause, conjunction; or about the social and cultural nature of language, such as face, reciprocating, register.)

Mnemonic
Memorising information by use of an aid such as a pattern, rhyme, acronym, visual image.

Modal verb
A verb attached to another verb to express a degree of probability (for example, I might come home) or a degree of obligation
(for example, You must give it to me,You are to leave now).
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Mode
Various processes of communication: listening, speaking, reading/viewing, signing and writing/creating. Modes are also used to
refer to the semiotic (meaning making) resources associated with these communicative processes, such as sound, print, image
and gesture.

Morpheme
The smallest meaningful unit in the grammar of a language. Morphemes are not necessarily the same as either words or
syllables. The word cat has one morpheme while the word cats has two morphemes: cat for the animal and s to indicate that
there is more than one. Similarly, like has one morpheme while dislike has two: like to describe appreciation and dis to indicate
the opposite. The process of identifying morphemes assists comprehension, vocabulary building and spelling.

Morphology
Principles of word formation and inflection, especially with respect to constituent morphemes.

Multimodal text
A text which involves two or more communication modes; for example, the combining of print, image and spoken text in film or
computer presentations.

multimodal text

combination of two or more communication modes (for example, print, image and spoken text,
as in film or computer presentations)
multimodal texts

combination of two or more communication modes (for example, print, image and spoken text,
as in film or computer presentations)
Narrative
A story of events or experiences, real or imagined.

Narrative devices
Techniques used to help in the narrating of a story or reported event. For example, imagery, metaphor, allusion.
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narratives

ways of making sense of the past based on a selection of events. There are different types of
narratives such as accounts of the past that relate a story (for example personal, fictitious) and
historical recounts (such as the course of events during the Second World War)
Neologism
A new word is created, for example, Smartphone, modem, AIDS or an existing word is used in a new way, for example, deadly.

nominalisation

process for forming nouns from verbs (for example, 'reaction' from 'react' or 'departure' from
'depart') or adjectives (for example, 'length' from 'long', 'eagerness' from 'eager'). Nominalisation
is also a process for forming noun groups/phrases from clauses (for example, 'their destruction
of the city' from 'they destroyed the city'). Nominalisation is a way of making a text more
compact and is often a feature of texts that contain abstract ideas and concepts.
Noun
A part of speech that includes all words denoting physical objects such as man, woman, boy, girl, car,window. These are
concrete nouns. Abstract nouns express intangibles, such as democracy, courage,success, idea.

nouns

a word class that includes all words denoting physical objects such as 'man', 'woman', 'boy',
'girl', 'diamond', 'car', 'window' etc. These are called 'concrete nouns'. 'Abstract nouns' express
intangibles such as 'democracy', 'courage', 'success', 'fact', 'idea'.
Oracy
An ability to express oneself in and to understand spoken language; it includes oral and aural proficiency.

Orthography
Writing words with correct letters or characters according to common usage.

Paralanguage
Additional elements of spoken communication which are integrated with vocal (voice) and verbal (words) elements, and
contribute significantly to communication and meaning-making. For example, voice quality, volume and pacing, facial
expressions, gestures, posture and body movement.
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Paralinguistics
A study of paralanguage elements of expression.

Pedagogy
A combination of conceptual knowledge, practical skills and reflective capabilities which constitute the ‘art and science’ of
teaching.

Performance
A use of the language in real situations, putting language knowledge into practice; it involves accuracy, fluency and complexity.

Phoneme
The smallest meaningful unit in the sound system of a language. For example, the word is has two phonemes: /i/ and /s/; ship
has three phonemes: /sh/, /i/, /p/. A phoneme usually has several manifestations dependent on varying phonological contexts.
For example, the p in pin and spin differs slightly in pronunciation but is regarded as being the same phoneme; that is, as having
the same functional meaning within each word.

Phonics
A relationship between letters or characters and the sounds they make when pronounced. L2 learning involves developing
phonic awareness and proficiency.

phonics

the term used to refer to the ability to identify the relationships between letters and sounds when
reading and spelling
Phonological awareness
Understanding that every spoken word is composed of small units of sound, identifying relationships between letters and
sounds when listening, reading and spelling. It includes understandings about words, rhyme and syllables.

Pragmatics
A study of how context affects communication; for example, in relation to the status of participants, the situation in which the
communication is happening, or the intention of the speaker.
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Prediction
An informed presumption about something that might happen. Predicting at text level can include working out what a text might
contain by looking at the cover, or working out what might happen next in a narrative. Predicting at sentence level includes
identifying what word is likely to come next in a sentence.

Prefix
A meaningful element (morpheme) added before the main part of a word to change its meaning. For example, unhappy.

prefixes

meaningful elements (morphemes) added to the beginning of words to change their meaning
(for example, 'un' to 'happy' to make 'unhappy')
Preposition
A part of speech that precede a noun, noun phrase phrase or pronoun, thereby describing relationships in a sentence in respect
to:
space/direction (below, in, on, to, under ‒ for example, she sat on the table).
time (after, before, since ‒ for example, Í will go to the beach after lunch).
those that do not relate to space or time (of, besides, except, despite ‒ for example, he ate all the beans except the purple
ones)
Prepositions usually combine with a noun group or phrase to form a prepositional phrase. For example, in the office, besides
these two articles.

prepositional phrases

typically consist of a preposition followed by a noun group/phrase. Prepositional phrases occur
with a range of functions, including: adverbial in clause structure (for example, 'on the train' in
'We met on the train.'); modifier in noun group/phrase structure (for example, 'with two children'
in 'a couple with two children'); and modifier in adjective group/phrase structure (for example,
'on golf' in 'keen on golf').
Productive language use
One of the two aspects of communication through language (see receptive language) involving the ability to express, articulate
and produce utterances or texts in the target language.
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Pronoun
A part of speech that refers to nouns, or substituting for them, within and across sentences. For example, Ahmad chose a
chocolate cake. He ate it that evening (where he and it are personal pronouns; and that is a demonstrative pronoun).

Pronunciation
A manner in which a syllable is uttered.

Prosody
Patterns of rhythm, tempo, stress, pitch and intonation used in language; for example, in poetry or public speaking.

Proxemics
A use of space, posture and touch as elements of non-verbal communication.

Purposeful learning
Learning which results from authentic language experiences that involve real purpose and achievable outcomes.

Question
A commonly employed prompt to elicit language use. A key element of scaffolding to support learners’ use of language and to
encourage further contributions. Different types of questions provide different prompts:
closed questions are questions for which there are predictable answers. For example, What time is it? These are
typically used as prompts for short answers, as a framework for testing comprehension or reviewing facts, and for
routinized interactions. They are frequently used to scaffold early language development.
open questions are questions with unknown and unpredictable answers that invite and support more elaborated and
extended contributions from learners. For example, How do you feel about that?What do you think might happen next?
They are used as stimulus to discussion, reflection and investigation.
Questions are an important element of intercultural language teaching and learning. The quality of questions determines the
quality and substance of the learning experience. Effective questions relating to the nature of language, culture and identity and
the processes involved in language learning and intercultural experience guide the processes of investigating, interpreting and
reflecting which support new understanding and knowledge development.
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Read
Process visual or tactile symbols (for example, braille), words or actions in order to derive and/or construct meaning. Reading
includes elements of decoding (of sounds and symbols), interpreting, critically analysing and reflecting upon meaning in a wide
range of written, visual, print and non-print texts.

Receptive language
One of the two components of communication through language (see productive language): the ‘receiving’ aspect of language
input, the gathering of information and making of meaning via listening, reading, viewing processes.

Reciprocating
An integrating element of intercultural communication that involves movement and relationship, interpreting and creating
meaning, and understanding the process of doing so. It involves not only the exchange of words but also an exchange of
understanding between the people involved. It comes into play when the learner ‘self’ encounters and interacts with the ‘other’
(the target language speaker, the target language itself as text or experience); when the existing language code and cultural
frame encounters a different code and frame. This experience impacts on the learner’s perspective and sense of identity and on
their usual ways of communicating. Reciprocating involves conscious attention to the process: attention to the self
(intraculturality) and to the likely impact of the self on the other person involved (interculturality). Things previously taken for
granted are noticed in reference to new or different ways. Key elements of reciprocating include conscious attention,
comparison, reflection and analysis:
recognition that both partners in an exchange are involved in the ‘effort of meaning’
willingness to work out what the other person means, the cultural and social context they are speaking from and the
perspectives, which frame what they are saying
making necessary adjustments to own and each other’s input, orientation and stance that will help the exchange to be
successful.

Register
A variety of language used for a particular purpose or in a particular situation, the variation being defined by use as well as user.
For example, informal register or academic register.

Romanisation
A transcription from a differently scripted language, such as Chinese or Japanese, into the Latin alphabet.

Root of a word
A word/word element that cannot be reduced to a smaller unit and from which other words are formed. For example, plant in
replanting.
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Scaffolding
Support provided to assist the learning process or to complete a learning task. Scaffolded language support involves using the
target language at a level slightly beyond learners’ current level of performance, and involves incremental increasing and
decreasing of assistance. Task support provides assistance to perform just beyond what learners can currently do unassisted,
to progress to being able to do it independently. Scaffolding includes modelling and structuring input in ways that provide
additional cues or interactive questioning to activate existing knowledge, probe existing conceptions or cue noticing and
reflecting.

Scanning
A text processing strategy adopted to search for specific words, ideas or information in a text without reading every word. For
example, looking for a word in the dictionary or a name in a phone directory. Scanning involves moving the eyes quickly down
the text looking for specific words and phrases to gain a quick overall impression/to get the gist.

Script
A writing system in which characters or symbols represent components of language (letters, syllables, words).

Semantic knowledge
Knowledge gained at a meaning rather than a decoding level. This involves understanding the relationship between signifiers
(words, phrases, symbols, signs) and the meanings they represent. Semantic information is supported through reference to
prior knowledge, cultural connotations and contextual considerations.

simple sentences

have the form of a single clause (for example, 'David walked to the shops.' or 'Take a seat.')
Skimming
A text processing strategy aimed at gaining information quickly without focusing on every word.

Speak
Convey meaning and communicate with purpose. Some students participate in speaking activities using communication
systems and assistive technologies to communicate wants, and needs, and to comment about the world
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Stereotype
A widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or idea of a particular type of person or thing

Stress
An emphasis in pronunciation that is placed on a particular syllable of a word; for example, she will conduct the orchestra; her
conduct is exemplary.

Suffix
A meaningful element added after the root of a word to change its meaning (for example, to show its tense : –ed in passed.
Common suffixes in English include –ing; –ed; ness; –less; –able).

suffixes

meaningful elements added to the ends of words to change their meaning (for example, to show
its tense: 'ed' in 'passed'). Common suffixes are 'ing', 'ed', 'ness', 'less' and 'able')
Synchronous
Occurring or existing at the same time.

Syntax
An ordering of sentence elements such as words, group/phrases and clauses. In some education settings, the terms syntax and
grammar are used interchangeably.

Talk
Convey meaning and communicate with purpose. Some students participate in speaking activities using communication
systems and assistive technologies to communicate wants, and needs, and to comment about the world

Task
An integrated experience and use of language, set in a context, accomplishing a purpose, focused on meaning. A task provides
an organising structure and context for meaning-focused language learning. Unlike form-focused language activities and
exercises, task-based learning involves the achievement of a goal or authentic outcome. Learners draw from existing language
resources and seek out unfamiliar resources as needed to complete the task. Scaffolding is provided by the teacher via the task
cycle, which includes form-focused teaching. Examples of tasks: researching an issue, sharing ideas and then categorising and
presenting results; planning and having a picnic; designing and publishing an online newsletter.
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Task-based language learning (TBLL)
An orientation to language teaching and learning, which focuses on the use of the language in meaningful and ‘life-like’ tasks
and activities. The completion of the task is not an end in itself, as tasks are part of the overall learning and using of the
language, providing a context and purpose for developing language competence and a means of assessing and evaluating
learning outcomes. Learners work independently and/or collaboratively, draw on existing language resources, generate
solutions to communicative problems, seek out additional or new language and other resources needed to complete the task.
Focused language work, such as grammar knowledge, vocabulary building, social and cultural competence, is integrated with
task preparation and completion processes. Tasks provide opportunities to integrate the four modes of language use, to develop
fluency, complexity and problem-solving capacity, as well as including work on accuracy and focus on form. A task has limits as
a one-off learning event, but is used as a meaningful component of learners’ overall learning progression.

tenses

a grammatical category marked by a verb in which the situation described in the clause is
located in time. For example, present tense 'has' in 'Sarah has a headache' locates the situation
in present time, while past tense 'had' in 'Sarah had a headache' locates it in past time.
However, the relation between grammatical tense and (semantic) time is not always as simple
as this. For example, present tense is typically used to talk about: present states, as in 'He lives
in Darwin'; actions that happen regularly in the present, as in 'He watches television every night';
'timeless' happenings, as in information reports such as 'Bears hibernate in winter'; references
to future events, as in 'The match starts tomorrow' where the tense is present but the time
future. Likewise in 'I thought the match started tomorrow' where the subordinate clause 'the
match started tomorrow' has past tense but refers to future time texts.
Text
An identified stretch of language, used as a means for communication or the focus of learning and investigation. Text forms and
conventions have developed to support communication with a variety of audiences for a range of purposes. Texts can be
written, spoken or multimodal and in print or digital/online forms. Multimodal texts combine language with other systems for
communication, such as print text, visual images, soundtrack and spoken word, as in film or computer presentation media.

Text processing strategies
Strategies learners use to decode and understand text. These involve drawing on contextual, semantic, grammatical and phonic
knowledge in systematic ways to work out what a text says. They include predicting, recognising words and working out
unknown words, monitoring comprehension, identifying and correcting errors, reading on and re-reading.

Text structure
Ways in which information is organised in different types of texts (for example, chapter headings, subheadings, tables of
contents, indexes and glossaries, overviews, introductory and concluding paragraphs, sequencing, topic sentences,
taxonomies, cause and effect). Choices in text structures and language features together define a text type and shape its
meaning. Different languages/cultures structure texts differently in many instances.
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text structures

the ways in which information is organised in different types of texts (for example, chapter
headings, subheadings, tables of contents, indexes and glossaries, overviews, introductory and
concluding paragraphs, sequencing, topic sentences, taxonomies, cause and effect). Choices in
text structures and language features together define a text type and shape its meaning.
Text types (genres)
Categories of text, classified according to the particular purposes they are designed to achieve, which influence the features the
texts employ. For example, texts may be imaginative, informative or persuasive; or can belong to more than one category. Text
types vary significantly in terms of structure and language features across different languages and cultural contexts. For
example, a business letter in French will be more elaborated than a similar text in English; a request or an offer of hospitality will
be differently expressed in Japanese or German.

texts

the means for communication. Their forms and conventions have developed to help us
communicate effectively with a variety of audiences for a range of purposes. Texts can be
written, spoken or multimodal and in print or digital/online forms. Multimodal texts combine
language with other systems for communication, such as print text, visual images, soundtrack
and spoken word as in film or computer presentation media.
Textual features/conventions
Structural components and elements that combine to construct meaning and achieve purpose, and are recognisable as
characterising particular text types (see language features).

Tone
A use of pitch and contour in spoken language to nuance words and, in some languages, to distinguish lexical or grammatical
meaning. In Chinese, for example, the tones are distinguished by their pitch range (register), duration and contour (shape). All
Chinese syllables have a set tone, which distinguishes it and its meaning from another syllable. However, in certain
environments tones can change or be modified, while in rapid spoken Chinese a great many unstressed syllables carry no tone
at all.

Translation
A process of translating words/text from one language into another, recognising that the process involves movement of
meanings and attention to cultural context as well as the transposition of individual words.

Transliteration
Writing a letter or word using the closest corresponding letter or word from a different language or alphabet.
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Verb
A part of speech which expresses existence, action, state or occurrence. For example, they watch football; she is exhausted;
the day finally came.
auxiliary verb – a verb that combines with another verb in a verb phrase to form tense, mood, voice or condition. For example,
they will go, I did eat lunch, she might fail the exam.

verb

a word class that describes a kind of situation such as a happening (for example, 'climbed' in
'She climbed the ladder') or a state (for example, 'is' in 'The koala is an Australian mammal').
verb groups

consists of a main verb, alone or preceded by one or more auxiliary or modal verbs as
modifiers. For example, verb groups/phrases: create tense, as in 'He [was happy]', 'She [is
working] at home', 'I [have seen] him before'; express modality using modal verbs such as 'can',
'may', 'must', 'will', 'shall' and so on, as in 'You [must be] mad', 'He [will have arrived] by now',
'She [may know] them'; and create passive voice, as in 'A photo [was taken]'.
verbs

a word class that describes a kind of situation such as a happening (for example, 'climbed' in
'She climbed the ladder') or a state (for example, 'is' in 'The koala is an Australian mammal').
view

observe with purpose, understanding and critical awareness. Some students participate in
viewing activities by listening to an adult or peer describing the visual features of text, diagrams,
pictures and multimedia
voice

in English grammar voice is used to describe the contrast between such pairs of clauses as
'The dog bit me' (active voice) and 'I was bitten by the dog' (passive voice). Active and passive
clauses differ in the way participant roles are associated with grammatical functions. In clauses
expressing actions, like the above examples, the subject of the active ('the dog') has the role of
actor, and the object ('me') the role of patient; whereas, in the passive, the subject ('I') has the
role of patient and the object of the preposition by ('the dog') the role of actor. In clauses that
describe situations other than actions, such as 'Everyone admired the minister' and 'The
minister was admired by everyone', the same grammatical difference is found, so that the object
of the active ('the minister') corresponds to the subject of the passive; and the subject of the
active ('everyone') corresponds to the object of the preposition 'by'. And in the literary sense, it
can be used to refer to the nature of the voice projected in a text by an author (for example,
'authorial voice' in a literary text or 'expert voice' in an exposition).
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Word borrowing
A practice of incorporating words from one language into another. For example, the use of Italian words such as pianissimo,
cannelloni in English and the use of English ICT terms in many languages. The increasing frequency of word-borrowing
between languages reflects intercultural contact, contemporary cultural shifts and practices in a globalised world, issues of ease
of communication and efficiency and technological specialisation.

write

plan, compose, edit and publish texts in print or digital forms. Writing usually involves activities
using pencils, pens, word processors; and/or using drawings, models, photos to represent text;
and/or using a scribe to record responses or produce recorded responses
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Hindi
Overview
Context statement
The place of the Hindi language and associated cultures in Australia and the world
Hindi is an official language of India and Fiji. It is the most widely spoken language of the Indian subcontinent and is also widely
spoken throughout the world in countries that include the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Mauritius, the Gulf
countries and Australia. The language and associated cultures have evolved over time due to processes such as colonialism,
globalisation and technological change, and to India’s geopolitical and historical position in the world.
The languages of India belong to several language families. Modern Hindi evolved into a distinct language in the New IndoAryan Period (from the 11 th–12th century). Current understandings of the language are based on the idea of there being a
Moder n Standard H indi (सानक हिंदी), based on the Kh ari Boli d ialect spok en in the De lhi are a and written i n Devanagari script.
More broadly, the notion of Hindi also includes a variety of dialect forms that are not covered by this curriculum, such as Braj
Bhasa (ब् जाभा) and Avad hi ( ्अव), which hav e their own d istinctive gramm atical stand ards. Follow ing in depe ndenc e in 194 7,
the Indian Government instituted a standardisation of grammar, using the Devanagari script to standardise orthography and
bring about uniformity in writing. The Constituent Assembly adopted Hindi as the Official Language of the Union on 14
September 1949, now celebrated each year as Hindi Day.
Hindi follows a consistent set of grammatical standards that derive from the same roots as classical Sanskrit. Its vocabulary
includes elements not only from Sanskrit but also from Persian, Arabic, Dravidian, other Indian languages and from world
lan guag es such as Turkish, Portugu ese and En glish. The lex icon compr ises of words taken d irectly (तत्स words) an d derived
from Sanskrit (तद् words), as wel l as other lan guag es. Like all l angu ages, Hin di has multi ple reg isters and freely us es loan
words in different registers of speech and writing. Popular everyday registers incorporate many words derived from Persian and
Arabic and increasingly incorporate English loan words and expressions.
Hindi is the first language of a large proportion of the population of India and is spoken by more than half the overall population.
It is an official language in Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Chandigarh, Bihar, Jharkhand,
Madhya Pradesh, Haryana and Rajasthan. By virtue of its role as a lingua franca, Hindi has also developed regional dialects,
such as Bambaiya Hindi in Mumbai, Dakhini in parts of Telangana and Bangalori Urdu in Bangalore, Karnataka. Hindi’s role as
a lingua franca is evidenced in many forms of popular culture, such as music and film.
Hindi has been an important element of Indian educational systems, both as a first and second language and as a language of
instruction. In non-Hindi states, Hindi may be learnt as the third language.
Significant Indian migration to Australia began in the 1980s and continued through the 1990s. The majority of migrants come to
Australia through family connections, and the number of skilled migrants continue to grow. According to the Australian Census,
in 2011 there were 111,352 Hindi speakers in Australia. Most Indians are multilingual and Hindi is one of the most widely
spoken languages in the Australian Indian community.

The place of the Hindi language in Australian education
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The community’s commitment to maintain and to express Hindi identity through language, culture and religion is reflected in the
strength of Hindi language use in home and community contexts and in well-established after-hours Hindi school programs.
Since 2007, there has been an increase in numbers of students learning Hindi, primarily in community language schools and
weekend language schools in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia. Some programs are now offered in mainstream
schools, including programs that cater for second language learners. Total student numbers are relatively low, but increasing
enrolments reflect the growing Indian community in Australia and the Australian Government’s commitment to support linguistic
diversity in the community and to develop capabilities in the languages of the region, including Hindi (Australia in the Asian
Century white paper 2012).

The nature of Hindi language learning
Hindi language learning in the context of this curriculum reflects the profile of the cohort of learners for whom it is designed.
They are background language learners, with different levels of familiarity with the language and associated cultures. For many,
this existing capability is more oral than literacy-based, and initial challenges associated with learning relate primarily to literacy
development. Modern Standard Hindi is written in the Devanagari script, which is also used for Sanskrit, Marathi and Nepali. It is
a phonetic script, which accurately represents the sounds and syllabic structure of Hindi. Study of the script involves learning
the 13 sounds classified as vowels in their long and short forms and the 33 consonant sounds, distinguished between
unaspirated and aspirated consonants and of retroflex and dental ‘ta’ and ‘da’ sounds. There are five Persian and Arabic
consonant sounds used in Hindi and represented in script, as well as two ‘flapped’ forms of retroflex ‘r’ sounds. The syllabic
structure of Hindi is represented in Devanagari by a system where vowels following consonants are represented by symbols
called matra, and two or more consonants can be combined in a syllable without intervening vowels by conjunct forms of
consonants.
Learning the Hindi grammatical system is supported by the regularity of key elements. These include a normative subjectobject-verb sentence structure and the use of postpositions that impact on agreements with nouns, pronouns and adjectives.
Sociolinguistic aspects of Hindi-speaking communities are reflected in aspects of the grammar, such as the system of three
levels of pronouns for ‘you’ and linguistic variations that indicate levels of respect. Hindi is a highly inflected language. All nouns
are grammatically masculine or feminine, so adjectives agree with nouns, and verbs show agreement for both number and
gender. Actions are distinguished not only by time and manner of performance but also through a distinction between habitual
actions and actions completed at a particular time. Learning Hindi involves some complexities at higher levels of study, as
learners need to understand complex combinations of verbs and the use of causative verb forms, and to recognise ways in
which Hindi draws on Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic in the formation of complex compound words in higher registers of speech.
The Hindi language used in the Australian Curriculum reflects the use of Hindi in contemporary times, engaging learners in the
full range of contexts in which the language is presently used in India and Australia.

The diversity of learners of Hindi
The Australian Curriculum: Languages – Hindi is pitched to background language learners, the dominant cohort of learners in
the Australian context. Students vary significantly in terms of language and cultural experience, variability being defined in part
by home language environments, generational language shifts and parental cultural and linguistic backgrounds. Learners may
be first-, second- or third-generation Australians. Some may have established literacy skills in Hindi; others will use Hindi in the
home or community alongside other languages; others will extend their use of it to social or friendship groups. Others may have
learnt the language in large part from forms of mass media, such as Bollywood productions, music and popular fiction. Some
have more receptive than productive language capabilities.
The Australian Curriculum: Languages – HIndi has been developed according to two learning sequences: Foundation – Year
10, and Years 7–10 (Year 7 entry). Teachers will use the curriculum to cater for learners of different backgrounds by making
appropriate adjustments to differentiate learning experiences for these students.
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The intercultural language learning orientation of the curriculum explores the cultural dimension that shapes and is shaped by
languages. Background learners of Hindi already have lived experience of this relationship, ‘living between’ Hindi and English in
the Australian context. The curriculum provides opportunities for analysis, explicit focus and reflection on this lived experience
and further opportunities for students to participate in intercultural experiences, to extend their ways of perceiving and being in
the world, and to understand themselves and others as culturally, bi-culturally and inter-culturally situated.

PDF documents
Resources and support materials for the Australian Curriculum: Languages - Hindi are available as PDF documents.
Languages - Hindi: Sequence of content
Languages - Hindi: Sequence of Achievement - F-10 Sequence
Languages - Hindi: Sequence of Achievement - 7-10 Sequence
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Hindi
Foundation to Year 2
The nature of learners
Children in this pathway enter the early years of schooling with established oracy skills in Hindi, English and sometimes other
languages or dialects. There will be variation in terms of proficiency in Hindi, depending on variables such as home language
environment, generational language shift and parental cultural and linguistic background. Children will have varying degrees of
literacy capability in both/either Hindi and/or English, and share the experience of belonging to worlds in which languages play a
key role. Cognitive and social development at this stage is exploratory and egocentric. The curriculum builds on children’s
interests, sense of enjoyment and curiosity, with an emphasis on active learning and confidence building. Hindi is learnt in
parallel with English language and literacy, which for some children will be being learnt as a second or additional language.
Learning in the two areas differs significantly but each supports and enriches the other.
Hindi language learning and use
Rich language input characterises the first stages of learning. Children are familiar with the sounds and patterns of Hindi, and
their fluency and accuracy are further developed through activities such as rhymes, songs, clapping and action games. Children
identify and use high-frequency expressions and phrases, and recognise the purpose and intention of simple texts. They use
culturally appropriate non-verbal strategies, and produce statements and expressions in response to prompts and cues. They
are supported to use Hindi for different language functions, such as asking and responding to questions, expressing wishes,
responding to directions, and taking turns in games and simple shared learning activities. They notice that the languages that
they know are used differently in different situations and that they themselves communicate differently in some situations when
using Hindi, English or other languages. Creative play provides opportunities for exploring these differences and for using Hindi
for purposeful interaction in some less familiar contexts.
Contexts of interaction
Children interact with each other and the teacher, with some access to wider school and community members. Information and
communications technology (ICT) resources provide additional access to Hindi language and associated cultural experience,
connecting children’s social worlds with those of Hindi-speaking children in communities other than their own. Hindi is the
dominant language used in classroom interactions, routines and activities, supported by the use of English when required. The
early stage of language and literacy development is supported by use of concrete materials and resources, gestures and body
language. Play and imaginative activities, games, music, movement and familiar routines provide essential scaffolding and
context for language development.
Texts and resources
Children engage with a variety of spoken, visual, written and digital texts. They listen and respond to teacher talk, share ideas
and join in songs, rhymes, stories and chants, and various forms of play and simple conversational exchanges. Written and
digital texts include stories, shared Big Books, wall charts and teacher-generated materials, such as games, labels, captions
and flashcards.
Features of Hindi language use
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Children’s familiarity with the spoken form of Hindi supports their introduction to the written form of the language. They make
connections between speech and writing, and are introduced to the Devanagari script, recognising and reproducing written
forms of the 13 sounds classified as vowels and the 33 consonant sounds. They become familiar with the syllabic structure of
the script and the use of matra and conjunct forms of consonants. They recognise basic elements of grammar, such as the
subj ect-object-ver b order of sentenc es, the placin g of adjectives b efore nou ns, मंदर िड ी , ् टग बचोग, रंल-गबरंल् नललिी,
agre ements for number a nd gen der,

ह, ा , तरग, लमुागरग, variabl e use of prono uns and p ostpositio ns and the use of simp le verbs

to describ e actions, लगनग, खगनग, खतिनग, दौडनग. Writing skills pro gress from labe llin g and copy ing famil iar words a nd phras es to coconstructing simple texts using familiar vocabulary, language features and sentence structures. As children learn to adjust
language to suit different purposes and situations, they begin to understand how culture shapes language use. They compare
how they feel when they use different languages and how they view different languages and people who use them. This
introduction to the meta-dimension of intercultural learning develops the ability to ‘decentre’, to consider different perspectives
and ways of being, and to become aware of themselves as communicators and cultural participants.
Level of support
Learning is supported via the provision of experiences that are challenging but achievable with appropriate scaffolding and
support. This involves modelling, monitoring and moderating by the teacher; provision of multiple and varied sources of input;
opportunities for revisiting, recycling and reviewing; and continuous cueing, feedback, response and encouragement.
The role of English
While learners are encouraged to use Hindi whenever possible, English is used when appropriate for discussion, comparison,
reflection and explanations. Mixing the two languages is common at this level; it reflects children’s experience in their home
communities.

Foundation to Year 2 Content Descriptions
Communicating
Socialising

Elaborations
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Interact with teacher and peers to exchange greetings, talk
about themselves and their families, to express thanks,
wishes, feelings and preferences
[Key concepts: self, family, home, wishes; Key processes:
interacting, greeting, describing]
(ACLHIC001)

greeting and farewelling each other and the teacher
using appropriate expressions and body language, for
example, joining both hands and bowing the head while
saying न सलत and using terms, such as ैिर म िेलत and
लमुज्
using appropriate greetings in different contexts, for
example, अध्गपप ग ज्ा आप
् ाह न सलत पवन द, लम
ा
त

introducing and describing themselves, their friends and
family members, for example, तरग नग
पवलग ा। ्त तर त
पपलगज् ाह। ्त बामल द्गिम ्जकल ाह। ्त तरी गलग ज् ाह। ्त बामल
मुदर ाह। ्त तर त बडत ोगई ाह। ्त बामल पररश ् ाह। ्ा तरी ् टी बान
ा। इ ग नग
मधग ा। ्ा पगँो गि ी ा।
exchanging phrases used in everyday social interactions,
such as thanking, apologising or offering congratulations,
for example, धु्वगद ; मै््ग; गफ रनग; बधगई ा ; बामल
अच्ता वगाा क्ग बगल ा ा
using simple statements to express likes or dislikes,
preferences or feelings, for example, मझत खतिनग प द
ं ा।
मझत ै लगबे प-नग प द
ं नाीं ा। ह कदग ाूँ l ह बामल म ाूँ l
expressing wishes for different kinds of occasions and
events, for example, खदवगिी ी मो ग नगएँ ; ईद मबगर ;
जु खदन ी बधगई
asking and answering questions about each other’s daily
routines at home and at school, for example, लमुाह अपनत
खगिी
् े क्ग रनग प द
ं ा
ह आठ बजत
जगलग ाूँ l लम
पवु्गि्
त जगलत ा
Participate in guided activities, such as songs, games, simple
tasks and transactions, using movement, gestures, pictures
and concrete materials to support meaning
[Key concepts: play, performance, action learning; Key
processes: participating, playing, describing]
(ACLHIC002)

participating in songs, rhymes and chants, imitating and
repeating sound patterns and experimenting with
alliteration and rhyme, for example, ्िी जि ी रगन् ा ;
ि ड् ी गठअ ; ोंदग ग ग दूर त ; नगन् लतरी रन् ; रत ग ग रत
ग ग रत
participating in traditional and contemporary games such
as ख -ख , पपटू, िलबिी -डंडग, बडड् that involve repetitive
phrases and behaviours, for example, ोगल ; जबदी र ; लेद
प ड ; बामल अच्त; गबग ा
using appropriate phrases and expressions when taking
turns in games such as गँप और ्-ी; र ब डे , for
example, लमुागरी बगरी; अब ह पग ग िे लग ाूँ ; ल खट्गँ ोि ।
responding to instructions by using actions such as
forming groups, taking up positions or placing/removing
objects in activities that involve concepts such as space,
time and memory
participating in activities that involve competing and
guessing, matching or choosing objects, using modelled
questions and responses and phrases such as ह ज्ल
ल्ग; लम ागर लए; बगार िे ; अब ौन ढूँढतलग; ोि दौड िलगलत ाह ;
बतई गन् ल र
swapping items or describing and classifying objects and
attributes such as shapes, colours and numbers, for
example, लमुाे ौन ग रंल ोगखाए अलर लम
मझत िगि ंोत द
ल ह लमुाे न्ित ंोत दत दूँलग।
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Recognise and respond to classroom routines and
interactions, such as opening and closing of lessons,
transition activities, following instructions and taking turns
[Key concepts: routines, directions, interactions; Key
processes: listening, responding, interacting]
(ACLHIC003)

using and responding to language that structures
routines such as opening and closing of lessons, for
example, न सलत बचो , बठ जगओ; ै लगब ख ि ; ज्, ठअ ा।
अपनत अपनत आई पड नन गि ; पगठ ़ ामआ ; अब लम
ब जग
लत ा ; ि म िेल े
participating in daily classroom interactions such as roll
call, naming the months and days of the week and
describing the weather, for example, पर य २ जून ा ; ि
वगर ा ; आज बामल द् ा।
following instructions in learning activities, for example,
ै लगब े मिख ; बगरी बगरी प- ; ोगर ग
ूा बनगओ ; ल ि घतरग
बनगओ और बठ जगओ; बल ज़ ्न पर रख ; ृप्ग खडत ा जगओ
using appropriate language to apologise or make
excuses, for example, गफ ीजजए, मझत दतर ी ा लई क्यै ग ,
or to ask for help, for example, मझत
झ नाीं आ्ग , क्ग
आप तरी दद र
लत ाह
responding with actions, gestures or verbal responses to
teacher instructions such as ध्रत ब ि ; ध्गन त मन ; तरी
ओर दतख ; बगल ल र ; ोमपोगप बठ

Informing
Locate specific phrases and points of information in simple
texts such as charts, lists, stories and songs, and use the
information to complete guided oral and written tasks
[Key concepts: information, meaning, context, text; Key
processes: making meaning, predicting, identifying]
(ACLHIC004)

Elaborations
listening for specific information in stories, rhymes or
songs, such as िगिग ज् नत तिग खग्ग ; ए
ौआ ््ग ग थग; ोूा ग
और तर , using intonation, gestures and facial expressions
to help understanding
recognising simple written words in familiar contexts,
such as labels, captions and story titles
participating in shared readings of Big Book stories about
familiar events or contexts, for example, पंोलु, ी
ागनन्गँ , using pictures, punctuation, intonation and
contextual clues to predict meaning, and recording words
associated with main characters and events
identifying key points in simple spoken, written or digital
texts by miming, drawing, onscreen pointing, clicking or
dragging
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Use simple statements, gestures and support materials to
convey factual information about self, family, friends and the
immediate environment
[Key concepts: self, interests, environment; Key processes:
naming, labelling, describing, presenting]
(ACLHIC005)

labelling or naming classroom items, resources and
personal possessions, for example, तज़, म ्, ु््ूटर,
पेम ि , बसलग
contributing to a class photo story by creating and
reading captions to their own photos, for example, ह म /
कदग ाूँ।, or by presenting points of personal information,
मझत ोॉकितट प द
ं ा। तर त पग ए
गिी गबबिी ा। ह ए अच्अ
ै् तट खखिगड् ाूँl
using simple sentence structures, familiar vocabulary and
supporting gestures to talk about themselves and their
immediate environment, for example, तर त पग ए िगि लगड्
ा। ह पगथेनग रनत ंखदर / जसजद / लमुुवगरत / िलररजगघर जगलग ाूँ l
representing aspects of their daily routines by writing
captions to drawings/pictures or attaching word bubbles,
such as स ूि जगनग, द पार ग खगनग, पग े े खतिनग।
participating in ‘Show and Tell’ by presenting and
commenting on items of personal interest, for example,
तरग पगिलू जगनवर ; तरग नप द
ं खखिौनग

Creating
Participate in imaginative texts such as stories, rhymes,
puppet shows, lullabies or action songs, and respond through
singing, dancing, drawing, movement and action
[Key concepts: rhythm, expression, character, response; Key
processes: singing, responding, drawing, evaluating; Key text
types: stories, songs, poems, rhymes]
(ACLHIC006)

Elaborations
participating in songs, rhymes, lullabies, and poems, for
example, िबिग िबिग ि री, दूध ी ट री , ोंदग ा लू तरग ूर ज
ा लू, ा ायलत ग ्गब , रगष्ी् लगन, using facial expressions
and gestures to convey meaning
listening to and viewing Hindi versions of familiar Englishlanguage stories, such as खटत अंलूर , िगिो् गबजबि्गँ , लगंध्
ज् त ल्न बुदर, comparing words and expressions in
each language at key points of the story
responding to stories, rhymes, puppet shows and songs,
such as ्मआ और खरल ; ोंदग ग ग दूर त , लगँध् ज् त ल्न
बंदर through drawing or painting, facial expression or
movement
comparing their responses to favourite characters or
events in stories, rhymes or songs by making simple
evaluative statements, such as मझत रोगिग बुदरर ागन् े
बुदर प द
ं ा क्यै क नत गबजबि्य
ोगिग ी त ूखे बनग खद्ग
responding to rhythmic features by using movement,
facial expressions and gestures to convey meaning, for
example, by learning and performing the Indian and
Australian national anthems जन ल् न
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Play with sound patterns, rhythm and rhyme to interpret and
adapt Hindi stories, poems and songs that involve familiar
language and non-verbal forms of expression
[Key concepts: performance, rhythm, expression; Key
processes: performing, imagining, creating, presenting; Key
text types: songs, plays, mime, puppet shows, drawings,
poems]
(ACLHIC007)

performing songs, rhymes, and action stories, for
example, आिू- ोगिू, पगन् बर ग ् ् ् , ागथ् रगजग ागँ
ोित , using non-verbal expression such as clapping, head
gestures and facial expressions to convey meaning and
express emotion
creating own poems, puppet shows or rhymes by
adapting favourite stories to perform at a school or
community event, for example, ‘ोमुनू - मुनू थत द ोगई ; ि
थगएँ

-

creating and presenting own Big Books, story boards or
digital texts based on selected characters or elements of
favourite texts
re-creating stories, rhymes and poems through mime,
dance or captioned drawings
experimenting with devices such as alliteration, word play
or repetition to add to the enjoyment of songs, stories
and poems

Translating
Explain the meaning of simple Hindi words, phrases and
gestures, noticing similarities or differences with English or
other known languages
[Key concepts: language, meaning, translation; Key
processes: noticing, comparing, translating, explaining]
(ACLHIC008)

Elaborations
recognising that every language has its own words,
sounds and gestures that it uses to make meaning
translating and explaining the meaning of Hindi words
and expressions often used by children of their age, for
example, अच्गा, comparing with expressions they use in
similar situations in English
translating simple classroom texts, such as captions,
signs, word lists, charts
demonstrating body language, gestures or facial
expressions that they use with families and friends when
speaking Hindi, such as moving the head in different
ways to mean different things
explaining why particular forms of behaviour accompany
interactions such as greetings in Hindi, for example,
touching the feet of elders while saying प्ग to show
respect, and receiving blessings

Create simple spoken, print or digital texts for the classroom
that combine Hindi and English, such as songs, captions,
picture dictionaries, wall charts or labels
[Key concepts: bilingualism, vocabulary, translation; Key
processes: creating, comparing, matching, comparing]
(ACLHIC009)

creating and performing bilingual versions of nursery
rhymes such as ध ब् और िोड़ड्ग ; alternating verses in
Hindi and English
creating a bilingual picture dictionary for classroom use,
labelling items in both languages
creating sets of matching vocabulary cards in Hindi and
English and playing Matching Pairs or Memory
creating captions in Hindi and English for photos or
images to create simple bilingual storybooks in print or
digital formats
creating a personal ID card with details in both Hindi and
English, for example, नग , द, आँखय ग रंल, जु नलिथ:
‘name’, ‘height’, ‘eye colour’, ‘date of birth’

Reflecting

Elaborations
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Notice and describe ways in which they use Hindi and English
and how these involve different words and behaviours
[Key concepts: meaning, culture, difference; Key processes:
noticing, comparing, reflecting, describing]
(ACLHIC010)

noticing differences in ways they communicate with
friends and family in Hindi and English, such as using
different forms of address in Hindi for relatives on a
father’s or mother’s side of the family, for example, बमआ
ज् for a father’s sister and ौ ् ज् for a mother’s sister;
and using first names in English when addressing
parents of their friends
noticing which language they choose to use in which
contexts, and when they mix or switch between Hindi,
English or other languages, for example, when playing
with friends, interacting with grandparents or reciting
prayers
noticing aspects of Hindi that relate to culture, such as
using terms like दीदी when speaking to a woman who is
older but not yet old enough to be addressed as गलगज्
describing how it feels to use Hindi in the classroom
compared to using it at home or in their community
developing language for talking about language and
culture, for example, using terms such as ‘difference’,
‘behaviour’ and ‘culture’, and considering questions such
as ि ल ऐ ग क्य/ै
मिए रलत ाह

Use simple statements, gestures and support materials to
identify themselves as members of different groups, including
their family, community and school
[Key concepts: identity, self, community, culture; key
processes: describing, representing, comparing, reflecting]
(ACLHIC011)

sharing information about their family background, such
as country or region of origin, languages and dialects
spoken in the home and where extended family members
live
representing their membership of family, peer or
community groups through pictures or captions to photos
discussing the role of Hindi in their lives, for example, in
family relationships, in special events or things they like
to do
describing how it feels to use Hindi in different contexts,
for example, when singing or playing games or when
listening to other people using the language
considering their personal cultural identity, for example,
by discussing how ‘Australian’ or ‘Indian’ they feel in
different situations

Understanding
Systems of language

Elaborations
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Recognise the relationship between the sounds and patterns
of pronunciation and elements of the Devanagari script,
including the representation of long and short vowels,
consonants and conjuncts
[Key concepts: pronunciation, characters, writing; Key
processes: listening, distinguishing, reciting, writing]
(ACLHIU012)

recognising and reproducing the sounds and letters of
spoken and written Hindi
building phonic awareness by recognising and
experimenting with sounds and focusing on those that
are new and initially difficult, such as ल, थ, ल, घ, ट, द, ध।
learning how the Hindi sound system is conventionally
represented in the Devanagari system by the use of 13
letters classified as vowels (अ-अः) and 33 consonants ( ा and ड--)
developing pronunciation skills by singing, reciting,
reproducing and mimicking alphabetic elements in
context
understanding how vowels are pronounced without any
obstruction of air coming out of the mouth and
consonants are pronounced with obstruction of air by
different parts of the mouth
recognising that a line on the top of written letters joins
them to make words and establishes spaces between
words ब , घर। अब घर ोि।
practising the writing of Devangari letters ‘hanging’ from a
line, noticing the difference between this and English,
where letters are written above the line ख ल - a, b, c
recognising the matra form of vowels, such as जी, ी्, and
distinguishing long and short vowel sounds, such as जी,
ी्
identifying and practising pronunciation of vowel sounds
with consonants, for example, इ/ै , ई/ ी
understanding the formation of conjunct consonants such
as क, ,, ्
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Understand elements of Hindi grammar, such as the subjectobject-verb sentence structure, question, answer and
statement forms, agreements for gender and number, the use
of pronouns and postpositions and of verbs in relation to
actions and commands
[Key concepts: grammar, sentences, patterns, rules; Key
processes: noticing, identifying, explaining]
(ACLHIU013)

identifying people by using pronouns, such as लम , लू,
आप, ह, तरग, लमुागरग।
understanding and responding to imperative verb forms,
such as बठ जगओ, ्ागँ आओ, तरी बगल मन ।
exploring how to use singular and plural forms, such as
ह, ा , तरग, लमुागरग
referring to objects using cardinal numbers, for example,
ए , द , पगँो, गल
noticing that adjectives are used to describe people,
objects or places and are usually placed before the noun,
for example, मंदर िड ी , ् टग बचोग, रंल-गबरंल् नललिी
understanding the role of different words for asking
questions, such as ागँ
ौन
ब क्ग
expressing negation, for example, नाीं , ल, नग

learning the structure of simple statements and
questions, based on models such as लम
तर त गथ ोि । लम
ता
understanding that verb forms change according to
gender and number, for example, िड ग लगलग ा। िड ी लगल्
ा। िड त लगलत ाह।

describing actions using simple verbs, such as लगनग, खगनग,
खतिनग, दौडनग
understanding the use of commands and post positions
as in मझ दीजजए। रग
त िीजजए। वागँ पर रख ।
Understand that language is organised as ‘texts’ that take
different forms and use different structures to achieve their
purposes
[Key concepts: text, meaning, language features; Key
processes: recognising, comparing, describing]
(ACLHIU014)

understanding texts as different forms of communication
that can be spoken, written, digital or visual, recognising
that they can be very short, for example, ु , or much
longer, for example, लम ज़रग ठार जगओ।
recognising that different types of texts have different
features, for example, repetition and rhythm in action
songs and rhymes, listing of items on a shopping list
using metalanguage to talk about texts, for example, by
naming different genres, such as lullabies, stories,
rhymes, tongue twisters, and by describing typical
features, for example, ‘ ागनन्य ी मुआल ग’, ‘लगनत अक र
ग’,
noticing how familiar texts, such as poems or stories, are
sequenced and organised, for example, by identifying
titles, connections between pictures and written texts or
familiar opening lines, such as ए
् ी बगल ा ...

Language variation and change

Elaborations
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Recognise that different words, expressions and gestures are
used by Hindi speakers to interact with different people in
different situations
[Key concepts: language variation, respect, difference; Key
processes: noticing, selecting, adapting]
(ACLHIU015)

recognising that language they use at home or when
playing with friends is sometimes different to language
they use in school, for example, addressing each other
as लू/लम rather than the more respectful form of आप, or
using the informal pronunciation of ्त/व rather than the
formal pronunciation ्ा/वा
recognising that children in their class may use different
words and expressions that come from different dialects
and languages
understanding that different forms of address are used to
greet different people, for example, addressing elders as
आप, equal or younger people as लम and being
addressed by older relatives as ज्लत रा
understanding that different greetings are used with
people from different community and religious groups, for
example, न सलत /न स गर to a Hindu, अस िग अि म to a
Muslim and ल् श् अ गि to a Sikh

Recognise that all languages change over time and borrow
words and expressions from each other
[Key concepts: language change, word-borrowing; Key
processes: noticing, comparing, identifying]
(ACLHIU016)

recognising that languages borrow words and
expressions from each other and that Hindi includes
many words that originated in languages such as
Persian, Arabic and English
identifying loan words and expressions from English used
in Hindi, understanding that they may be pronounced
differently in the two languages, for example, phone is
pronounced as फ न, dollar is pronounced as डगिर
finding examples of Hindi words that are used in other
languages, for example, ‘yoga’ (् ल), ‘sari’ ( गड्), ‘khaki’
(खग ी), ‘pyjama’ (पग्जग ग )
noticing words that they use in their everyday lives that
come from different languages

Recognise that Australia is a multicultural society with
communities of speakers of many different languages
including Hindi
[Key concepts: culture, multiculturalism, diversity, family,
community; Key processes: observing, noting, describing,
comparing]
(ACLHIU017)

understanding that there are many different languages in
the world and in the Australian community and that many
people speak more than one language
exploring the range of languages spoken in Australia,
including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages
identifying different languages and dialects used by
children in their class or friendship groups, for example,
by creating a language map with greetings in each
language
identifying different languages that they come into
contact with in their extended family and communities

Role of language and culture

Elaborations
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Understand that people use language in ways that reflect their
culture, such as where and how they live and what is
important to them
[Key concepts: language, culture, meaning; Key processes:
noticing, comparing, reflecting]
(ACLHIU018)

noticing how gestures and body language differ between
cultures, such as the way Hindi speakers move their
heads when saying अच्ग; fold their hands and bow when
saying न सलत to an older person; touch the feet of elders
and say प्ग ; hold the ear lobe when apologising
exploring the meaning of ‘culture’, how it involves visible
elements, such as dressing, eating and dancing, and
invisible elements, such as attitudes and values, for
example, the use of the expression ैिर म िेलत when
leaving, to avoid the finality associated with ‘goodbye’
noticing similarities and differences in how they
communicate in Hindi in the classroom and in their
homes, for example, बतटग, बतटी; being called मुनग, मुन्
learning to talk about language and culture and how they
are connected by responding to prompt questions such
as आप क्ग ोलत ाह ग आप क्य िललग ा ै ि ल ग
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Hindi
Foundation to Year 2 Achievement Standard
By the end of Year 2, students interact with the teacher and peers to exchange greetings and talk about themselves and their
famili es, for example, मर ज , ैप ानसज ह
र , मजंख़ ख़म ग़ ख़ ,न ैप ाख़ ायख़ ख़म ह
न मजं ज ं मच थख़ं
मजं ज पप ख़ज़ रह यज ं त ेच्ज रह यज मजं मख़ ख़ ज़ रह यज ं त सतसदं रह यज मजं ज ंडज

ख़ब रह य मजं ्ोब ं

ोग रह मजंख़ एा ख़ब नह मजं एा ं
नह इसाख़

.न They express thanks, likes a nd disl ikes, feelin gs and wis hes, for example, मतुज ैइस ककम ेच्ठ
ग ख़ ह
न मर ैप सज ख़ंख़ा ूवह मतुज नज

ख़ पसरद नह मतुज ड़ा ख़ंच प

ख़ पसरद

र नह मर उदख़स ूव ह मर ं त

ख़म सतधख़ नह य पख़वथ सख़

नह यज

ग ़ नह ैप ाो ायख़ ेच्ख़

ाक

तत ूव. They use repetitive l angu age

whe n particip ating in g uide d activities an d respon ding to classr oom routin es, for example, मर ज , ंचथो ंनठ जख़ओ, ड़ा ख़ं नो ोह ज़
ेच्ख़, ठठा नह ेप ़ ड़ा ख़ंच ं ाख़ ोह पख़ठ

म तै ह ें तम सं जख़ सा ज ोह ा

soun ds and patterns of the Hi ndi la ngua ge, for example,

म चग चह मर हज धसयआख़द . नhen speaki ng, they use the

,स ,ग , ,ब,ठ ,द ,ध.They identify wor ds and phr ases in simp le texts

and locate and share specific points of information about their immediate environment using illustrations and gestures to support
mean ing, for exampl e, मजं ज पख़स एा ख़

गख़ड़ नह मर ज एा प़ ख़

ू

दजनख़ह मजं ड़ा ख़ं ं त

ख़ं

नह मर ज ेप ज प ंआख़ं ाज सख़स नख़ ख़ नख़यख़ह मजं ज

ं ाज सख़म ज एा ंस रबटप नह मर ंख़स् ख़ ां ज मर दं/ मिरजद / गतद आख़ंज / ्गंजख़ ं जख़ ख़ ूव. They respond to ima ginativ e texts that have

listened to, viewed or participated in through singing, drawing, movement and action, and use illustrations, familiar language
and non-verbal forms of expression to interpret and adapt Hindi stories, poems and songs. Students use familiar words and
phras es, for example, ंनठ जख़ओह य ख़व ैओह आ ख़व जख़ओह इधं ंनठोह उधं जख़ां नडज ोह इस जग पं म ाूदोह थ ो उधं थ च . They use basic
rules of wor d order, and g ender a nd numb er agreem ent in simpl e sentences, for examp le, डाख़ नडख़ नह डाक नड़ नह
रह

डड़ायख़व जख़ ं

रह ंजबख़ नख़ ख़ नख़ ं ख़ नह ंजबज नख़ ख़ नख़ ं ज ,र ंज बयख़व नख़ ख़ नख़ ं

डाज जख़ ं ज

.र They translate and i nterpret freque ntly used wor ds

and simple phrases, and create word lists, labels and captions in Hindi and English for the classroom environment. Students
identify themselves as members of different groups and describe different words and behaviours they use when communicating
in Hindi and English.
Students make connections between spoken Hindi, including vowels, consonants and conjuncts, and the use of Devanagari
script, and join characters to form simple words. They distinguish between question, answer and statement forms, for example,
ैप ा ख़व जख़ ं ज ह
र तम ानसज ोह ायख़ ैप मजं ज सख़स थ ग
च ज ह आ ख़व ाँ

ह
न ैप आ ख़व ाय जख़ ं ज ह
र They ide ntify the use of pronou ns,

postpositions and verbs in relation to actions and commands. They identify features of familiar texts. They distinguish between
the language spoken by different Hindi speakers in different contexts and situations, such as at home with family or at school
with the teacher.Students name some of the many languages that are spoken in Australia, including Hindi, and give examples of
simpl e words in En glish that hav e been b orrowe d from Hindi, such as पख़यजख़मख़ , योग, सख़ड़,

ख़ाक. They identify how l angu age

usage reflects where and how people live and what is important to them.
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Hindi
Years 3 and 4
The nature of learners
At this stage, children are developing cognitive and social capabilities that allow for increased control of their own learning. They
are able to conceptualise and reason, and have better memory and focus. This is a stage of social experimentation, with
children referencing themselves against their peers. They are more independent and less egocentric, enjoying both competitive
and cooperative activities. They benefit from varied, activity-based learning, which builds on their interests and capabilities and
makes connections with other areas of learning.
Hindi language learning and use
Children interact with peers and the teacher in classroom routines and a variety of learning experiences and activities. They
engage in a lot of listening, and build oral proficiency through the provision of rich language input and opportunities to engage in
communicative activities where grammatical forms and language features are purposefully integrated. The language they use
and hear is authentic with some modification. Vocabulary is familiar and and structures are simple. Children follow instructions,
exchange simple information and express ideas and feelings related to their personal worlds. They negotiate interactions and
activities and participate in shared tasks, performance and play. They read and create short texts on topics relevant to their
interests and enjoyment, such as family, pets, favourite activities or food. They continue to build vocabulary that relates to a
wider range of domains, such as areas of the curriculum that involve some specialised language use. The language used in
routine activities is re-used and reinforced from lesson to lesson in different situations, making connections between what has
been learnt and what is to be learnt.
Contexts of interaction
The contexts in which students interact in learning and using Hindi are primarily local: the classroom, school, home and
community, with some access to wider communities of Hindi speakers and resources through virtual and digital technology. The
development of oral proficiency is similar in many ways to their parallel development of English language and literacy and
continues to rely on rich language input in different modes and from different sources.
Texts and resources
Learners engage primarily with a variety of teacher-generated materials, stories, songs, puppet shows and games, and with
materials produced for young Hindi learners such as computer language games, cards and readers. They may also have
access to materials developed for children in India and other Hindi-speaking regions of the world, such as television programs,
advertisements or web pages, as a means of broadening cultural knowledge and awareness of diversity of language
experience.
Features of Hindi language use
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Chi ldren rec ognis e and ap ply elem ents of Hindi gr ammar, such as the use of tenses, गया था, जाऊएगा, जा रहा हूए, खाया था, खा रहा हूए,

खाऊएगा, possessive a djectives to expr ess owners hip, मेरी पुसतक, तुुहारा बसता, and pron ouns for plac es and ob jects, यहाए , ्हाए , यह,
्ह. They understan d the use of constructions re lated to compu lsion, con dition al sentenc es and comp ound ver bs to indicate
capabilities or completion of actions. Children’s development of literacy skills progresses from supported comprehension and
use of familiar and personally significant sight words to working with more elaborated texts that take account of context, purpose
and audience. The development of reading skills and textual knowledge is supported through interaction with a range of spoken,
written, visual and multimodal texts. Imaginative and interactive texts, such as picture books, rhymes, stories, puppet play,
songs and games, engage the expressive and cultural dimensions of language. Procedural, informative and descriptive texts,
such as negotiated classroom rules, tuckshop orders or family and class profiles, show how language is used to ‘get things
done’. A balance between language knowledge and language use is established by integrating focused attention to grammar,
vocabulary building, pronunciation, and non-verbal and cultural dimensions of language use with communicative and purposeful
learning activity.
Children talk about differences and similarities they notice between Hindi, English and other languages they know, and also
between cultural behaviours and ways of communicating.
Learning Hindi in school contributes to the process of making sense of the children’s worlds which characterises this stage of
development. Children are increasingly aware that the Hindi language is used not only in their own community in Australia and
in India, but also in many other places around the world. As they engage consciously with differences between languages and
cultures, they make comparisons and consider differences and possibilities in ways of communicating in different languages.
This leads them to explore concepts of identity and difference, to think about cultural and linguistic diversity, and about what it
means to speak more than one language in the contemporary world.
Level of support
This stage of learning involves continued extensive support. Form-focused activities build children’s grammatical knowledge and
develop accuracy and control in spoken and written Hindi; opportunities to apply this knowledge in meaningful learning
experiences build communicative skills, confidence and fluency. Tasks are carefully scaffolded: teachers provide models and
examples; introduce language, concepts and resources needed to manage and complete the activity; make time for
experimentation, drafting and redrafting; and provide support for self-monitoring and reflection.
The role of English
The teacher and learners use Hindi wherever possible in classroom interactions and learning activities. English is used for
discussion, reflection and explanation when appropriate, for example, when considering the nature and relationship of language
and culture, or in tasks which involve bilingual work that includes comparison and analysis of Hindi and English. Discussion in
Hindi and English supports learning, develops children’s conceptual frames and builds metalanguage for talking about
language and culture systems. The process of moving between languages consolidates their already established sense of what
it means to be bilingual or multilingual and provides opportunities for reflection on the experience of living interculturally in
intersecting language communities.

Years 3 and 4 Content Descriptions
Communicating
Socialising

Elaborations
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Engage in simple interactions such as asking and answering
questions or issuing and responding to invitations, and
exchange information about their interests, activities and
personal worlds
[Key concepts: communication, information, leisure, interests;
Key processes: interacting, exchanging, describing]
(ACLHIC019)

exchanging different types of correspondence such as
greeting cards or invitations, using modelled language
such as नए ्ाल क़ बधाई ; राखी क़ शुभ कामनाएए ; ईस मुबारक;
शुफिया; तुुह भी; मशकक ठस्् शुभ हो
exchanging information about interests, experiences,
leisure activities and community events, building
descriptive vocabulary and using statements such as मुझे
फिकेट खेलना ,च,ा लगता ह कययफक ो; गृह कायद करने के बास मै
टी्ी सेखता हूएै नहा कर मै पूजा करता हूएै ज सी जाग कर मै
इलेक्टननक खेल खेलता हूए l हर रव््ार मै मंठसर जाता हूएै ्भी
लोग बडे ही उ्ाह के ्ाथ ब्ाखी मेले जाते हैै
asking each other about recent events or significant
occasions, using language associated with time, location
and frequency, for example, तुम नननहाल कब जाते होह मै हर
्ाल गम् क़ ,ुठुयय म नननहाल जाता हूए; आप फि्म् क्े मनाते
हैह; होली के उयोहार म रंग कयय लगाया जाता ह ह
responding to frequently asked questions or comments,
using appropriate intonation, gestures and short
responses, such as ठठक ह ; जी हाए ; ननजवित प ्े ; बब कुल
ठठक
asking each other about their personal worlds, for
example, आपका जनम कहाए हुआ थाह कया तुम मर पर ठहंसी
बोलते होह तुुहारे वपताजी कया काम करते हैह आपके सोसत कौनहै ह
कया तुम ,पनी सासी ्े सयार करते होह आप ,पने पालतू कुउते क़
सेखभाल क्े करते हैह

Participate in shared learning activities and transactions, such
as science experiments, cooking or craft activities, creating
displays or swapping items
[Key concepts: roles, collaboration, learning experiences,
transactions; Key processes: negotiating, creating,
transacting]
(ACLHIC020)

negotiating roles and responsibilities when collaborating
in shared learning experiences, using expressions such
as थोडा मै मलखता हूए बाक़ तुम मलखोै मै काटता हूए, तुम चिपकातै
्ाहा यह ,च,ठ बात है कया तुम कुसयूटर पर काम करना िाहते
होह
making shared decisions about content, vocabulary and
design when working together to create digital displays or
posters for special events, such as स्तंतता ठस्् ; पयाद्रण
ठस््; ्ावभदक खेल ठस्् ; स्च,ता ,मभयान
following procedures/giving instructions for activities such
as cooking, craft activities or science experiments, using
language forms such as imperative verbs and
measurement terms, for example, 100 गाम आटा, ्ब्े
पहले पानी ममलात ; कपाई म तेल गरम करो ; एक िुमि नमक
्ालो; गोल कागम काटो ; बीि ्े मोडो ; धागे ्े बाएधो
using tokens that represent Indian and Australian
currencies to carry out simulated transactions in different
contexts
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Respond to questions, directions and requests and use
simple questions and statements to ask for help or
permission, attract attention and check understanding
[Key concepts: directions, response, support; Key processes:
interacting, responding]
(ACLHIC021)

using appropriate language to ask for help, information or
to attract attention, for example, यह कया ह ह मुझे ्मझ नहीं
आयाै कया आप मेरी मसस करेगह व्वयालय का खेल-ठस्् कब
हह
interacting with each other to complete learning activities
and check on understanding, for example, मुझे पन सोै कया
यह ्ही ह ह ,पने ठहस्े का कायद ज सी ्मासत करोै
responding to directions when playing games, completing
work or getting ready for class, for example, मुझे एक बार
फफर ्े ठसखाएएै मोर ्े गातै ्ाकय मलखोै इ्े ेयान ्े ्ुनोै इन
चितय को सेखोै एक ्ीधी पंजकत म खडे हो जाइएै
praising and encouraging each other during learning
activities, for example, बहुत बठपयाा बुर ा नहीं है ठठक-ठाक है
using interaction skills such as questioning, responding
and interpreting non-verbal clues when working
collaboratively

Informing
Locate and organise information in different types of spoken,
written and visual texts relating to personal, social and natural
worlds
[Key concepts: information, natural world, physical world, daily
life; Key processes: listening, reading, identifying, classifying]
(ACLHIC022)

Elaborations
listening to short spoken texts that contain some
unfamiliar language, such as announcements or
directions for a game or task, identifying specific points of
information
collecting information from print or digital resources about
selected topics, such as animal species, famous places,
national flags or world geography, to create captioned
displays with simple descriptive statements, for example,
नतरंगा झं्ा; ्ंकटगसत जान्र; व्व् के ्ब्े ऊएिे प्दत
locating information from a range of multimedia materials
relating to school routines and activities in Hindi language
contexts, comparing with school life in Australia, for
example, the ‘midday meals’ scheme in India compared
to school canteens in Australia
finding Hindi language at home or in the community to
create language resources for their own use in different
contexts and situations, for example, collecting Hindi
words in English-language advertisements, menus or
shop signs, such as roti, naan, mela.
using digital/online resources to collect information about
children’s out-of-school daily activities in Hindi-speaking
communities in different contexts
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Present simple information about home, school and
community, using visual support such as photos, maps or
charts
[Key concepts: family, communication, identity; Key
processes: surveying, describing, presenting, reflecting]
(ACLHIC023)

using simple descriptive language and supporting
resources to introduce family members and friends and
to identify relationships with them, for example, मौ्ी;
िािा, providing details such as age, religion, occupation
or regional backgrounds, for example, ्ह ऑस्ेमलयाई है
्क़ म ती् ्ाल क़ है
presenting information they have collected about each
other’s likes, dislikes or interests to create a class profile,
chart or database, using checklists, surveys or question
cues
presenting information via picture stories or multimodal
displays on events or topics of potential interest to Hindispeaking children of their own age in other contexts
working together to design posters or web pages to
promote a cultural event or regional profile
creating a class book or digital display about topics they
have been studying in Hindi and/or other curriculum
areas, for example, इसतेमाल क़ जा िुक़ ्सतुत ं ्े कु, और
बनाना; जी्न-िि; व्व् ्ंगीत

Creating
Engage with creative and imaginative texts such as stories,
rhymes, dance and action songs, identifying favourite
elements and acting out key events or interactions
[Key concepts: imagination, character, plot; Key processes:
responding, identifying, creating, evaluating; Key text types:
films, stories, myths, puppetry]
(ACLHIC024)

Elaborations
reading, listening to and viewing stories, children’s TV
programs, excerpts from films, identifying and describing
favourite elements, ideas and events
viewing excerpts from traditional texts such as जातक
कथाएए , explaining key elements, for example,
नमसते /नमसकार ; िरण सपशद , आशी्ादस
adopting and adapting styles and ideas from writers or
artists that they enjoy to create their own imaginative
texts, for example, a skit based on a scene from a
favourite story
demonstrating understanding of plot and sequence in
imaginative texts by creating a storyboard or timeline
describing favourite animal characters in Panchatantra
Stories, comparing with the role of animals in stories from
other world cultures
discussing favourite characters or events in familiar
traditional texts such as सासी माए क़ कहाननयाए
exploring rhythms, sound patterns and alliteration of
Hindi, for example, by creating their own tongue twisters
similar to कचिा पापड पकका पापड
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Create simple imaginative texts, such as dialogues,
storyboards, puppet shows or songs that encourage
exploration and enjoyment of language
[Key concepts: expression, humour, entertainment,
enjoyment; Key processes: creating, performing,
experimenting; Key text types: poems, songs, puppet shows,
animations, stories]
(ACLHIC025)

creating variations on Hindi poems or songs that include
repetitive phrases, established rhythms, rhymes and
actions
using puppets to create dialogues between characters
from favourite stories or fables
creating their own simple storyboards or picture books,
using captions and dialogue
designing and creating Voki animations that use
expressive, entertaining and humorous language
imitating the style and structure of a favourite song to
create their own song that explores different
combinations of sounds and rhythms
acting out elements of events such as the Rakhi festival,
using traditional expressions and culturally appropriate
behaviours, such as भाई क़ कलाई पर राखी बांधना
drawing their own versions of characters encountered in
imaginative texts and selecting simple descriptive
statements as captions to their pictures

Translating
Translate simple texts such as rhymes, captions, story books
or familiar social interactions, noticing words and expressions
that are difficult to translate
[Key concepts: meaning, translation, interpretation, culture;
Key processes: translating, noticing, reflecting, explaining]
(ACLHIC026)

Elaborations
translating popular children’s rhymes into English, for
example, िूए-िूए करती आई चिड़डया ; िंसा मामा, noticing words
that are difficult to translate or explain
identifying Hindi words or expressions that do not easily
translate into English, for example, आएखय का तारा
translating exchanges between characters in favourite
stories from Hindi into English
discussing the meaning of traditional Hindi phrases used
on special occasions, comparing how similar wishes are
expressed in English, for example, जीते रहो
translating lines from cartoon or comic-strip characters
such as वपंक़ और बबली, noticing how meanings
sometimes get changed or confused when translated into
another language

Create simple bilingual texts, such as signs, notices or
captions for displays in the classroom and wider school
community
[Key concepts: bilingualism, translating, meaning,
pronunciation; Key processes: composing, discussing,
selecting]
(ACLHIC027)

creating bilingual captions for a photographic or digital
display to show parents or other student groups
designing a flyer for a class event or performance that
uses both Hindi and English, considering how to convey
information and ideas in each language
creating bilingual texts for the classroom or school
community, such as a school map or signs indicating
appropriate behaviour
generating parallel Hindi and English versions of
classroom texts such as timetables, menus or
instructions for activities or games
matching and sequencing words and pictures in Hindi
and in English to complete speech bubbles in digital or
print versions of short conversations or picture stories

Reflecting

Elaborations
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Recognise that ways of communicating in different languages
reflect ways of behaving and thinking
[Key concepts: culture, communication, respect, values,
difference; Key processes: noticing, reflecting comparing,
describing]
(ACLHIC028)

recognising differences in attitudes or ways of expressing
feelings when using Hindi or English, for example, when
being polite and respectful, when thanking or
sympathising with people or when exchanging wishes on
special occasions
identifying non-verbal aspects of communication in Hindi
that may be unfamiliar to non-Hindi speakers, such as
the way that older relatives greet children by holding their
hand over the child’s head and saying जीते रहो, or
shaking the head from side to side or back and forth to
show varying levels of agreement
recognising how the Hindi language reflects traditions
and social distinctions to do with how people are
regarded in society, how old they are or what religion
they practise, for example, the use of the honorific
particle जी after a surname to show respect or after an
individual name to show affection
discussing how Australian behaviours and expressions
might be understood or misunderstood by newcomers to
the language and culture, for example, the use of terms
such as ‘bushwalking’ or ‘arvo’, or expressions such as
‘she’ll be right’ and children’s use of first names with
some adults
comparing how they communicate in Hindi, English or
other languages when they are interacting with different
people, such as elders, friends, strangers, parents, small
children

Talk about their individual and group sense of identity and
how this is expressed through the different languages they
use
[Key concepts: language, culture, identity, community; Key
processes: reflecting, comparing, analysing, representing]
(ACLHIC029)

talking about how they feel when using English, Hindi or
other languages and whether there are some things that
feel more natural in one language than in the other
demonstrating gestures or behaviours that they feel
‘belong’ in Hindi but not in English or vice versa
sharing opinions about whether they have a different
sense of identity when they are using different languages
creating drawings or photo displays that show their
connections with family, friendship groups and
communities, writing captions of words or phrases that
they associate with each group
considering the importance to their identity of speaking
Hindi to some people, such as older relatives or
members of the wider Hindi-speaking community
observing themselves and reporting to each other how
they use Hindi and English in different contexts and for
different purposes, identifying favourite expressions or
gestures in each language

Understanding
Systems of language

Elaborations
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Build phonic awareness and pronunciation skills through
singing, reciting and experimenting with sounds; develop
familiarity with the use of the under-dotted characters
representing loan sounds in Hindi and conventions governing
punctuation marks in written script
[Key concepts: pronunciation, sounds, loan words; Key
processes: identifying, distinguishing, recording]
(ACLHIU030)

creating an alphabet bank, collecting words beginning
with each letter, for example, कमल, क्रत , कोयलै
imitating the discrimination of unaspirated and aspirated
sounds, for example, क-ख, स-धै
understanding that the sound and letter correspondence
is the same in written and spoken Hindi, that there are no
silent letters or more than one sound for any one letter,
apart from the letters ह, य and ्, whose pronunciation is
influenced by their context
understanding that Hindi vowels can be pronounced with
a nasal quality added to them which is represented by
either a िंदबब ंसु or a small dot (बबंसु) above the headstroke,
for example, हाए , मै
recognising how to distinguish between nasal vowel
sounds and nasal consonants, and the rules that govern
how to represent nasal consonant combinations in words
such as गंगा, पंजाब, ठं् /ठण्, बंस/बनस and तुुहारा
recognising that there are loan words in Hindi from
languages such as English, Persian, Arabic, Turkish and
Portuguese, and learning how the underdotted
characters क, , ,, म, फ are used to represent such loan
sounds
recognising how pitch, stress and rhythm help to convey
meaning even when individual words are unfamiliar
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Recognise and apply elements of grammar, such as noun and
adjectival forms, conjunctions, gender and number markers,
verb tenses and compound forms, and constructions related
to compulsion
[Key concepts: grammar, tense, gender, number; Key
processes: recognising, applying, naming]
(ACLHIU031)

describing objects using concrete nouns related to home,
school and local environments, for example, forms of
transport मोटरकार, रेलगाडी , food items िा्ल, रोटी, साल and
classroom objects कु््, मेम, पम्ल
describing quantity using cardinal numbers, such as पाएि
रोठटयाए , स् चगला्
using appropriate forms of tenses, for example, गया था,
जाऊएगा, जा रहा हूए, खाया था, खा रहा हूए, खाऊएगा

using adjectives to describe characteristics or qualities of
a person or object, such as nationality, shape and colour,
and noticing that they change with gender and number,
for example, ,ोटा लडका , ,ोटी लडक़ , ,ोटे लडके
using possessive adjectives to express ownership, for
example, मेरी पुसतक, तुुहारा बसता

creating simple sentence structures such as मै पपता हूएै

using pronouns for places and objects, for example, यहाए ,
्हाए , यह, ्ह
recognising that punctuation in English is the same as in
Hindi apart from the use of capital letters and a different
symbol for a full stop
using conjunctions to link elements of sentences or
phrases, for example, और, या, लेफकन
constructing questions to seek information, for example,
कययह क्ेह
identifying regular forms of gender and number
understanding how actions completed at a particular time
in the past are described using perfective tenses and
how ने is used as the agent marker for transitive verb
actions in these tenses
showing how actions are performed by using compound
verb forms such as in मैने काम उम कर ठसया, सुकान बंस हो
गईै
understanding the distinctions in levels of compulsion
implied in statements like मुझे जाना िाठहएै मुझे जाना है मुझे
जाना पडता है
Notice differences between simple spoken, written and
multimodal texts used in different contexts, comparing with
similar texts in English
[Key concepts: genre, language features; Key processes:
identifying, comparing, distinguishing]
(ACLHIU032)

recognising features of familiar genres of Hindi texts,
such as digital books or puppet shows, video clips or
children’s songs
recognising differences between the layout and language
features of different types of texts and formats, such as
चित-कथाएए and लोक-कथाएए
recognising the role played by different elements in texts
to contribute to meaning-making, for example, the layout,
title, illustration and punctuation in a picture book or the
use of repetition and rhyme in poems and chants
recognising differences in spoken and written forms of
everyday texts, such as greetings or wishes, for example,
आपको बहुत-बहुत बधाई हो (spoken) and हाठसदक शुभकामनाएए
(written), comparing with similar differences between
spoken and written texts in English
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Language variation and change
Understand that the way the Hindi language is used varies
according to the age, gender and background of speakers
and that it involves different dialects and accents
[Key concepts: standard language, variation, status,
relationship; Key processes: noticing, comparing,
differentiating]
(ACLHIU033)

Elaborations
understanding that there is a standard form of Hindi
called मानक ठहंसी which is used in writing and spoken by
many people, and also many spoken dialects that differ
from region to region, for example, बज भाभा, ,्धी
reflecting on how they communicate with family and
friends and people less close to them or in authority,
noticing differences in word choice, gestures and
communicative behaviour
comparing language used among different family
members, such as grandparents, parents and siblings,
noticing words that reflect status or position in the family,
for example, addressing older siblings as आप rather than
तुम
comparing language use at home and school, for
example, by identifying differences in ways of thanking
someone or asking for help; the use of nicknames or
terms of affection such as राजा बेटा, रानी बबठटया
making personal connections with different language
dialects spoken in regions of India, in Fiji, Mauritius and
other parts of the world
understanding the importance of using appropriate
language when interacting with different people, for
example, the use of ultra-formal language such as
बठठएगा when speaking with elders or strangers

Understand that the Hindi language is influenced by and in
turn influences other languages and cultures
[Key concepts: change, influence, contact; Key processes:
identifying, investigating]
(ACLHIU034)

understanding the influence on Hindi of different
languages over different times, for example, the use of
English words such as ‘post-box’, ‘railway station’, ‘bus’,
‘school’
identifying more examples of Hindi words or expressions
that are commonly used in English, such as ‘verandah’
from बरामसा , ‘bandana’ from बांधना
identifying how words from Sanskrit, Perso-Arabic and
English are used in different contexts to mean related
concepts such as ‘concern/anxiety’: Sanskrit चिंता; Arabic
फफि; and ‘tension’, English टेनशन
finding examples of expressions in Hindi that include
words from English or other languages, for example, कया
यह आपका फाइनल उतर ह ह
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Understand that Hindi is an important regional and
international language used by speakers who are often
multilingual in different contexts around the world
[Key concepts: multilingualism, accent, dialect; Key
processes: mapping, grouping, identifying]
(ACLHIU035)

understanding that Hindi is used by communities of
speakers in many regions of the world beyond their
immediate and extended family
talking to people they know in their families, at school
and in the wider community about the languages they
speak and how they use them
understanding that Hindi is one of many languages
spoken in India and other communities around the world,
and that most Hindi speakers also speak other languages
recognising that there are many different Indian
languages spoken in India and other regions of the world,
involving different dialects, accents and vocabulary

Role of language and culture
Recognise the relationship between language and culture, for
example, by identifying expressions, gestures or forms of
address associated with different cultural practices
[Key concepts: non-verbal language, politeness, culture,
traditions; Key processes: discussing, describing, comparing,
reflecting]
(ACLHIU036)

Elaborations
understanding that languages carry cultural ideas and
values, as in the use of words such as से्ी as opposed to
व्सेशी, the use of blessings by older people to children,
the use of indirect forms of language such as कोई बात नहीं
as a way of deflecting a difficult situation
identifying forms of address or expressions associated
with cultural events or celebrations that reflect values and
traditions, for example, बधाई हो
noticing how family values such as familiarity, politeness
or respect are expressed in Hindi and associated
behaviours, for example, addressing cousins or distant
male siblings as भइया; the concept of जूठ ा
identifying words and expressions that reflect cultural
beliefs, practices and traditions, such as offering of प्ास
to God, offering to God or visitors फूल, ममठाई , फल, पानी
पीजजए to guests when they visit
noticing that some Australian terms and expressions are
only meaningful in the Australian context and have no
equivalent in Hindi, for example, ‘fair go’, ‘she’ll be right’
recognising words and expressions in Hindi that reflect
traditions and distinctions that are not easily translated
into English, for example, forms of address such as स्ामी
जी for a religious leader, गुरजी for a male teacher, बाबाजी
for an older male person and राम राम as a mode of
greeting in villages
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Hindi
Years 3 and 4 Achievement Standard
By the end of Year 4, students interact with the teacher and peers to share information about their interests, activities and
perso nal wor lds, for example, ज।ं़ु , ।मु

पजु दों़य ंु सतथ खुिजत

अछत िग़त ,ह ।मु ोझंुट खुिजत

अछत िग़त ह क्यों

, गो ंत्,

ंरजु ंु बतद । टीवी दुख़त ूँ, ज त ंर । पूेत ंऱत ूँ, र र ववतर । ।ीचदर ेत़त ूँ , । सब ल।ि ंर ंत। ंऱु ह ।ुर ु पररवतर ।र पतँा िोग र ़ु ह
। रो,

पजु

तई ंु सतथ खुि़त ूँह आपंी स त़्त ंु लि्ु ध।्वतद हThey use formul aic express ions to partici pate in simp le

transactio nal exch anges a nd share d activities, for exampl e, ।ुर ु सतथ आँ, । ल।ि ंर ंत। ंररगह। लिख़त ूँ, ् ् तँ रखो, थोडत ।
लिख़त ूँ बतंी ़। लिखोह । ंतट़त ूँ ,़। ापंतँह वत ह ्

अछ् बत़ हह क्त ़। ंम ्ूटर पर ंत। ंरजत ात ़ु ोब They use simp le

questions and statements to follow instructions, respond to questions, ask for help and permission and seek clarification in
everyd ay classroom ro utines, for exampl e, ् क्त ब
ह ।मु स।म ज ीी आ्तह क्त आप ।ुरी ।दद ंरुगरब ् तँ आँ, ोफर सु ं ोह ध।्वतद ,
सब आरत। सु बहठोहंंूि ंब ु ो र ु ब ंंूि ंत खुि-चदवस ंब ब
ह हhen spe aking a nd read ing al oud, they use features of Hi ndi

pronunciation and intonation. Students locate and organise information relating to their personal, social and natural worlds from
different types of texts and present information about home, school and community in simple texts, using visual support, such as
photos, maps or charts. They respond to imaginative texts by acting out key events or interactions and identifying favourite
elements, and create simple imaginative texts, such as dialogues, puppet shows and songs. They use vocabulary related to
schoo l, home and the l ocal env ironme nt, for examp le, ातवि, रोटी, दति, घर, ं।रत , दरवत,त , घली, ंस्, ।ु,, ों़तबु , छतछ, परलसि , बोल, ,

पढ़तई, लिखजत, बोिजत, पौधत, पुड , फूि, घतस, मूित, ।ोटरंतर, रुिगतडी . Students use key grammatic al forms and structures, such as verb

tenses, nou ns and ad jectives, gen der and n umber markers a nd conj unctions, for examp le, ग्त थत, ग्ी, आऊँगी, आ्ु , िडंत , िडंी ,
छोटत िडंत , छोटी िडंी , और, ्त, िुोंज , इसलि्ु , क्यों in simpl e spoken a nd written texts. They translate simpl e texts, such as

captions and songs, identify words and phrases that are difficult to translate, and create simple bilingual texts for the classroom
and school community. Students describe how the way they communicate reflects ways of behaving and thinking. They share
their experiences of communicating in Hindi and English-speaking contexts and describe how their individual and group sense
of identity is expressed in the languages they use.
Students identify and use Hindi sound and writing patterns, such as under-dot characters and punctuation conventions, for
examp le, क,

, , ,, ,. They identify leve ls of compulsi on impl ied in stateme nts such as ।मु ेतजत ातच हह ।मु ेतजत हह ।मु ेतजत

पड़त .ह They identify ways that texts differ accordin g to mode and co ntext and compar e Hind i texts with similar texts in Engl ish.
They identify similarities and differences between various Hindi dialects and explain how age, gender and social position
influence language use. Students provide examples of how the Hindi language has been influenced by and has influenced other
languages. They investigate the use of Hindi and the nature of Hindi speakers in the international context. They compare Hindi
and English language use and cultural practices, identifying culture-specific terms and expressions.
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Hindi
Years 5 and 6
The nature of learners
This is a key transitional phase of learning. Learners communicate more confidently, are more self-directed, and self-reference
in relation to wider contexts. Response to experience is more analytical and critical, allowing for a reflective dimension to
language learning and to referencing cultural frameworks. Language and literacy capabilities in Hindi and English are
developing in parallel trajectories within the curriculum. For some learners there will be greater discrepancy between proficiency
in the two languages than for others. The curriculum ensures that learning experiences and activities are flexible enough to
cater for learner variables, while being appropriate for learners' general cognitive and social levels.
Hindi language learning and use
Learners use Hindi in the classroom for a widening range of purposes: exchanging information, expressing ideas and feelings,
competing and cooperating, performing, and responding to resources and experiences. Their communicative capabilities are
stronger and more elaborated. They control and access wider vocabulary resources and use an increasingly sophisticated
range of non-verbal strategies to support communication. Shared activities develop social, cognitive and language skills and
provide a context for purposeful language experience and experimentation. At this level, focused attention to language
structures and systems, literacy skills development and exploration of cultural elements of communication are conducted
primarily in Hindi. Learners use ICT to support their learning in increasingly independent and intentional ways, exchanging
resources and information with each other and with young people of the same age in other Hindi-speaking communities,
accessing music and media resources, maintaining blogs and other web pages, and participating in social networks.
Oracy development at this level includes listening to a range of varied input from different sources and building more elaborated
conversational and interactional skills. This includes initiating and sustaining conversations, using turn-taking protocols, ‘reading’
language for cultural and contextual meaning, reflecting on and responding to others’ contributions, making appropriate
responses and adjustments, and engaging in debate and discussion. Individual and group oral presentation and performance
skills are developed through researching and organising information; structuring, rehearsing and resourcing the content of the
presentation; and selecting appropriate language to engage a particular audience.
Contexts of interaction
Learners interact in Hindi with each other and the teacher, and with members of their families and communities. They have
some access to Hindi speakers and cultural resources in wider contexts and communities through the use of ICT and through
the media. Language development and use are incorporated into collaborative and interactive learning experiences, games and
activities.
Texts and resources
Learners engage with a growing range of published texts in print and digital forms, such as stories, videos, readers, songs and
computer-generated learning materials. They also engage with resources prepared by their teacher, including games,
performances, presentations and language exercises. They may have additional access to Hindi language and cultural
resources created for Hindi-speaking communities, such as children’s television programs, websites, music or video clips.
Features of Hindi language use
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Learners expand their understanding of Hindi grammatical forms and features, including the function of tenses to express
actions or ev ents in the past, present or future,

ाता था, ाता िघू, ाऊूंा, and of the passive vo ice to convey the disti nction betw een

actions happening and being caused to happen, ब््ा, ब्ा्ा, ब््ा्ा. They use nouns a nd pron ouns in si ngul ar and pl ural
forms, रै, िर, रि, रे and con junctio ns to connect elem ents, phrases or sente nces, रार ्े खा्ा खारा और सो ंरा . Literacy

development involves increasingly independent interaction with a wider range of texts. Learners draw on more established
grammatical and lexical resources to compose and comprehend more complex language. They use a range of cues and
decoding strategies to help comprehension and to make connections between ideas, contexts and language within and between
texts. They write more accurately and fluently for a wider range of purposes and audiences. With support, they build increasing
cohesion and complexity into their written language production in terms of both content and expression. While learners work
more independently at this level, ongoing support is incorporated into task activity, and systematic feedback and review support
the interactive process of learning. The use of Hindi and English for discussion, reflection and explanation ensures the
continued development of learners’ knowledge base and metalinguistic and intercultural capabilities.
Understanding of the relationship between language, culture and identity is developed through guided investigation of how
language features and expressions carry specific cultural meaning; through critical analysis of cultural stereotypes, attitudes and
perspectives; and through exploration of issues related to personal and community identities. Learners take account of the
variability of language use and textual practice in relation to factors such as gender, generation and status; and geographical,
cultural and ethnic diversity. They reference themselves in relation to similar variables, and reflect on the relationship between
language, culture and identity and how these affect communication and intercultural experience through the lens of their own
bicultural experiences.
Level of support
While learners become more autonomous and independent, ongoing support is still needed, including explicit instruction,
structured modelling and scaffolding, provision of appropriate stimulus materials and timely feedback. Learning experiences
incorporate implicit form-focused language learning activities and examples of texts and tasks. Learners are supported to use
electronic and print reference resources, such as word banks, dictionaries and translating tools, and are encouraged to adopt a
critical approach to resource selection.
The role of English
Hindi is the primary language for classroom routines, interactions and language learning tasks with English used in a supporting
role. While the use of Hindi for discussion, reflection and explanation of content drawn from other learning areas is encouraged
as much as possible, the use of some English for these aspects of learning supports the continued development of learners’
knowledge base, metalanguage and intercultural capability. The language of response varies according to task demands, with
Hindi used primarily for communicating in structured and supported tasks and familiar interactions, and both Hindi and English
for more open-ended and comparative discussions that develop understanding of language and culture.

Years 5 and 6 Content Descriptions
Communicating
Socialising

Elaborations
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Interact using descriptive and expressive language to give
opinions, talk about themselves and their feelings and show
interest in and respect for others
[Key concepts: communication, feelings, experiences; Key
processes: interacting, responding, describing, comparing]
(ACLHIC037)

comparing personal experiences and opinions and
expressing agreement or disagreement in a respectful
manner, for example, ररा रुझे रा कर्ा लेफक् रुझे लंता िै
फक ...; सच पघचो तो रेर े प्चार से ; रै इस बात से सिरत िघू फक ...
using strategies such as active listening skills, turn-taking
cues or requests for more detail to show interest in each
other’s opinions and to support continued interaction, for
example, करा रि सच िैे ; हहलचसप िै .... ; रुझे बताओ; अ चा!;
आप इस प्षर रम करा सोचते िैे
using descriptive and expressive language, including
colloquial expressions and idioms, to describe people,
places or experiences and to express feelings, for
example, अूंुली पर ्चा्ा ; ्ाक रम हर कर्ा ; रेरी चाच् रुझसे
बिुत मरार करत् िै; रै ्कक आूखो का तारा िघू ; अप्े ँर रम कुतता
भ् शेर िोता िै
identifying and using words, phrases or interjections that
are used as ‘hooks’ or fillers in conversation to show
interest and maintain the flow of conversation, for
example, आि: रि अ चठ बात िै ; तो ूठक िै ... ; अ चा; ओिो!;
अरे ्ाि!
engaging in conversations and discussions with guest
speakers, using active listening behaviours and
contributing ideas, questions and opinions
participating in online exchanges, such as video blogs
with sister-schools in India or other Hindi- language
contexts to describe and compare routines, interests and
activities

Use action-oriented language to plan and conduct shared
events and activities, such as performances at school
assembly, activities with a buddy class or real or simulated
shopping transactions
[Key concepts: performance, demonstration, exchange,
transaction; Key processes: planning, collaborating,
presenting, transacting]
(ACLHIC038)

planning presentations or performances for school
assemblies or community events such as िोली, ंाूध्
रंत्, using expressions such as आ िर आप के सार्े
्सतुत कर्े ा रिे िै....
working collaboratively to create instructional or
procedural texts to demonstrate and explain activities,
such as रोघी ब्ा्ा; हीरा ब्ा्ा; राख् ब्ा्ा
introducing a buddy class to aspects of Hindi language
and associated cultures, for example, presenting a
workshop on भांंदा or डांडडरा , or demonstrating protocols
associated with giving or receiving gifts on occasions
such as फ्सरस /बदा हह्; ह; or भा हघ
participating in authentic or simulated exchanges and
transactions, such as ordering in Indian shops or
restaurants or buying items from mobile street vendors,
using appropriate gestures, expressions and exchanges,
for example, िाू भैरा, रे आर फकत्े के िैे आप के भो ्ालर रम
सबसे स्ाहहिघ टरं ् क ् सा िैे रुझे हो रोघी के साथ ाक हाल
रकख्् हे हीज ाl
carrying out real or simulated transactions and
exchanges that involve Indian and Australian currencies,
comparing values and associated transactional
behaviours
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Participate in familiar classroom interactions by asking and
responding to questions, seeking clarification, reflecting on
learning experiences and expressing preferences
[Key concepts: respect, negotiation, reflection; Key
processes: initiating, responding, reflecting]
(ACLHIC039)

indicating understanding using comments such as
रै सरझ ं रि तो बिुत आसा् िै ूठक िै

् िाू ,

using interaction skills such as topic initiation or change
and negotiation of differences in perspectives, for
example, रुझे ऐसा लंता िैए; करा िर इस बात पर चचा् कर
सकते िैे
checking on their own and each other’s progress during
learning activities, using comments and questions such
as सब खतर िो ंराे अभ् ्िीं , पर लह िी िो ाांाए आप
सरझते िै, िै ्े आप फकत्् ते ् से यलख सकते िैे

requesting help or clarification, for example, ्िीं , रुझे
सरझ ्िीं आरा कपरा फिर से होिराइा रि बिुत कहू् िै इस
रम रुझे करा कर्ा िैे
reflecting on the process of learning and using Hindi in
the classroom context, for example, रुझे हिंही पढ़्ा अ चा
लंता िै लेफक् सबके सार्े बोल्े रम झझक िोत् िै
Informing
Collect, classify and compare information from a range of
sources relating to social and cultural worlds
[Key concepts: environment, social worlds, community,
values; Key processes: classifying, reviewing, comparing,
analysing]
(ACLHIC040)

Elaborations
collecting facts, figures and vocabulary from resources
such as posters, books and websites, and using them to
prepare for in-class discussions about topics such as
healthy eating or animal protection
collecting information from each other and from family
members to create an overview of selected trends or
social behaviours, for example, preferred modes of
communication, ो्; रेल ; आर्े सार्े बातच्त ; घेजकसघंं
interviewing older members of their families or
communities about different cultural traditions, comparing
what they say with their own thoughts on similar issues,
for example, ब आप चोघे थे तब लों कैसे कपदे पि्ते थेे
आपके और िरार े सकघल रम करा अंतर िैे ककमरघघर के रब्ा आप
अप्े होसतो से कैसे बात करते थेे
comparing information accessed via videos, books and
websites produced in different cultural contexts on topics
such as family life, housing or schooling
viewing documentaries that reflect lifestyles in Hindispeaking communities in different regions of the world,
for example, Fiji, Mauritius or Trinidad, recording key
facts and noting unfamiliar vocabulary or expressions
researching media texts produced for teen markets in
Hindi- and English-speaking communities, comparing
representations of young people’s values and lifestyles in
different contexts
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Convey information about aspects of language and culture in
formats to suit different audiences and contexts
[Key concepts: content, cultural experience, audience; Key
processes: planning, selecting, presenting]
(ACLHIC041)

planning presentations that showcase their bilingual and
bicultural experience, incorporating multimodal elements
and opportunities for active audience participation
creating a website for contact groups of Hindi-speaking
students in overseas contexts, posting information on
their personal interests and experiences, for example,
चुह्राू , लोकप्र खेल, फ लर ंत
constructing a multimedia profile of the local community
for Hindi speakers arriving from overseas, using
information collected from websites, newsletters and
brochures
creating informative videos for audiences such as sisterschools or overseas visitors that present elements of
Australian cultural traditions in and out of school
creating an interactive presentation for younger children,
friends or members of their extended families to highlight
the benefits of operating in two or more languages and
cultural worlds
creating a multimodal profile of an important Hindi
community or family occasion such as रकाबाध् ,
selecting language that reflects cultural traditions and
values

Creating
Respond to texts such as folktales or contemporary cartoons
or comic books, comparing responses to elements such as
storylines, characters and themes
[Key concepts: characterisation, response, identification; Key
processes: comparing, evaluating, identifying; Key text types:
fables, comic books, songs, stories]
(ACLHIC042)

Elaborations
describing and illustrating favourite characters and
events in texts such as चाचा च धरी और साबघ; प््र और
बेताल; पपंकक और बबलघ; अकबर -ब्रबल के फ़ससे
making connections between their own experiences and
events represented in traditional folktales such as ाकता रम
बल िै, श्ण कुरार कक किा््, सतर्ाही रा ा ि रशचा्
comparing favourite comic book characters or
superheroes such as चाचा च धरी; बिाहुर ्ांरा , identifying
language or behaviours they associate with them, for
example, चाचा च धरी का हहराग ककमरघघर से भ् ते चलता िै
बेताल किता िै " तघ बोला प््र और रै ंरा, िा िा िा ”
discussing messages, morals and character traits
featured in fables, songs and stories, for example, रातापपता कक आजा का पाल् कर्ा सघझबघझ से कहू् से कहू् कार्
भ् संभ् िै
creating short plays, performances or stories based on
extracts from familiar texts about historical events, such
as श्णकुरार और रा ा ि रशचा्, स्ता िरण, हांड् राषा
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Compose and perform expressive and imaginative texts such
as stories, songs, skits or video clips based on a stimulus
concept, theme or resource
[Key concepts: adaptation, genre, audience, effect; Key
processes: creating, adapting, performing, experimenting; Key
text types: stories, poems, cartoons, songs, fables]
(ACLHIC043)

adapting a familiar story, cartoon or poem to include a
new character, event or change of mood, for example, an
Australian partner for चाचा च धरी ; a lullaby that is exciting
rather than soothing
developing storylines, characters and settings that
explore themes or concepts that are relevant to their own
social worlds, for example, यरषता; प र्ार ; हरा
creating and performing expressive texts that incorporate
features such as mime, music, video clips and evocative
language to convey concepts such as होसत्; ्ेर ; अहिंसा;
अततथथ -सतकार ; अ्ेकता रम ाकता
adapting an existing resource such as a story, fable or
cartoon to suit a younger or different kind of audience
experimenting with text structures and language features
to create entertaining or expressive effects suitable for
specific audiences, such as younger children or people
with limited Hindi proficiency

Translating
Translate simple school, community or media texts from Hindi
to English and vice versa, explaining words or phrases that
need to be interpreted or explained
[Key concepts: meaning, translation, interpretation, culture;
Key processes: translating, interpreting, explaining,
evaluating]
(ACLHIC044)

Elaborations
translating simple texts such as signs, menu items or
public announcements from Hindi to English and vice
versa, comparing which words they chose to convey the
closest equivalent meaning
explaining Hindi words or expressions that they find
difficult or amusing to explain to non-Hindi-speaking
friends, for example, पेघ रम चघि े ह द रिे िै
identifying and working out the meaning of unfamiliar
English words used in other curriculum areas, such as
erosion, fraction, consumer, discussing how they would
translate or explain them in Hindi
collecting proverbs used in their families, such as हघर के
ढोल सुिा््े , considering how to explain their meaning to
non-Hindi-speaking friends
providing a literal translation of commonly-used
expressions such as the greeting ्रसते , and comparing
with greetings used in English
learning to use bilingual print and digital dictionaries,
identifying issues such as multiple meanings for words
and the fact that meaning is not always literal

Create bilingual texts such as websites, posters, games and
word banks to support their own and others’ learning
[Key concepts: equivalence, alternatives; Key processes:
explaining, commenting, reviewing]
(ACLHIC045)

creating bilingual learning resources for shared use in the
classroom, for example, glossaries of Hindi terms that
have no direct translation in English
creating bilingual texts for specific audiences, for
example, a Big Book or interactive digital game for
younger learners of Hindi
creating short animations in Hindi with subtitles in English
creating bilingual brochures or posters to promote school
or community events
creating and performing short bilingual chants, songs or
raps that move between Hindi and English
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Reflecting
Discuss the effects of switching between languages, noticing
when they choose to use either Hindi or English and how
each language and associated cultures influences their ways
of communicating
[Key concepts: intercultural communication, difference,
language domains; Key processes: monitoring, adjusting,
reflecting, describing]
(ACLHIC046)

Elaborations
reflecting on the experience of moving between Hindiand English-speaking contexts, comparing instances that
have resulted in difficulties, surprises or amusement due
to differences in cultural expectations
comparing gestures and other forms of non-verbal
behaviour used when communicating in Hindi, English
and other languages
reflecting on situations when they use both Hindi and
English, discussing why they do this, for example, when
talking about sport, food or music or when using social
media
identifying adjustments they make when moving between
languages, for example, to ways of addressing people or
expressing affection or respect, discussing why these
adjustments are necessary and whether they are easy to
make
developing metalanguage for explaining the relationship
between languages and cultures and for describing
intercultural communication in different contexts, for
example, discussing the need to apply distinctions such
as तघ ा, तुर ाओ, आप ाइा, आप ाइांा or using forms of
language to show respect or status

Compare their experiences of moving between Hindi and
English, considering advantages and challenges involved in
using more than one language
[Key concepts: identity, intercultural communication; Key
processes: reflecting, evaluating, comparing]
(ACLHIC047)

reflecting on the experience of being bilingual or
multilingual, identifying ways in which they draw upon
different language and cultural resources to make
meaning
identifying benefits of knowing more than one language
and considering whether moving between languages
affects their sense of identity or ‘belonging’
comparing their family cultures, considering how their
family and community life shape their sense of identity
and how culture is reflected in their daily activities and
interests
evaluating their ability to communicate across and
through different languages and to use their language
and cultural skills in Hindi and English to best effect
comparing observations about how interacting in Hindi
feels different to interacting in English, identifying ways of
socialising or communicating that they see to be culturespecific

Understanding
Systems of language

Elaborations
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Understand how the conventions of written script determine
the structure and organisation of written language, and
understand the relationship between word formation and
pronunciation
[Key concepts: variation, discrimination, representation; Key
processes: understanding, recognising, applying conventions]
(ACLHIU048)

understanding that the Hindi language varies from region
to region as it is influenced by local culture, practices and
customs, and that this variation impacts on pronunciation
but is not represented in written Hindi; for example, the
word for ‘much/many’ is pronounced by many speakers
as बि त but is spelled according to its standard spelling
as बिुत
recognising the Hindi pronunciation and Devanagari
spelling of old loan words from English into Hindi, such
as -असपताल /िसपताल ; अ सर; पलसतर
understanding the conventions by which new loan words
are written in Hindi, for example, the way in which
English ‘t’ and ‘d’ sounds are represented normally as घ
and ड, the replacement of English ‘th’ sounds by थ and
ways in which English vowels such as short ‘a’ sounds
are replaced by Hindi vowel sounds, as in डॉलर versus
डालर
recognising and practising the spelling of words in
Devanagari script that involve combinations of pronouns
and postpositions that lose the inherent ‘a’ inside a word
such as सका, and understanding how the loss of the
inherent ‘a’ at the end of a verb stem is not represented
in Devanagari, for example, सु््ा/सु्ता

Consolidate knowledge of grammatical elements such as
distinctions between active and passive voice, the form and
function of tenses, markers of cohesion such as conjunctions
and adverbs, verb moods and number and gender distinctions
[Key concepts: word order, mood, tense, rules; Key
processes: discriminating, classifying, applying rules]
(ACLHIU049)

knowing how to place adverbs correctly in sentences, for
example, ध्रे-ध्रे, लही रम, ह दते िुा
using ordinal numbers such as पिला, हघसरा

distinguishing between questions and requests, for
example, करा रै पा्् प््े ा सकता िघूे कपरा रुझे पा्् प््े
ा्े हीज ा
situating actions or events through the correct use of
past, present and future tenses, for example, ाता था,
ाता िघू, ाऊूंा
using conjunctions to connect different elements of a
sentence, for example, रार ्े खा्ा खारा और सो ंरा
using the singular and plural forms of nouns and
pronouns, for example, रै, िर, रि, रे
using negative forms of verbs and adjectives, for
example, सोि् ्े फिलर ्िीं हेख् झघू कभ् रत बोलो
distinguishing between intonation patterns of statements,
questions and exclamations, for example, ्ि पास िो ंरा!
करा आप ्िाू ााूंे े तुर अ चे ब चे िो
locating events in time, for example, by using days of the
week and months and correct tenses
extending knowledge of negative constructions, such as
कभ् ्िीं , सोच्ा भ् रत
recognising and understanding how Hindi verbs indicate
the idea of actions happening or being made to happen
ब््ा, ब्ा्ा, ब््ा्ा
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Understand how different text forms, such as prose and
verse, create effects to suit different audiences
[Key concepts: genre, imagery, register; Key processes:
noticing, comparing, experimenting, explaining]
(ACLHIU050)

experimenting with language appropriate to particular
types of texts, such as descriptive language in recounts
or narratives, persuasive language in advertisements and
humorous language in comic verse
comparing the use of imagery or satire in a range of
imaginative texts, discussing how these features are
used to convey meaning and engage/entertain the
audience
understanding the significance and cultural importance of
features of different types of texts, such as language
associated with rituals or celebrations, such as आहरण्र ,
पघज र, राार्र, रिोहर (formal), प्र यरष (informal)
considering how the choice of language features and text
organisation reflect the purpose and audience of different
types of text, for example, the use of suspense and vocal
effects in children’s stories or the use of instructions and
lists of ingredients in cooking recipes

Language variation and change
Demonstrate awareness that Hindi language use involves
variations in formal and informal styles, in spoken and written
forms, and that it reflects relationships between participants
[Key concepts: mode, register, non-verbal language; Key
processes: noticing, comparing, identifying]
(ACLHIU051)

Elaborations
distinguishing between spoken and written forms of
Hindi, identifying examples of colloquialisms and words
and expressions used mainly in spoken conversation, for
example, the non-standard रेर े को in place of the formal
Hindi रुझे or the use of रतलब ... at the beginning of
spoken utterances
knowing that meaning is shaped not only by words but
also by expression, gestures and use of the voice, and
that these variations occur in both formal and informal
language
recognising how language use varies to reflect different
feelings, relationships, moods or attitudes, for example,
the respectful tone of devotional texts compared to the
liveliness, humour and colour of Bollywood scripts
noticing patterns in language use that reflect age, gender
and social status as well as the context and purpose of
interaction
recognising how language use such as levels of
politeness or of Sanskrit-derived terms such as श्रा्
reflects the intention of a speaker or writer and the
relationship between participants
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Recognise that Hindi has evolved and developed through
different periods of influence by other languages and cultures
[Key concepts: language contact, language change,
globalisation; Key processes: observing, analysing,
discussing, reflecting]
(ACLHIU052)

understanding key influences and stages of development
of Hindi over time and through different cultural
influences
exploring the relationship between Hindi and English
across different historical and cultural contexts up to
today
identifying changes to contemporary forms of Hindi due
to the influence of globalisation, technology and
intercultural relationships
identifying Hindi words derived from other languages,
such as चशरा , borrowed from Persian, केष directly from
Sanskrit versus खेत from Hindi via Pali/Prakrit
recognising the influence of Sanskrit on Hindi and other
languages, for example, by identifying Sanskrit words
adopted and adapted in different ways in different
languages
identifying influences from other languages in their
own/their family’s use of Hindi, for example, the use of
terms associated with social media, popular culture and
technology स्क्, रा स
understanding that all languages change in response to
changing circumstances, for example, the addition of new
terms for new inventions or experiences, word-borrowing
from other languages or, as in the case of Aboriginal
languages and Torres Strait Islander languages, the
reversal of language loss through revival and retrieval
programs

Reflect on their own use of Hindi, English and other
languages or dialects for different social purposes, and
recognise that they sometimes mix and switch between
languages
[Key concepts: language domains, multilingualism; Key
processes: comparing, explaining, analysing, reflecting]
(ACLHIU053)

creating individual language profiles, explaining which
languages or dialects they use in their family, social and
community lives
recognising that language use among
bilingual/multilingual speakers varies according to
ethnicity, age, profession or social status and to the
context of use
reflecting on the different role of elements such as
gestures, body language and the use of space or silence
when they are using different languages
reflecting on the impact on their lives and on their sense
of identity of speaking more than one language
reflecting on how they use language differently in
interactions across different contexts, and how these
differences help to signal social roles and relationships
sharing examples of how they sometimes mix and switch
between languages when they are speaking to each
other

Role of language and culture

Elaborations
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Reflect on how communities’ ways of using languages are
shaped by values and belief systems, and how these may be
differently interpreted by speakers of other languages
[Key concepts: perspective, culture, place, values; Key
processes: questioning, analysing, identifying]
(ACLHIU054)

understanding that people ‘read’ intercultural
communication in different ways depending on their own
cultural perspectives, and recognising the validity of
different perspectives and questioning notions of ‘right’ or
‘wrong’ ideas
noticing ways in which the Hindi language reflects values
and traditions of Indian communities, for example,
understanding concepts such as सतसंं , ँघँ
ू घ
reflecting on how different languages and cultures
represented in the classroom influence ways of talking or
acting in social, physical and temporal environments, for
example, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
relationships with place, language and culture; the
concept of non-linear time expressed in Hindi कल, परसो,
the concepts of अहिंसा and कर्
identifying Australian values and traditions such as
informality, mateship and loyalty that resonate in
particular words, expressions or behaviours that may be
misunderstood by others, for example, ‘bring a plate’, ‘fair
dinkum’, ‘mate’
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Hindi
Years 5 and 6 Achievement Standard
By the end of Year 6, students use spoken and written Hindi to exchange personal information and experiences, to give
opi nions a nd express fee lings. .hen i nteracting w ith others, they use express ive and d escriptive l angu age, for exampl e,
आ ासद न ,

ूी

नझएी दरह

जए

त द बनतम त्जर

रमभ ना,

उ

त

एेक

ज मजरज नझएी दर द आेर जर

न रनद नी Students show i nterest in and res pect for others, for example,

्न बनतम

चज नाी र ज

त द जा र ज लदफ

त द लँमज ना फ ...ी सब आझचो मो दर द र बजर सदकी

orie nted lan guag e to plan an d conduct shar ed activities, for examp le, न
रनज नझएी न जर द स झन

ज र बजर ना फ ..., न

आ द सज

द

compl ete transactions, for examp le, इस ज क्ज ज
त ज

म सब सद

व्ी

ौ सज नाे

ची िोिो

आा

जि

नाे ,

द सज ा

जल

आदभ

र द

सब सज सज रनमदनी , त ल
द ँमज ना

्न

ज रनद न ,

आ द ्नजए भज जनजरह को

चज नाी बनतम ेझब,

न

आ द सज

फ म द

ज लमज न े

द ी मतम

त ना ्द

आ द को

जइ्द , ूी

ना, ्न

ासद

ँ्ज,

आ ो तच ज
र द

फ म द
जल्

जरह द द ज

ज रनद न ... and
द ने

आ त

म सबसद

जद िि

के भ द हद ा.. .hen p articipati ng in classr oom routin es and activiti es, they ask and

respo nd to questio ns, express opi nions a nd ask for clarificati on, for example, ना े, नह, नजए , ्न क्ज नाे,
स

आ ूी

ज

इस बजम सद सन म नझए फ क.ी They use action-

न ज बजनमद न फ ...ी

त द ा फ लो जल हद ्दी ्न आोभज

ौ सभ ना , त द ूीे ज भरबम बजदन्दी क्ज

त द ो रोिह

मन

त द जा तद ्द , ्न बनतम

मद

र जना , दर द दनसजब सद नजए

ज ज ूी

नहीना , ्न ेज ज बनतम

त दस

नही

्ज फिर सद

जद िि ना, न द नजए सद ेज ज लद ज बजदन्द . Students use

patterns of Hindi pronunciation and intonation when interacting, identifying regional variations. They gather, classify and
compare information related to social and cultural worlds from a range of spoken, written and visual texts. They present
information about aspects of language and culture in different formats selected to suit audience and context. They respond to a
range of imaginative texts by identifying and discussing key elements such as storylines, characters and themes, for example,
र थबत

बभरबल

ज, आएबमीत

त

नजत ्जए , ज ह

त

नजत ्जए , ललजअभ

ज थबरजँ , बजबज बौधरह और सजबझ, र ा

और बामजल, रआी त और बबलझ,

बर -

द फ़ सद . They create and perform sh ort imagin ative texts based on a stimu lus, concept or theme, for examp le, ो मभ, ीद ,

दनीसज, तमथ -सक जर ,

द मज

म ा मज. .hen constructing texts, students use a vari ety of tenses, for examp le, ेज रनज ज, ेज रनह भ,

ेज रनज नझए, ेजऊएँज, ेज्दँज, ेज्दँभ, ज रनज ज, जऊएँज, ज रनज नझए adverbs, for examp le, सज -सज , ँर- ँर, कभ- कभ, धभरद-धभरद, ल ह
ौड़मद नता and verb forms expr essing acti ons hap peni ng, bein g made to hap pen or caus ed to happ en, for example, ब

ब
ा

ज जी They connect their i deas usi ng conj unctions, for examp le,

ज र ेड़द नो जओ, उस द
भ, ई

जई ेजई आर

सर

नही नत

, रज

भ, ा लड़ ज , मभ लड़ द, बदिह, बददि्जए ,

द

ि
द र आन ज क्कफ

त द ूझे लँ रनह भ, मत

म,

ज, ब ज ज,

्नजए बाूो ्ज नजए

द ेज ज ेज्ज और सो ँ्जी They use numb er and ge nder disti nctions such as

ह, द ्जए . Students translate texts from Hindi i nto Englis h and vice vers a,

ide ntifying wor ds and phr ases that need i nterpretatio n, for example, उएँलह आर बज ज, ज

म

र ज, आ द र

म

तकमज कभ भदर नोमज ना,

ँ
ी झर ेटद न . They create bili ngua l texts for their ow n and otherse lear ning. They id entify how be ing bi ling ual an d bicultur al

contributes to their own identity and influences their ways of communicating.
Students identify the relationship between word formation and pronunciation and apply the conventions of written script to their
own constructions. They distinguish between active and passive voice and the intonation patterns of statements, questions and
exclam ations, for exampl e, न आजस नो ँ्ज! क्ज

आ नजए

जाएँद े मत

चद ब बद नोी. They identify neg ative constructio ns, includ ing

neg ative forms of verbs and ad jectives an d the form and function of tenses, for examp le, सोन

द फिल

नही देभी

झू

कभ

म

बोलो. They distingu ish betwe en the structure and featur es of different forms of spoken and wr itten texts and identify ways that
texts create effects to suit different audiences. They give examples of how language use and ways of communicating vary
according to the degree of formality and context, purpose and audience. They explain factors that have affected Hindi language
over time, including the impact of other languages and cultures such as Sanskrit, Persian, English and Arabic. They give
examples of how their language use varies according to social context and purpose and identify how ways of using languages
are shaped by values and belief systems.
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Hindi
Years 7 and 8
The nature of the learners
The transition to secondary schooling involves social and academic demands that coincide with a period of maturational and
physical change. Learners are adjusting to a new school culture with sharper divisions between curriculum areas. There is a
need for continuity through change in relation to their language learning. Learners at this level may find themselves in classes
involving a range of previous experience with Hindi language-culture. A multilevel and differentiated approach to teaching and
task design responds to this diversity of prior experience.
Hindi language learning and use
Hindi is used for classroom interactions and transactions, for creating and maintaining classroom relationships, for explaining
and practising language forms, and for developing cultural understanding. Additional opportunities for interaction in the target
language are provided by purposeful and integrated use of ICT. Learners work collaboratively and independently, exploring
different modes and genres of communication with particular reference to their current social, cultural and communicative
interests. They pool language knowledge and resources to plan, problem-solve, monitor and reflect. They use modelled and
rehearsed language in familiar and unfamiliar contexts, and increasingly generate original and personal language. They
compose and present more complex and varied texts (for example, media and hypermedia texts, shared stories, poetry,
songs/raps, blogs, advertisements, reports and journal entries), and plan, draft and present imaginative and informative texts
They design interactive events and collaborative learning experiences and participate in discussions and activities. They use
vocabulary and grammar with increasing accuracy, drafting and editing written work to improve structure and clarify meaning.
They make cross-curricular connections and explore intercultural perspectives and experience.
Contexts of interaction
While the primary context of interaction remains the Hindi language classroom, learners are encouraged to engage in
interactions with peers in India and other Hindi-speaking regions of the world, including Australia, through electronic means of
communication. Learners have additional access to Hindi speakers through media and community events, websites, social
media and radio streaming.
Texts and resources
Learners work with a range of texts specifically designed for learning Hindi in school, such as textbooks, literary texts, videos,
readers and online media resources. They also access materials created for Hindi-speaking communities, such as songs, films,
magazines, advertisements and websites. They read, view and interact with a growing range of texts for a wider range of
purposes (for example, informational, transactional, communicative, imaginative and expressive).
Features of Hindi language use
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Learners expand their range of vocabulary to domains beyond their personal experience and interests, applying phonic and
grammatical knowledge to spell and write unfamiliar words. They use a range of grammatical forms and language structures to
convey more complex relationships between ideas and experiences, creating compound and complex sentences by using
postpos itions such as म अोम मलखूग
ँ ा ीाफक

मय ूर ा से क

क सलक लकख खतम कर लूँह. They recognis e the function an d form of

common ly used suffixes an d prefixes an d relatio nships b etween w ords with a shar ed base, such as िुवु, ुिुवु, िुवुमा , िुवुमीम.
They distin guish b etween activ e and pass ive voice acc ordin g to context, म क , के िुलाया समह , के िुलाया गया समह and use a

rang e of tenses to describe ro utines an d actions, म द्ैली जा रसा सूँह म द्ैली गया थाहम द्ैली जाऊँगा. They develo p aware ness of
how language structures shape textual features, and they adopt a wider range of processing strategies, drawing increasingly on
their understanding of text conventions when encountering unfamiliar texts. They continue to build metalanguage to describe
grammatic al and textua l features. They recogn ise and us e idiom atic expressi ons such as ,ँख का ीारा, and empl oy descriptive
and expressive language, including onomatopoeic and mimetic words, to create particular effects and engage interest.
Learners make connections between texts and cultural contexts, identifying how cultural values and perspectives are embedded
in language and how language choices determine how people, issues and circumstances are represented. They are
increasingly aware of the relationship between languages and cultures, noticing, for example, values such as family
commitment and respect expressed in cultural practices as well as embedded in Hindi grammatical and vocabulary systems.
They reflect on the nature of bicultural and intercultural experience, on how languages change in response to social and cultural
change, and on their individual identities as users of two or more languages in a multicultural social context.
Level of support
Particular support is required at this stage of learning to manage the transition to secondary schooling and to encourage
continued engagement with language learning. Opportunities to review and consolidate prior learning are balanced against
provision of engaging and relevant new experiences and more challenging tasks. Learners require continued scaffolding,
modelling and material support at paragraph and whole-text level for written language and for developing fluency and accuracy
in spoken language. They are supported to develop increasing autonomy as language learners and users, and to self-monitor
and adjust language in response to their experience in various contexts. They are encouraged to engage more critically with
resources such as websites, dictionaries, translating tools and other language resources designed to enrich their receptive and
productive language use.
The role of English
Hindi is used in more extended and elaborated ways and English is used when appropriate for comparison or reflection. Using
Hindi to express ideas and feelings, exchange opinions and manage shared activities increasingly involves ‘cultural’ as well as
‘linguistic’ choices, personal and social elements as well as grammatical ones, such as making decisions about the use of titles
and polite prefixes. At this stage, learners draw from both languages as they move from the what considerations to the why and
how questions: from noticing that language and communication are culturally shaped to thinking about the values, experiences
and perspectives that lie inside cultural differences, and about how these impact on their own experience as they move between
languages and cultural systems.

Years 7 and 8 Content Descriptions
Communicating
Socialising

Elaborations
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Initiate and sustain a range of spoken, written and online
interactions, for example, exchanging views or experiences,
offering opinions and making connections across different
areas of interest
[Key concepts: relationship, experience, communication; Key
processes: interacting, listening, responding, recounting]
(ACLHIC055)

initiating and sustaining conversations with peers and
adults on topics of mutual interest such as sport, games,
music, for example, यू टयूि र म क स म म ंस का या गा ा
्कखाह मुझक ,स िसुी
्
ं ,याह ीुम क ्कखा कया
using face-to-face, written and online forms of
communication to compare experiences and offer
opinions on concepts such as family, education,
friendship, interests and travel, for example, ीुमसारी ोारी
याता कम म रसी ; ीुम कौ कौ
क मथा
र ूम क गह
using descriptive and expressive language to encourage
feedback and to express empathy or indicate agreement,
for example, िडक ्ुःख की िाी सम; मुझक ,
क सा ुोूृी समl ,
बिलकुल सी कस रसक सह म ,
क ौ पृीवी समी सूँ l
participating in informal conversations and more
structured discussions to share and compare attitudes to
social and cultural issues, for example, म,मथ जम, वमली;
ारर,ाररक ररशीक ; ंयुक ी रर,ार या हकल रर,ार ; िसु ांमकृृीक
माज
developing narrative and descriptive skills by exchanging
accounts of significant events, influences or milestones,
for example, व छलक ाल म अ क माीा व ीा कक ाथ रानटीय
ं सालय ्कख क गया और ,साँ म,्कवम कलाकृृीृं के ्कख कर
िसुी पोाव,ी सु, l कल हक कव, ममकल का फल मंच कर क
कक मलह मकरी का ी रास ा की गईह

Engage in collaborative activities that involve planning,
problem-solving, communicating and transacting in real or
simulated situations and contexts
[Key concepts: design, transaction, planning; Key processes:
transacting, considering, problem-solving, decision-making]
(ACLHIC056)

transacting authentic or simulated purchases or
exchanges, such as sourcing and buying media products,
fashion or food items from online or retail outlets, or
returning damaged articles, for example, यस लसंगा फकी क
का सम यस और कौ कौ
क रंगज मे लबध सम खा क मे ममच थेडम
जया्ा डाल ाह चाय गरमा गरम से म चादसहह सम यस ामा
,ाव
सीं लक कीक कयजफक , क र म् खे ्ी समह
planning for an excursion, event or celebration such as a
Bollywood night or द्,ाली, indicating preferences,
considering options and deciding on actions, for example,
समे माीा व ीा क अ ुमृी त चादसहह समे कमक ी ि ा म डकगमह
फफर ोम के अलग-अलग काय् द्ह जाहंगहक
designing a web page to support social contact and
information exchange between themselves and young
Hindi-speakers in different contexts, brainstorming
possible stimulus questions such as , अ म ढाई और
ामाीजक जम, मे ंीुल कम क ि ाीक स
sharing responsibilities for filming, editing and presenting
a short documentary on aspects of their shared
experiences, for example, समारा मु्ाय; ग ींत द्, ;
िम ाखम; िॉली,ुड फ ैम मारेस
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Interact with peers and the teacher to complete learning
activities and to support their own and others’ learning by
managing debate and discussion and checking understanding
[Key concepts: debate, perspective, exchange, response; Key
processes: discussing, responding, evaluating, reflecting]
(ACLHIC057)

using more elaborated sentence structures and
interactional strategies to support debate and to provide
clarification, for example, अ म िाी कक मथ् मे , कक ा
केई पमा सम and to maintain cohesion and focus in
discussion, for example, ्ू रक वब्ज मे; , के सीं लगीा
फक…; मकरा ुझा, ीे यसी सम फक.......
contributing to discussion and debate by expressing
opinions, responding to others’ perspectives and using
reflective language, for example, धया ्क क की िाी... सम फक;
यस हक और द्लचम सलू सम……, जे , कस रसक स ,स ठीक सम
मगर यद् ्ू रक दन के
क ्कखा जाह ीे यस कस ा गली सीं सेगा
फक.... यस व,,ा्ाम ् समह
using evaluative language to acknowledge strengths in
others’ arguments or to challenge their views in a
courteous manner, for example, , का कस ा हक्म म न
और ची समह ; ,ामीव,कीा यस सम फक इ िाी र म ,
क
बिलकुल समी सीं सूँl
reflecting on the usefulness and potential application of
particular learning experiences, comparing their language
and literacy development in Hindi and English

Informing
Access, collate and analyse information from different print
and digital sources to present an overview or develop a
position on selected issues or interests
[Key concepts: perspective, context, representation; Key
processes: comparing, analysing, presenting, profiling]
(ACLHIC058)

Elaborations
accessing and collating information produced in different
contexts that reflect Indian and/or Australian lifestyles
over different times and contexts
engaging critically with texts that report on personal,
social or community activities, for example, blogs, social
media texts or community announcements, discussing
how texts reflect cultural contexts
using organisers such as concept maps, pie charts or
tables to summarise information and develop a position
on issues of interest to their peer group
summarising information from differently-sourced texts
that report on contributions of important historical figures
and moments, such as the influence of Gandhi to peace
movements, the freedom struggle in India and civil rights
collecting information from websites, newspapers or
magazines to build reference resources on different
topics/issues, classifying information according to
concepts such as च
ं ार ; गरीिम; म,ामाय
gathering information about well-known people in fields
such as sport, entertainment, youth culture, the arts or
history to create a digital profile to present to their peers
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Use different modes of communication to report on personal
or shared perspectives, views and experiences or to invite
action or debate
[Key concepts: experience, cultural expression; Key
processes: designing, reporting, comparing]
(ACLHIC059)

creating texts such as notices, web posts or posters to
promote and inform others about planned events, for
example, थ तीर ोारी कक य् क मथा थ, ोारीमय-ोेज
त ,,
सेली कक मकलक का व,,र
reporting on experiences of events associated with
cultural expression and traditions, using formats, such as
personal recounts, blogs or digital/oral presentations, for
example, ऑमटकमलया कक ामु्ाृयक मवव,र ; द्,ाली त ,
presenting a personal perspective on a shared learning
experience such as the viewing of a documentary on an
environmental or community issue
organising information for a presentation to a young
Hindi-speaking audience on distinctive features of
Australian landscape, peoples and cultures
presenting information on a community issue such as
conservation or homelessness through digital displays

Creating
Interpret and compare representations of values, characters
and events from a range of traditional and contemporary
imaginative texts
[Key concepts: theme, representation, values, humour; Key
processes: comparing, analysing, identifying; Key text types:
cartoons, games, fables, films]
(ACLHIC060)

Elaborations
comparing themes and values represented in
contemporary texts such as cartoons or video games
with those conveyed in traditional fables, epic poems and
legends
analysing cultural styles of humour in comedies or
cartoons, for example, by comparing Hindi jokes about
family relationships, such as mother-in-law/daughter-inlaw and husband/wife jokes ृी- त म इतयाद् कक चु कुलक ,
with humour around similar relationships in Australian
English
identifying characters in fables and legends that embody
particular qualities, values or defects that have come to
represent recognisable character traits in everyday
speech, for example, referring to a playful or naughty
child as Krishna or Kahnaiyya, or to a late-sleeper as
Kumbakaran
considering whether values and aspirations expressed in
historical texts such as letters written during the freedom
struggles in India might have relevance to their own lives
comparing style, creative effects and cultural values
reflected in popular Hindi and Australian music by
listening to music stations, reading print or online music
magazines, classifying song titles or viewing clips from
Bollywood films
comparing representations of traditions and beliefs
across cultures through visual and performing arts, for
example, by comparing different living traditions present
in Australia, including cultural and artistic expression
associated with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people
providing a live commentary to a dance performance,
interpreting movements, commenting on the significance
of costume and interpreting messages conveyed through
the performance
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Create and perform a range of texts to entertain others that
involve imagined characters and contexts and different modes
of presentation
[Key concepts: creativity, characterisation, imagination,
emotion; Key processes: composing, performing; Key text
types: sketches, drama, songs, stories, cartoons]
(ACLHIC061)

creating and performing sketches that involve
characterisation, context and dramatic tension, for
example, the first day at a new school or appearing on a
reality show
creating an additional scene, new character or alternative
ending that adds suspense or a twist to a familiar story,
drama or film script, for example, वकख चैली का
ा ूर ा
से ा
creating, rehearsing and performing interpretations of
poems for a public recitation or verse-speaking
competition
composing, performing or presenting jingles or digital
animations to create new interest in existing or imagined
products
creating texts such as picture books, bedtime stories or
cartoons for younger children, selecting appropriate
language, rhythms and images to enrich the aural and
visual experience
performing unscripted explorations of characters,
contexts and feelings, for example, ममतीा; ृ नठा ; ास ,
using gestures, voice and props to build mood and to
explore relationships and emotions

Translating
Translate a range of short texts used in different contexts from
Hindi into English and vice versa, comparing each other’s
versions and how they translated elements that involve
cultural knowledge and understanding
[Key concepts: meaning, equivalence, translation; Key
processes: translating, approximating, comparing, evaluating]
(ACLHIC062)

Elaborations
translating popular Hindi proverbs or lines of poems into
English, considering how to adapt or adjust them to
convey equivalent meanings in English, for example, गंगा
गह ीे गंगा्ा जम ा गह ीे जम ा्ा ; चेर की ्ाढी मे ृी का
translating school or community texts such as directions,
rules or notices in Hindi and English, considering how
each language reflects cultural styles, for example, the
use of words like ृ ,क् in a formal request and कृ या
गं्गम फमलाहँ in public notices
translating media texts such as appeals, slogans or
advertisements from Hindi to English or vice versa,
noticing how each language uses elements such as verb
moods or emotive language for particular effect: ारी
धरीम की यस ुकार, या्,र का करे ुधार; जागे ासक जागे
translating short excerpts from traditional fables and
legends, identifying words and expressions that reflect
cultural values or history and are difficult to express in
English, for example, गृसप,कव , ाीत,क, ोीकी
critically evaluating the effectiveness of resources such
as print and digital dictionaries and electronic translators,
for example, by comparing individual translations, backtranslating or swapping references
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Produce bilingual texts such as digital stories, programs for
events, performances, skits or poems that reflect the
experience of ‘living between languages’
[Key concepts: equivalence, interpretation; Key processes:
composing, selecting, translating]
(ACLHIC063)

creating a short bilingual documentary about a local
community event or locale, with narration in one
language and subtitles in the other
composing menus or programs for school or community
events that include footnotes in English to explain key
terms or items
creating a bilingual resource to present to the school
library, for example, an illustrated anthology of popular
Hindi poems or proverbs with English translations
performing a role play, skit or song for a school concert
or assembly, using Hindi for the performance and English
for supporting explanations and commentary

Reflecting
Consider differences and similarities in style and use of
language when interacting in Hindi and in English, noticing
when the choice is made to use either or both languages
[Key concepts: code-switching, code-mixing, intercultural
communication; Key processes: monitoring, analysing,
discussing]
(ACLHIC064)

Elaborations
identifying ways in which they change their ways of
communicating when switching from Hindi to English
providing examples of interactions which feel more
natural in Hindi than they do in English or vice versa, for
example, using Hindi to talk about family experiences,
rituals or relationships, using English to talk about school
work, music or films
using a reflective journal to record and compare when
and why they consciously choose to use one language
rather than the other, considering whether their ways of
thinking and communicating change between languages
identifying instances when using both Hindi and English
in the same interaction makes for easier communication
discussing what they need to consider when interacting
with speakers of different language and cultural
backgrounds, such as being flexible, noticing people’s
reactions to what they say, watching for signals of
misunderstanding, being mindful of different perspectives
and traditions
reflecting on choices they make when interacting with
friends who also speak both Hindi and English,
identifying instances when they move between
languages for either practical or cultural reasons
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Discuss the nature of identity and of cultural experience,
considering the dynamic and responsive relationship between
the two
[Key concepts: bilingualism/multilingualism, culture; Key
processes: reflecting, analysing, comparing]
(ACLHIC065)

comparing views about the nature of identity, for
example, by discussing elements that they believe shape
and reflect their personal sense of identity, such as
community, ethnicity, personality, languages, tastes and
interests
considering how identity changes over time, taking into
account ways of thinking, behaving and communicating,
and influences such as education, intercultural
experience, digital worlds and popular culture
sharing views about the nature of culture, referencing
their own relationship with different elements of Indian
and Australian cultural experience
exploring how individual ways of thinking and
communicating both shape and reflect cultural identity
considering whether their sense of cultural identity varies
according to place, time and situation

Understanding
Systems of language
Identify correspondence between individual and combined
elements of spoken and written Hindi, such as pronunciation
of consonant clusters or the pronunciation and spelling of
English words used in Hindi
[Key concepts: syntax, prefixes, suffixes, word derivation; Key
processes: recognising, analysing]
(ACLHIU066)

Elaborations
recognising individual elements of spoken and written
words, phrases and non-verbal forms of expression and
noticing how they combine to make or to change
meaning
recognising how words can be formed from base words,
and understanding how prefixes and suffixes change the
meaning of words, for example, जम,, जम,, जम,ंी ,
understanding the impact this has on pronunciation
recognising and identifying how to pronounce and spell
loan words commonly used in Hindi from Persian and
Arabic, such as का ू , ालीू, and from English, such as
टक , म कव , मकूल
recognising and understanding the impact on Hindi
pronunciation and spelling in Devanagari of Sanskrit
words (tatsam words) and of derived forms (tadbhav
words), understanding that both forms can be used in
different contexts; for example, ककत for ‘field’ in an
abstract sense and खकी for a field for farming
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Apply grammatical and lexical knowledge to work out the
meaning of unfamiliar words, to form and spell new ones, to
create compound sentences, to recognise and use prefixes
and suffixes and to develop metalanguage
[Key concepts: phonics, word building, idiom; Key processes:
understanding, applying rules, using metalanguage]
(ACLHIU067)

strengthening vocabulary resources related to personal,
social and educational worlds
applying phonic and grammatical knowledge to the
spelling and writing of unfamiliar words such as
,ाकयव,्या
creating compound and complex sentences by using
conjunctions such as म अोम मलखूग
ँ ा ीाफक मय ूर ा से क
सलक लकख खतम कर लूँह
क

recognising the function and form of commonly used
suffixes and prefixes, for example, by collecting groups of
words that share a base word, such as िुवु, ुिुवु,
िुवुमा , िुवुमीम
recognising and using idiomatic expressions such as
,ँख का ीारा
using numbers in fraction, multiple and collective forms,
such as ,धा, चौथाई, हक ृीसाई , कडज, स,ारज , ीम गु ा
continuing to build metalanguage to describe
grammatical concepts and to organise learning resources
such as verb charts, vocabulary lists, groups of
pronouns, adverbs and adjectives
understanding and using basic joining ( ी्ध) rules such
as इ+, = ह to achieve text cohesion
understanding the use of the active and passive voice
according to context, for example, म क , के िुलाया समह
, के िुलाया गया समह
using a range of tenses to describe routines and actions,
for example, म द्ैली जा रसा सूँह म द्ैली गया थाह म द्ैली
जाऊँगाह
using adjectives in comparative structures such as राम
थेडा लमिा समह राधा सकमा क अ धक चीुर समह

Apply understanding of text structure and organisation to
interpret unfamiliar texts and to create own texts for specific
purposes
[Key concepts: textual conventions, tenor, audience; Key
processes: identifying, classifying, explaining]
(ACLHIU068)

using their shared knowledge of typical features of
familiar types of text to understand unfamiliar content, for
example, in public announcements, commercials or
quizzes, recognising how language and style vary
according to the context, purpose and intended audience
of a text, for example, by comparing a formal
presentation at Speech Day with an email to a close
friend
identifying how texts achieve cohesion through the use of
paragraphing or conjunctions to sequence and link ideas
and to maintain the flow of expression, for example, यद्
, चासे ीे...,
creating and comparing their own examples of particular
text genres, such as horoscopes, prayers or weather
forecasts, explaining their choice of particular language
or text organisation
composing multimodal texts designed to appeal to a
particular age group or demographic, noticing how/why
they decide to use particular vocabulary and style

Language variation and change

Elaborations
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Explore how language use varies according to context,
purpose, audience and mode of delivery
[Key concepts: register, mode, audience; Key processes:
comparing, explaining]
(ACLHIU069)

comparing and explaining the use of different styles of
communication in different contexts, such as respectful,
devotional or colloquial forms of expression , की याता
मंगलमय से, ि ठीक-ठाक सम
identifying differences in features and register between
spoken and written language, for example, in apologies,
invitations or narratives कल मकर क र , ा, कल समार क र
धाररह/्व् ्ीीजह
comparing language and textual features used when
communicating with different age groups, for example,
amusing rhymes and terms of affection for small children,
devotional texts for religious expression
identifying variations in language use between people of
different ages, gender or status, for example, ways of
showing authority or expressing humility
understanding that facial expressions, gestures and body
language are key elements of communication and that
they can be interpreted differently by different people
explaining variations in style, content and register of
different expressions of wishes for a particular event or
occasion such as Diwali, for example, सर र मे से जाला ,
,ह कोम राी काली सर र म ाह खुमवयाँ , सर र मे से द्,ाली
compared to an sms message such as वुो द्,ाली

Reflect on changes in their own use of Hindi over time in
social, community and school contexts, explaining reasons for
changes or adaptations
[Key concepts: language change, expression, experience;
Key processes: reflecting, monitoring, analysing]
(ACLHIU070)

reflecting on changes in their ways of communicating in
Hindi, identifying terms, expressions or behaviours that
have become part of their everyday language through the
influence of technology, social media and intercultural
experience
talking with older members of their families or
communities about changes they have experienced in
their use of Hindi and about their observations of how the
language has changed over time
discussing how their use of language reflects different
and changing relationships, for example, familiarity with
friends, respect for elders and authority figures
finding examples of changes in language use within their
own families and friendship groups which have come
about through globalisation and the influence of other
languages, for example, माँ, अममा, माीाजम being replaced
in some families by मममम
identifying how social media and technology have
influenced their own ways of communicating, for
example, by compiling a glossary of terms they use in
emails or text messages, such as अि (ATM), फफर ममलेगक
CU, जा ा सेगा (G2G), सक सक (LOL), फफर िाी करीक स (TTL)
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Recognise the intercultural and multilingual nature of
language use in social media and popular culture, considering
how this influences aspects of their lives
[Key concepts: globalisation, cultural expression,
multilingualism; Key processes: researching, classifying,
explaining]
(ACLHIU071)

finding examples of language/behaviours associated with
Indian culture that are part of everyday life in Australia,
for example, words and expressions associated with
religion, yoga, dance, Bollywood, food, sport
explaining the influence of Indian language and culture
on their ways of communicating in different situations, for
example, by creating a glossary of Hindi words and
expressions they use when communicating in English or
when thinking about themselves and their families
investigating different forms and functions of
multilingualism in today’s society, for example, by
tracking the mixing of languages such as Hindi, Urdu,
Punjabi and English in Bollywood scripts and song lyrics,
or by creating their own hybrid-language advertisements,
songs or raps, for example, Life style क ीय सेगा car का
premium...
reflecting on other people’s reactions to their use of Hindi
and/or English, considering how perceptions of people’s
ways of communicating are shaped by cultural
standpoints and perspectives

Role of language and culture
Understand that language is not neutral and that its forms and
usage reflect cultural ideas, values and perspectives
[Key concepts: culture, language change, representation,
values; Key processes: reflecting, analysing, comparing]
(ACLHIU072)

Elaborations
sharing understandings of what culture is and how it
relates to language and to identity, using prompt
statements such as ‘ ंमकृृी मे …’
identifying Hindi words or expressions that carry cultural
connotations and values, for example, terms such as
ुसाग and व,ध,ा in relation to auspicious or inauspicious
roles at occasions such as ामकर or गृसप,कव
identifying expressions used in news reports or sports
commentaries that reflect traditional beliefs and include
cultural allusions, for example, references to gods and
legendary heroes such as अगर इंद्क, मकसरिा सुह ीे ोारी
बि ा ममच खकलक सुच
ं ग
क ा फाइ ल मे
identifying cultural distinctions expressed through
language, for example, forms of address such as
ममकार , ममीक , , कम क स , ीुम कम क से the addition of णम,
णममीम for married women and कुमारी for unmarried
women, considering whether English makes similar
distinctions
exploring the cultural significance of concepts expressed
in a single word in Hindi or English which are difficult to
translate, for example, the term जूठ ा in Hindi or mateship
in Australian English
exploring how cultural values and ideals such as truth,
duty or filial respect are embedded in traditional fables
and legends, such as brotherly love or the concept of the
obedient/dutiful child in the stories राम और लकम , ण,
कुमार
discussing commonly used words and expressions that
reflect family/community values, for example, the practice
of using the English terms ‘Auntie’ or ‘Uncle’ when
addressing older people even when they are strangers
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Hindi
Years 7 and 8 Achievement Standard
By the end of Year 8, students initiate and sustain a range of spoken and written interactions on topics of mutual interest, for
examp le,

अह िह ुहा ुर

..., मि लछथ कथ ाच ा ििहच माै

अल िह म

िा

पचिहच

े मल अरमा ु

अुअह िह िहुका ु च ह

ा हझ अचअह ााकअअ

ा ा कह ुर कअ

aम लहक मा मु क ुलू कअ ... They exchan ge views or ex perie nces and offer op inio ns using l angu age to

enco urage fee dback an d to express empathy or i ndicate a greeme nt, for examp le, मअ अच लु क ख़शप ु ई, ल हई ुथ!, लहचअ ुथ
ु चनअ अक ुहचन्अ शंअह अहिे लोा न ख अक लहक ुरै

ा

मा मुहअ ंल क ुरl

आलाअ ा मुह अु चुा ु

मा मौ े कशक मु क ुलू.

Student comp lete transactio ns by negoti ating, pla nnin g and solv ing pro blems, for exampl e, िु ाुी ह कअकअा अह ुर िु
मा ची े े ं ाप ुर खहअा

ेो ि

थोप िहनह हाअह िहि च ह

च

ुथअप िहचु

ु

िु मह हअ िह म अुही ाा मअका िेकअ

च अौअ अौअ

अा चमपन खथ

नह ुर. They use reflective an d evalu ative lan guag e to support their ow n and others’ lear ning a nd to manag e discussi on and
deb ate, for example, धिहअ नाअा अक लहक ुर अ...., िु अ

च चनािा

ुाल ुरहै थ

अु चुा ु िु वहअ ुर

च िचन नलमचा रिचदअथट मा नाखह

ह कथ िु अुअह गाक अुही ुथ ह कअ.... िु ििि ििहनहा न ुर. .hen speaki ng Hin di, they apply pr onunc iation a nd rhythm patterns,

including consonant clusters and English words used in Hindi, to a range of sentence types. They locate, collate and analyse
information from a range of written, spoken and multimodal texts to provide an overview or to develop a position on selected
issues or interests. They use different modes of communication to report on perspectives, views and experiences or to invite
action and debate. They interpret ways in which values, characters and events are represented in a range of traditional and
contemporary imaginative texts. Students create texts with imaginary characters and contexts in a range of forms to entertain
different au dienc es. They use grammatica l forms and features such as pr efixes, for example, -हअसस-हअस,म हअससम हअ and

suffixes, for example, अृ हा, निहा , ाोहई , िढ़हई ), and create comp ound a nd compl ex sentences by us ing postp ositions suc h as
क

स च म ि च अह अचथ ा कथ खाा मअथ ा ु

ोाखलू ह कहकअ म ि लच ह ुथअा मा ुाा ााख खत
े मल मा ुथोशिहच ुर चह

मल अथ स अह अहि् ु
ा अक

च मसिप ा अ मा अचअह िहचुिा े म मा ु ा म ाकह ो ाा

अच ालू, comparative a diectives, for examp le, पकह स अप लुअ मा मुनच ुर

थोह ा लह ुर ुा ह मा से अ िकच ुर and bas ic ioin ing rul es such as as

+

संप

थुअ स अप अ ह

to achieve co hesio n.They

translate texts from Hindi into English and vice versa, and compare their own translations with others’, interpreting cultural
elements. They produce texts in Hindi and English that reflect a bilingual and bicultural perspective. Students identify
differences and similarities in the way they interact in Hindi and English, and describe the nature of identity and cultural
experience and identify the relationship between the two.
Students identify the relationship between individual and combined elements of spoken and written Hindi and apply writing
conventions, including spelling, to convey specific meaning in a range of texts. They use metalanguage to explain aspects of
language and apply grammatical and lexical knowledge to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words and to form and spell new
ones. They use their knowledge of text structure and organisation to interpret the unfamiliar texts and create new ones.
Students explain how and why language use varies according to context, purpose, audience, mode of delivery and the
relationship between participants. They explain how and why their own use of Hindi has changed over time and depends on
context. They identify the intercultural and multilingual nature of language use across global communities and in social media
and popular culture and explain how this influences their own lives. Students explain how language forms and usage reflect
cultural ideas, values and perspectives.
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Hindi
Years 9 and 10
The nature of the learners
This stage of learning coincides with social, physical and cognitive changes associated with adolescence. Increased cognitive
maturity enables learners to work more deductively with language and culture systems, to apply more intentional learning
strategies and to reflect productively on their learning. Motivation and engagement with language learning and use are
influenced by peer group dynamics, personal interests and values and issues related to self़concept. This is particularly the
case for bilingual learners for whom the duality of living between languages and cultural frames impacts continually on the
process of identity construction. The role of language is central to this process and is reflected in the degree to which learners
define themselves as members of language communities, how they position themselves in relation to peer groups, the choices
they make in relation to linguistic and social practices. These processes are fluid and context़responsive and impact on
learners’ engagement with both Hindi and English language learning.
Hindi language learning and use
This is a period of language exploration, vocabulary expansion and experimentation with different modes of communication (for
example, digital and hypermedia, collaborative performance and group discussions). Greater control of language structures and
systems increases confidence and interest in communicating in a wider range of contexts. Learners use Hindi to communicate
and interact; to access and exchange information; to express feelings and opinions; to participate in imaginative and creative
experiences; and to design, interpret and analyse a wider range of texts and experiences. They use language in different
contexts more fluently, with a greater degree of self़correction and repair. They reference the accuracy of their written language
against a stronger frame of grammatical and systems knowledge. They demonstrate understanding of language variation and
change, and of how intercultural experience, technology, media and globalisation influence language use and forms of
communication.
Contexts of interaction
Learners interact with peers, teachers and other Hindi speakers in immediate and local contexts, and with wider Hindi़speaking
communities and cultural resources via virtual and online environments. They may participate in community events such as film
or cultural festivals, intercultural forums or exchange travel opportunities.
Texts and resources
Learners use an extensive range of texts and materials designed for in़class learning of Hindi, such as textbooks, literary texts,
teacher़generated materials and online resources. Learning is enriched by exposure to authentic materials designed for or
generated by young Hindi speakers, such as blogs, video clips, discussion forums, television programs or newspaper features.
Learners are encouraged to source additional materials to support their own learning and to pursue personal interests in
aspects of Hindi language and associated cultures.
Features of Hindi language use
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Lear ners extend a nd conso lidate gr ammatical kn owle dge, incl udin g the use of compou nd sentenc es by using p ostpositio ns मै
पनुे हदिुल जपजँगप और अपाप कपम पूर प कराे के ेपद कोुकतप पनुँिग
ूँ पे and of a rang e of tenses to describe ev ents and pers onal

exper iences, वपछुे व र जीसे नमाे नोुल कप क्ोनपर माप्प ्प उसर कपर रस व र भर नम नोुल कप क्ोनपर धूमधपम से माप ग
ं ेे . They make

passiv e and active vo ice distincti ons, रपम उदूर मुख रनप न, उदूर मुखर जप रनल नी, understan d the appro priate use of partic iples a nd the
function a nd use of case, ाे, को, से, के मु , म्, पर. Their vocabu lary know ledg e expan ds to includ e more abstract words a nd

specialised vocabulary drawn from other learning areas or areas of wider personal interest. Textual knowledge and capability
are strengthened through maintaining a balance between activities that focus on language forms and structures and
communicative tasks and performance. Learners recognise, analyse and construct different types of texts for different purposes
and audiences. Task characteristics and conditions at this level are more complex and challenging, involving collaborative as
well as independent language planning and performance, and development and strategic use of language and cultural
resources. Elements of tasks involve interpreting, creating, evaluating and performing. Working with media resources, fiction
and non़fiction texts, performances and research projects allows for exploration of themes of personal and contemporary
relevance (for example, global and environmental issues, identity and relationship issues, questions of diversity and inclusivity).
Learners investigate texts through more critical analysis, identifying how language choices reflect perspectives and shape
meaning, and how they in turn are shaped by context and intention.
Learners at this level understand the relationship between language, culture and identity. They explore in more depth and detail
the processes involved in learning and using different languages, recognising the role of cognitive, cultural and personal as well
as linguistic resources. They identify how meaning़making and representation in different languages involve interpretation and
personal response as well as literal translation and factual reporting. They explore the reciprocal nature of intercultural
communication: how moving between different languages and cultural systems impacts on their ways of thinking and behaving;
and how successful communication requires flexibility, awareness and openness to alternative ways. They develop the capacity
to ‘decentre’ from normative ways of thinking and communicating, to consider their own cultural ways through the eyes of
others, and to communicate in interculturally appropriate ways.
Level of support
While learners are increasingly less reliant on the teacher for support during communicative interactions, continued support,
provision of rich language input and modelled language is needed to consolidate and sustain the learning of Hindi. The teacher
provides both implicit and explicit modelling and scaffolding in relation to meaningful language use in a range of contexts,
situations and learning experiences, and explicit instruction and explanation in relation to complex structures, grammatical
functions and abstract concepts and vocabulary. Provision of opportunities to discuss, clarify, rehearse and apply their
knowledge is critical in consolidating knowledge and skills and developing autonomy. Learners are encouraged to self़monitor,
for example, by keeping records of feedback and through peer support and self़review.
The role of English
Learners and teachers use Hindi as the primary medium of interaction in language़oriented and most content़oriented learning
experiences. English is used for comparative analysis and for elements of discussion or conceptual analysis which may be
better responded to in English than in Hindi. Learners are supported to reflect on the different roles English and Hindi play in
their academic work.

Years 9 and 10 Content Descriptions
Communicating
Socialising

Elaborations
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Use formal and informal registers to discuss and compare
young people’s interests, behaviours and values across
different cultural contexts
[Key concepts: values, responsibility, social worlds,
environment; Key processes: discussing, comparing]
(ACLHIC073)

interviewing each other and family members to compare
views on cultural behaviours and values across different
times and contexts, for example, तुुनपरे वविपर म् सं्ुक त
और कु पररवपर म् से क,ा सर पपररवपररक सरंिाप आज के ्ुग म्
ज्पदप उप्ुक त नी?
discussing responsibilities related to home, school and
part़time work, comparing with those of young people
living in India and other Hindi speaking contexts and
noting the relative importance of concepts such as
पररवपर , समुदप् और सन्ोग , for example, भपरत म् ार के
कपमकपज के मु ा,कर ा,करपिा्पँ नोतर नै l ्रेमु्प म् रन रने
भपरतर् ेचिे ार के कपमि म् अपाे मपतपवपतप कप नप् ेँटपते नैl
using formal and informal registers to discuss differences
in language use between peers and adults at different
social events, for example, क्प आप अगुे सपतपन शप्ंर्
संगरत कप कप्र्म देखाे जपाप िपन्गे? अपार टलम को ोकसपहनत
कराे के मु तुम कु मीि देखाे अवश् आाप l
participating in formal debates on social or educational
issues with reference to Indian and Australian
perspectives, values and frames of reference, for
example, क्प ववदेशर भप प सरखाप अिावप्र नोाप िपहन ? क्प
उचिमश्प की पसपत नल जरवा म् सनुतप की कुँजर नी? क्प ेपमुग
नोाे पर ेचिि को अपाे मपतप वपतप कप ार छोड देाप िपहन ?
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Participate in activities that involve interactions, transactions,
negotiations and management of different opinions and
social/cultural behaviours
[Key concepts: social/cultural behaviours, community,
environment; Key processes: planning, inviting, presenting
opinions]
(ACLHIC074)

negotiating arrangements, weighing up alternatives and
reaching shared decisions when planning performances
or presentations to showcase Hindi language learning,
for example, नम् रस म् कुछ चिं भर सुममुत कराे िपहन्े ?;
क्ि ा नम से ...; ्नल उचित रनेगप; आपको रसम् से क िुााप नीे
issuing, accepting and declining invitations, using
culturally appropriate expressions and protocols, for
example, अपार पुंर के शुभ वववपन पर मै आपको आमंमंत कराप
िपनतप नूँ े मै ाेनप ेेटल को आशरवपरद देाे आ र आजँगपे ्न मेरप
स,भपग् नी कक आप ाे मुझे रताे मनककवपूक र अवसर म् ससुममुत
नोाे कप अवसर हद्प, ककुतु मै ककसर कपरक वश ानलं आ पपजँगपे
comparing opinions on social and cultural behaviours and
values associated with Hindi़speaking communities via
online forms of communication such as emails, school
chat forums and community websites, for example,
भपरतर् जरवा शीुल म् रंगि कप ववशे मनकव नीे मेंदल कप
मनककव केवु स द्र और ग
ं पर तक नल सरममत ानलं नीे भपरतर्
सं्ककित की परुपरप नी कक नम अपाे अितच््ि कप अपार सपमस्र के
अाुसपर ्वपगत सककपर कराे म् कोई कसर ानलं छोडतेे भपरत म्
वववपन ा केवु क महनुप और पुर को आपस म् जोडतप नी ेसिक
दो पररवपरि को आपसर सन्ोग और म
े की भपवाप म् भर ेपँधतप नीे
organising an event such as a campaign or social media
forum to raise awareness of community, environmental or
ethical issues, for example, महनुपओं की सुर्प; ्वचछ
््पार् प्परवरक , पुािर्क कप मनककव
transacting for goods and services, considering concepts
such as value, availability, competition and ethics
building vocabulary to support commercial and
technological exchange between English़ and Hindi़
speaking communities, for example, मु्प वविाम् दर, भपरत
म् आ्रेमु्पई िावेश , अंतरपरषरल् ष्पपपर, ,द्ोचगकी कप आदपा़
दपा
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Use communicative strategies such as asking open questions
and providing elaborated responses to extend discussion,
justify views and to reflect on the experience of learning and
using Hindi in and out of school
[Key concepts: discussion, language learning, language
domains; Key processes: elaborating, responding, designing,
identifying]
(ACLHIC075)

extending discussion on topics of shared interest by
inviting opinions or further elaboration and by clarifying or
justifying statements, for example, रसकप क्प भपव पडेगप ,
मुझे वव्तपर से ेतपओे मेर े कनाे कप तपकप्र नी कक …; तुम ्न
कनाप िपनते नो कक …; मुझे ुगतप नी कक …
designing websites, posters or presentations that reflect
on challenges and benefits associated with the
experience of learning and using Hindi in the classroom
context, for example, मै ेनुत अचछ् हनंदल ेोु ुेतप नूँ, मगर
मुखते सम् मुंग को ुेकर अाेक गुित्पँ नोतर नै l हनंदल सरख
जपाे से मै अपाे दपदप़दपदल के सप् अचछ् तरन से ेपतिरत कर
पपजँगरे हनंदल सरखाप मुसशकु ुग रनप नी मगर हदुि्प ेपत ्न नी
कक अे मै हनुदल क िमि कप पनुे से अचधक आांद ुे रनल नूँl
reflecting on differences between forms of Hindi spoken
at home and in the classroom, such as the use of more
words influenced by English in the home context, for
example, ्कूु compared to ववद्पु्, मुमऱपपपप
compared to मपतप़वपतप
identifying and comparing learning strategies that support
their formal study of Hindi in the school context, for
example, learning grammar and textual conventions
associated with different domains of language use and
using purer forms of the language
identifying and discussing Hindi idioms and proverbs that
may be applied to the experience of learning languages,
for example, आकपश से तपरे तोड ुपाप; कमर कसाप, अे पछतप
नोत क्प जे चि ड्प िुग गई खेत

Informing

Elaborations
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Research, interpret and evaluate information presented from
different perspectives in relation to youth़related interests,
identifying how culture and context affect how information is
presented
[Key concepts: perspective, context, culture; Key processes:
comparing, analysing, explaining]
(ACLHIC076)

identifying different perspectives on selected social
issues featured on television, radio or online forums,
using the material as stimulus for debates or
presentations, for example, जासँख्प ; भेदभपव; ेेरोआगपरल,
वीशवरकरक , मपाव अचधकपर
comparing information published in different media on
topical issues or well़known personalities in order to
demonstrate the relationship between texts and cultural
contexts, for example, by analysing language used in
commentaries on क्केट or reflections on Bhagat Singh,
Subhash Chandra Bose, Rabindranath Tagore
conducting face़to़face or online interviews or surveys
with peers, family or community members to compare
experiences such as migration to Australia, living ‘across’
cultures or relationships with technology
critically analysing texts such as blogs, letters or
newspaper announcements, distinguishing between facts
and opinions, and identifying author intent, for example,
by reading and discussing letters by Jawahar Lal Nehru,
वपतप के पं पुंर के ापम
comparing representations in texts such as
advertisements for mobile phones, beauty products or
fast food in Hindi and English, considering why particular
language or images have been selected
listening to interviews with celebrities from fields such as
entertainment, sport or politics, identifying expressions or
cultural references that convey a sense of culture or
context

Present information related to social and cultural issues of
interest to their peer group using different modes and formats
to take positions and to capture different perspectives
[Key concepts: environment, lifestyle, inclusivity; Key
processes: reviewing, commenting, arguing]
(ACLHIC077)

writing a review or creating a commentary of an event
such as an India़Australia cricket match, music festival or
street fashion show, incorporating expressions and style
that characterise these text genres and reflect the writer’s
perspective
creating texts such as blog posts or items in school
newsletters that address social and environmental issues
such as प्परवरक पररवतरा ; ेेरोजगपरल
producing a segment for a local radio station to report on
a charity fund raising activity
presenting information in the form of promotional or
persuasive letters or speeches for audiences such as
peers, parents or authorities in order to argue a case or
establish a position on an issue, for example, दू क के
भपव, प पई और माोरंजा म् तपुमेु , प,सषटक आनपर और
्वप्स्
using data collected via online research or
recorded/published interviews to create a digital profile of
a significant member of their local community or of the
wider Hindi़speaking world, such as a musician, chef,
artist or sporting figure
presenting an overview of traditional games and sports
played in different Hindi़speaking regions, such as केडडर
or खो़खो, for example, by watching video clips and then
writing up the rules
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Creating
Explore how expressive and imaginative texts create
aesthetic, humorous or emotional effects in ways that reflect
cultural influence
[Key concepts: humour, effect, mood, composition; Key
processes: analysing, comparing, identifying; Key text types:
film, TV shows, poetry, drama]
(ACLHIC078)

Elaborations
comparing how elements such as humour, compassion
or suspense are created in different forms of popular
culture in Hindi and English, for example, in folk/fairy
tales, game shows, advertisements, commercial films or
talent/reality shows
identifying how imaginative texts from different eras use
structure, expression and mood to build action, convey
emotion and reflect cultural values, for example, by
comparing the pre़Independence story ेडे भपई सपने by
म
े िंद with a contemporary text such as 3 र ड्टस
analysing how techniques such as the use of rhythm,
imagery and metaphor in Hindi poetry create humorous,
emotional or dramatic effects that reflect cultural
traditions and styles, for example, in poetry by रवरु्ाप्
टीगोर; नररवंश रप् ेचिा; ाररज, गुुआपर , मनपदेवर वमपर or in
texts by writers such as भरषम सपनार; ज्शंकर सपद; मुँशर
म
े िंद , मुाू भंडपरल
identifying and explaining characteristic elements of
traditional forms of Hindi literature, for example, verse
celebrating bravery/warriors such as वरर गप्प ँ और गरत,
जीसे पुषप की अमभुप प, devotional verse such as मररपेपई और
सूरदपस के भसकत गरत or children’s poems that celebrate
nature such as आ्प ेसुत
using evaluative and expressive language to compare
responses to visual texts such as paintings, sculptures
and relief art, for example, Rajasthani miniature
paintings, Patachitra from Bengal, Madhubani paintings,
Warli from Maharashtra, discussing the relationship
between representation and culture
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Create imaginative or expressive texts that draw from and
reflect elements of their own tastes and experience
[Key concepts: expression, emotion, experience, culture; Key
processes: creating, performing, expressing; Key text types:
poetry, song, report]
(ACLHIC079)

collaborating with peers to create dramatic or humorous
representations of people, situations or events
encountered in their own lives
creating riddles to compete with and entertain each other,
imitating the use of meter, rhythm, rhyme and metaphor
exemplified in riddles from Hindi literature and folklore
composing and performing poems or songs that
incorporate elements of traditional or contemporary
literary and musical forms and reflect their own
experiences, for example, भसकत or वरर गप्प verse,
nonsense songs, raps
creating and performing texts that exaggerate
characteristic elements of a selected genre for comic
effect, such as a biased commentary on a sporting event
creating an imaginative text such as a diary entry or song
lyric that expresses either positive or negative responses
to the experience of living across different languages and
cultures
creating an English़language commentary to an
observed Hindi़language sitcom, discussing how to
transfer or explain the humour or dramatic effects of the
original text
using digital resources to create imaginary characters
and situations associated with school or home contexts
to entertain younger learners

Translating
Compare translations and interpretations of literary,
community and social media texts, including those that mix
Hindi and English words, expressions and sentence
structures
[Key concepts: code़mixing, code़switching, hybridity, recast;
Key processes: analysing, exemplifying, discussing]
(ACLHIC080)

Elaborations
identifying and translating texts produced within the
media and entertainment industry that use ‘Hinglish’ for
different purposes, for example, Life ho to aisi!,
Youngistaan ka wow!
exploring the language of Bollywood by translating short
excerpts that include code़mixing and code़switching
between languages and dialects
critically evaluating the accuracy and effectiveness of
subtitles used in movies, video clips and documentaries,
identifying examples of ‘meaning lost in translation’
translating parts of conversations recorded between
family and friends that involve the mixing of Hindi and
English, discussing the relationship between code
switching and domains of use
considering challenges involved in translating texts by
contemporary poets and songwriters who incorporate
English words or stylistic features into their texts
identifying how translation sometimes involves literal
exchange of word़for़word meaning, sometimes involves
interpreting and expressing meaning in appropriate
forms, and sometimes involves cultural meaning that
cannot be translated
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Create texts that draw on bilingual resources to explore and
reflect the multicultural nature of their personal, school and
community experience
[Key concepts: expression, bilingualism, multilingualism,
code़mixing; Key processes: composing, reviewing,
analysing, reflecting]
(ACLHIC081)

interviewing community members about their life stories
and experiences to create digital/multimodal profiles that
include the use of voice़overs in Hindi, images, music
and English subtitles
creating raps or jingles that mix English and Hindi
words/expressions, rhythms and gestures to capture
elements of their own communicative behaviours
creating a bilingual information pack in print and/or digital
form about their school and local community to present to
a visiting school
creating glossaries and annotations in English that
provide explanations for cultural and contextual
references in contemporary Hindi texts

Reflecting
Reflect on the nature of bilingual/multilingual communication
and experience
[Key concepts: mutual understanding, miscommunication,
intercultural exchange, language domains; Key processes:
reflecting, monitoring, explaining, analysing]
(ACLHIC082)

Elaborations
exploring the concept of translanguage in relation to
mediating thought, action and communication in
situations that involve two or more languages
reflecting on how speakers of more than one language
draw strategically on a wide range of linguistic and
cultural resources to make meaning of experience and to
communicate with others
considering whether thinking or communicating in one
language rather than another affects the ways ideas or
attitudes are understood or expressed
identifying benefits associated with
bilingualism/multilingualism, drawing examples from their
personal experience
comparing assumptions sometimes made when
communicating with speakers of different languages,
identifying instances when they consciously adjust how
they communicate due to personal assumptions or
attitudes
identifying cultural cues in intercultural interactions that
signal variations in expectations, values or traditions that
may complicate communication
monitoring their use of Hindi and English in different
domains, for example, by keeping a record of when they
use each language, for which language functions and in
which contexts
considering how their language and interactional
behaviour might be interpreted or responded to by
people from different language backgrounds
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Reflect on the relationship between language, culture and
identity and on how this shapes and reflects ways of
communicating and thinking
[Key concepts: identity formation, culture, intercultural
experience; Key processes: reflecting, describing, analysing]
(ACLHIC083)

discussing whether being bilingual/multilingual allows for
a more flexible sense of identity in ways that involve
culture as well as language
reflecting on the nature of intercultural learning in school
and on intercultural experience in and out of school,
discussing how different domains of language use
present opportunities for the development of intercultural
capabilities
reflecting on how their perspectives and ways of
communicating may be perceived by others, for example,
in relation to language choice or code़switching/mixing
and to behaviours that may be perceived as ‘cultural’
reflecting on their own and each other’s ways of
communicating when interacting with people from
different cultural backgrounds, for example, when joking
or speaking formally, describing adjustments they make
in different languages, contexts and relationships

Understanding
Systems of language
Recognise regular and variable elements of spoken Hindi,
such as social and regional variations in the pronunciation of
diphthongs, or inconsistencies between Hindi pronunciation
and spelling and variations from Sanskrit and Perso़Arabic
conventions
[Key concepts: language variation, accent, register; Key
processes: understanding, identifying, responding]
(ACLHIU084)

Elaborations
increasing control of regular and irregular elements of
spoken and written Hindi, such as the influence of
accents and expression on pronunciation and spelling,
for example, the use of वो in spoken Hindi in place of वन
in written Hindi
recognising ways in which genres of written literary Hindi
may differ from everyday speech registers, for example,
the use of Sanskrit words in official Hindi, with terms like
वविामपरक ्ें for the manufacturing sector, demonstrating
understanding of how such terms are written and spoken
understanding that the appreciation of film song lyrics
and verse forms can be enhanced by understanding how
compound words are formed in Arabic and Persian and
used in Hindi, for example, in the film title मुगु़ ़ आआम
recognising the impermanent and fluid nature of spoken
language and how it is influenced by local customs,
cultures and regional languages, for example, the
addition of honorifics such as sister, तपई, to women’s
names by Marathi speakers and देवर to married women’s
names by Biharis
identifying features of spoken language, such as the use
of repetition, pauses, interruptions, incomplete sentences
and non़verbal expression, which are not represented in
written Hindi but are important elements of ‘live’
interactions
recognising and responding to challenges associated
with clarity and pace in audio texts such as airport
announcements or recorded phone messages
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Investigate, demonstrate and explain how elements of
grammar and word formation allow for complex expression of
ideas and meaning
[Key concepts: cohesion, voice, compound words; Key
processes: identifying, applying understanding]
(ACLHIU085)

expanding vocabulary related to more complex concepts
to compose richer descriptions and expression of ideas
using conjunctions to create more complex and
elaborated sentences, for example, मै पनुे हदिुल जपजँगप
और अपाप कपम पूर प कराे के ेपद कोुकतप पनुँिग
ूँ पे
extending knowledge of text cohesion and basic joining
(ससुध) rules, for example, word ending in अ plus word
starting in उ becomes the ससुध sound ओ as in पूव्कतर. आ
+ओ्औ, कग+द्गग
using the active and passive voice to establish
distinctions of agency, for example, रपम उदूर मुख रनप नीे ,
उदूर मुखर जप रनल नी े
understanding the function and use of case (कपरक), for
example, ाे, को, से, के मु , म्, पर

using participles (पदेंध): imperfect – डूेतर नुई ापव, perfect
– डूेर नुई ापव, adverbial present – रोते नु , मुखते नु ,
adverbial past – वन ुडकी कप नप् पकडे नु ्प, वपुप as
participle – सिजर वपुप, डिेे वपुप
expanding metalanguage to describe additional
grammatical concepts and the relationship between form,
function and meaning
using a range of tenses in complex sentences to move
between events and personal experiences across time,
for example, वपछुे व र जीसे नमाे नोुल कप क्ोनपर माप्प ्प,
उसर कपर रस व र भर नम नोुल कप क्ोनपर धूमधपम से माप ग
ं ेे
Analyse and compose different types of texts for specific
purposes and audiences that involve different cultural, textual
and contextual features
[Key concepts: genre, language features, context; Key
processes: comparing, composing, identifying]
(ACLHIU086)

composing and comparing texts such as emails, songs,
slogans or public signs, noticing how the choice of
vocabulary, structure and tenor combine to achieve each
text’s purpose
comparing Hindi and English versions of texts such as
invitations or newspaper announcements, noticing forms
of expression that are culturally significant, such as ज् के
वववपन कप शुभ मुन ुतर ... के हदा ... ेजे से.. ेजे तक त् नुआ नीे
आपकी उपस््ित और आशरवपरद की तर्प रनेगर or रमेश और
ुलुप के पुं के ापमकरक पर आपको सपदर आमंमंत करते नैे
demonstrating the different organisation of elements,
such as introductions, ordering of content and expression
of wishes or greetings within different forms of
communication, for example, formal letters, emails or
web posts
composing spoken and written versions of texts such as
advertisements, invitations or personal messages,
identifying key differences in syntax, register and
language choice
comparing the textual features of different kinds of Hindi
verse, identifying differences in rhythm, meter and
cultural framing
composing formal and informal versions of selected text
genres, such as a written invitation and an invitation by
text message, मोना और गरतपकी सगपई के शुभ अवसर पर
आपकी पररवपर सहनत उपस््ित प्रार् नी; क्प तुम... के हदा..
सम् मुझे ममु सकते नो?
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Language variation and change
Analyse variations in Hindi language use that relate to social
roles, values and contexts and to the nature of the interaction
[Key concepts: variation, adaptation, register, values; Key
processes: identifying, explaining, evaluating]
(ACLHIU087)

Elaborations
classifying forms of address in terms of social, cultural or
family relationships, for example, ेडर दलदल, मुुाप़मुुार,
भी्प, ेपेपजर and discussing the relationship between
language, culture and context
evaluating how language choices reflect social values
and attitudes, such as family loyalty, status or peer group
identity
finding examples of colloquial and contemporary forms of
language used by young people of their age, such as
using words and expressions from other languages when
talking about popular culture, अरे ्पर, कु क्प कमपु मीि
देखप
observing non़verbal elements of communication such
as gestures, facial expressions or use of space and
silence, discussing their importance in communication
and how they vary in formal and informal contexts
noticing and explaining differences in text structure and
grammar between formal and informal Hindi, for
example, between the structure of a business letter and
an informal email आपको सूचित कक्प जपतप नी..., मै तुुन् ेतपतप
नूँ....

Categorise observed changes to Hindi in domains of use such
as education, media, popular culture and intercultural
communication
[Key concepts: influence, exchange, language contact; Key
processes: investigating, demonstrating, identifying]
(ACLHIU088)

identifying changes in Hindi language forms and
communicative styles in domains of use such as IT,
diplomacy and commerce
classifying words and expressions from other languages
that they use in different curriculum areas such as
science, visual arts, economics, social studies
creating glossaries of terms that originated in other
languages that they use in different areas of their own
lives, for example, Persian सरकपर , Arabic अदपुत , Turkish
कुुल and Japanese ररकशप
talking with older members of their families or
communities about changes to Hindi across their lifetime,
such as the blending of English and Hindi in language
used in entertainment, news and sports commentary or
advertising
analysing the language of the internet in terms of inter़
language influences, for example, by identifying
examples of Hindi words that have been adapted to
accommodate concepts expressed in other languages
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Explore how using different languages to make meaning
affects how they and their peers think, behave and
communicate
[Key concepts: identity formation, intercultural communication;
Key processes: reflecting, identifying, explaining]
(ACLHIU089)

reflecting on the relationship between their use of Hindi,
English and other languages/dialects and their sense of
identity
discussing whether ideas and values are expressed
differently in different languages, for example, in relation
to family relationships or peer group interests
reflecting on concepts such as global citizenship, national
identity and intercultural communication, discussing the
relationship between these concepts and languages and
cultures
discussing the effects of using either Hindi or English on
how they express feelings, debate ideas or construct
arguments

Role of language and culture
Understand that Hindi language and associated cultures are
inter़related, that they shape and are shaped by each other
and that their relationship changes over time and across
contexts
[Key concepts: interdependence, meaning, change; Key
processes: investigating, identifying, classifying]
(ACLHIU090)

Elaborations
identifying words such as अहनंसप, धमर ़कमर that carry
cultural connotations and may be differently used and
understood by people in different cultural contexts
tracking changes in Hindi language forms and usage
over different times and contexts, for example, मोटरगपड ़
कपर
identifying compound words used in contemporary Hindi
that fuse Hindi and English to capture trends, convey
concepts and engage with intercultural experience, for
example, tension mat lo, accent maarna
identifying changes in Hindi that reflect the impact of
globalisation and transcultural experience, such as the
mixing of languages and the adoption of practices
associated with different communities and cultures
analysing the relationship between language and culture
by examining a concept such as that of शुभमुन ुतर, for
example, मोना और गरतप की सगपई के शुभ अवसर पर आपकी
पररवपर सहनत उपस््ित प्रार् नी
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Hindi
Years 9 and 10 Achievement Standard
By the end of Year 10, students initiate, sustain and extend a range of spoken and written formal and informal interactions about
youn g peop le’s interests, behavi ours and va lues, for exampl e, आप कब रापस आये , आप के जिरन मे सहखि जिरन को यमिम कतने के कया
.पाय ल मह

ाते ुरचात मे सहयहक म औत एकल पातरात मे से कमन सि पाातराातक सतहचना आज के यहग मे गयादा .पयहक म ै आप के ुरचात मे आज की

यहरा पिढ़् पत ाकस का पार पड़ त ा ै महम अपने दोेमे के बाते मे कह

बमाओ. They participate i n activities that invo lve interacti ons,

transactio ns, negotiati ons and ma nagi ng different op inio ns and soci al/cultura l behav iours, for exampl e, य ठीक ,ै म सब लमल कत
कतेगे, मे इस मे कह

थच् पि सम मललम कतने चा ये , कये न म सब ..., य ् .थचम त ेगा आपको इसमे से एक चहनना .ै When interactin g,

they use cultur ally ap propri ate expressi ons and pr otocols, for exampl e, बनयराद , आप का ब हम बबाम ो अपनि पह्ि के णहप ुररा पत मल
आपको आमहत्म कतना चा मा ँ मल ने ा बे ् को आणिरातद देने ेनत आऊँगा य मेता समपााय ै ाक आप ने महके इमने म ाारप ात अरसत मे

सम मललम ोने का अरसत दया, ाकनमह मल ाकसि कातारण न ्ह आ पाऊँगा . They extend discuss ions an d justify their views by ask ing

ope n-end ed questi ons and pr ovidi ng ela borated res ponses, for examp le, इस ुरषय पत आपके कया ुरचात ,ल आप कया सोचमे ल , इसका
कया पार पड़ेगा महके ुरेमात से बमाओ मेत े क ने का माापयत ै ाक

, महम य क ना चा मे ो ाक , महके लगमा ै ाक

. When sp eakin g, they

apply pronunciation rules and rhythm, including social and regional variations, to complex sentences. They research, interpret
and evaluate information and perspectives on social issues or issues of interest to young people, and identify how culture and
context influence the way information is presented. They convey information and perspectives using different text types and
modes of presentation. They respond to different expressive and imaginative texts by analysing techniques and cultural
influences used for aesthetic, humorous or emotional effects. Students create imaginative texts to express ideas, attitudes and
emotions through characters, events and settings relating to bilingual and bicultural experiences. When creating texts, they use
a variety of grammatic al elem ents, such as join ing rul es, for example, आ+ओ=औ, क्+अ+ल= कल, कातक ँ case, for examp le, ने, को,
से, के ललए, मे, पतँ and a rang e of tenses and partic iples, for examp le, आ, म, , जाना, राला, त ा, सकना, प च
हँ ना, दिल् जाने राले लोग,

साइाकल पत लड़की चल त ् ै to produce com plex sente nces such as मल प ले दिल् जाऊँगा ा त र ाँ से ब बम जाऊँगाँ कल मल काम खाम कत
के आपने साथथयो के साथ खेलने जाऊँगा. Students compare trans lations a nd interpr etations of literary, commu nity and soci al media

texts, including those that use both Hindi and English. They create a range of bilingual texts that reflect the nature of their own
and each other’s intercultural experience. They describe their experience of being bilingual or multilingual and explain the
relationship between language, culture and identity.
Students apply their understanding of complex pronunciation rules and writing conventions, such as variations between spoken
and written Hindi and between Sanskrit and Perso-Arabic script. They explain how elements of grammar and word formation
allow for the expression of ideas and meaning. They analyse and construct a range of texts for different purpose and audiences
and identify cultural, textual and contextual features. They explain how and why variations in Hindi language use relate to roles,
relationships and contexts of interaction. Students identify and categorise changes to Hindi and to other languages in different
domains of use such as education and popular culture. They explain how being bilingual or multilingual affects the ways they
and their peers think, behave and communicate.
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The Australian Curriculum
Languages - Hindi
Years 7–10 (Year 7 Entry) Sequence
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Hindi
Years 7 and 8
The nature of the learners
Students coming into this pathway are background learners of Hindi with varying degrees of proficiency in the language. All
have family and community connections with the language and associated cultures, or with languages or dialects related to
Hindi. Some may have recently arrived in Australia, have completed the primary years of schooling in Hindi or other Indian
languages and have established literacy as well as oracy skills in the language. Others may have participated in community
language programs during these years and have some literacy capabilities in Hindi. Others may have minimal experience of
formal learning of the language, with little literacy proficiency and varying degrees of oral capabilities, depending on their home
language environment. All students share the experience of belonging to worlds in which languages play a key role and diversity
of language use is common. The curriculum takes into account the diversity of learners, ensuring that tasks and activities are
flexible to cater for different language capabilities while being appropriately pitched to all learners’ cognitive and social levels.
Hindi language learning and use
Students use Hindi to interact with each other, the teacher and other speakers of the language, to access and exchange
information, to express ideas and feelings, to participate and to cooperate in learning experiences and activities. They build
vocabulary resources, grammatical knowledge and communicative capabilities such as active listening skills and interactional
strategies through shared tasks that provide a context for purposeful language experience and through focused learning
episodes that develop understanding of language systems and the ability to use metalanguage. They use modelled and
rehearsed language to compose and present different types of texts (for example, shared stories, media and hypermedia texts,
songs, poems, reports or journal entries). They plan, draft and present imaginative and informative texts, design interactive
events and participate in discussions. They make cross-curricular connections and explore intercultural perspectives and
experiences. Learners use ICT to support their learning in increasingly independent and intentional ways, exchanging resources
with each other and with learners in different contexts.
Contexts of interaction
Students interact primarily with each other and the teacher in class, with some access to broader Hindi-speaking networks in the
school and local community. ICT resources such as email, online chats or wikis provide access to additional experiences of
authentic communication, connecting learners’ social worlds with those of Hindi-speaking peers in other contexts. Learners also
have access to Hindi language experience through media, community events, websites, social media and radio streaming.
Texts and resources
Learners work with a range of texts designed for in-school learning of Hindi, such as textbooks, readers, literary texts, videos,
online media resources and materials. They also access materials created for Hind-speaking communities, such as songs,
films, magazines and social media texts such as blogs, advertisements and websites. They interact with a range of texts created
for different purposes (for example, informational, transactional, communicative, expressive and imaginative texts) and make
connections between these genres in Hindi and the work they do around similar texts in the English learning area.
Features of Hindi language use
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Learners develop explicit knowledge of the forms and functions of language elements that they may already use fluently in their
spoken language. Literacy development provides the opportunity not only to read and write the language but also to understand
how it is formed and how it works. Learners learn how spoken language is represented in the Devanagari script by the use of 13
characters cl assified as vo wels (अ-अः) and 35 as co nsona nts (क-ह and द--) and that a lin e on the top joi ns letters to make words
and l eave spac es betwee n words िस, घरय अि घर चलय. They recognis e the matra form of vowels, such as स , ी, distingu ish long
and sh ort vowel sou nds such as स , ी and id entify the pronu nciatio n of vowel sou nds in con junctio n with conso nants, कइ/फक,

कई/की. They develo p understa ndin g of key features and core e lements of grammar, inc ludi ng sentenc e structures, the form and
function of pro nouns, मै, हम, यह, ये, तुम, तभ, ;प, मै, मेरा, तुुहाराय , the use of postpositio ns and ge nder an d number a greeme nts,
लदका गाता हैय लदकी गाती हैय लदके गाते है. They compose statements an d questio ns, such as तुम मेर े सा् चल य तुम कैसे ह and use

simpl e verb tenses such as गया ्ा, जाऊँगा, जा रहा हभँ, खाया ्ा, खा रहा हभँ, खाऊँगा. They position a dverbs correctly i n sentences, for

examp le, अीरे-अीरे, जल्ी मे, ्ौदते हुह and use n egative forms of verbs an d adjectiv es, for example, स हन ने फफलम नहीं ्ेखीय मभठ कभी
मत ि ल . They increase the ir range of voca bulary to dom ains bey ond their p ersona l experi ence an d interests, and reco gnise
loan words from languages such as English, Persian, Arabic, Turkish and Portuguese. They learn how the under-dotted
characters क,

, ,, ज, ज are used to repr esent loa n sounds i n Hind i. Learners us e and an alyse gramm atical forms and se ntence

structures that express relationships between ideas, experiences and relationships, and develop awareness of how language
structures shape textual features. They use descriptive and expressive language to create particular effects and to engage
interest. They develop language knowledge, processing strategies and understanding of text conventions to assist in
comprehending unfamiliar texts. They make connections between texts and cultural contexts, identifying how values and
perspectives are embedded in language and how language choices determine how people, issues and experiences are
represented. They are aware of the nature of the relationship between languages and cultures, noticing, for example, how
particular Hindi words or expressions ‘carry’ cultural values or experiences. They reflect on the nature of bicultural and
multicultural experience, on how languages change in response to broader social and cultural shifts, and how they perceive
their own identities as users of two or more languages in a multicultural society.
Level of support
Differentiated support is required for learners with different levels of oracy and literacy proficiency. All learners require
opportunities to review and consolidate learning; different degrees of balance between consolidation work and provision of more
challenging tasks ensure learners at different levels are catered for. Teachers provide scaffolding, modelling and material and
resource support for the development of fluency and accuracy in spoken language and of grammatical and literacy capabilities.
Learners are supported to develop autonomy as language learners and users and to self-monitor and adjust language in
response to their experience in different communicative contexts. They are encouraged to engage critically with resources such
as websites, translating tools and other resources designed to strengthen their receptive and productive language use.
The role of English
Learners are encouraged to use Hindi whenever possible, including for discussion, explanation, comparison and reflection.
English is used when appropriate, for example, when considering the nature and relationship of language and culture or in tasks
that involve comparison and analysis of Hindi and English. The process of moving between/using both languages consolidates
learners’ already established sense of what it means to be bilingual or multilingual and provides opportunities for reflection on
the experience of living inter-culturally in intersecting language communities.

Years 7 and 8 Content Descriptions
Communicating
Socialising

Elaborations
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Interact with peers and teacher to exchange greetings,
wishes, information and opinions, to talk about their personal
worlds and to express feelings
[Key concepts: self, family, leisure, preferences; Key
processes: interacting, exchanging information, describing]
(ACLHIC091)

engaging in everyday social interactions such as
greetings and farewells, apologies or thanks, using
appropriate informal and formal language, such as
नमसते , फफर ममलेगे , माज कीसजह
exchanging greetings, wishes and congratulations on
specific occasions, for example, ्ीपादली की हाह््क
शुभकामनाहं , ्ीपो की ्य ित की तरह ;पका जीदन भी हमेशा
उ््दमलति रहे, परीका पास करने के मलह िअाई ह
sharing aspects of their personal worlds and
experiences, for example, by describing significant
events or milestones or by comparing their experiences
of using different languages in different areas of their
lives
talking about themselves and their families, sharing ideas
and opinions and expressing likes, dislikes and
preferences, for example, मेर े पररदार के अचअकतर स्सय
छसऑेमलया मे रहते है लेफकन कुछ स्सय भारत मे भी रहते है; मुमे
फ्केट खेलना अवछा लगता है हयोफक....
asking and answering questions about their interests and
leisure activities, for example, ;प अपनी प-ाई और
सामासजक जीदन मे संतुलन कैसे िनाते है?
participating in informal conversations with each other,
encouraging equal participation, for example, तुम ने कुछ
नहीं कहा, हया तुम इस से सहमत ह ? and keeping
conversation moving by asking for clarification or
elaboration, ;प ऐसा हयो कह रहे है?
maintaining social contact with peers and contacts in
other contexts by exchanging emails, posts on shared
websites or personal blogs that highlight school, home or
leisure activities
using descriptive and expressive language, including
colloquial expressions, idioms or proverbs, to describe
people, places or experiences and to express feelings,
for example, अँगुली पर नचाना; नाक मे ्म करना; मेरी चाचीजी
मुमसे िहुत पयार करती है; मै उनकी ;ँखो का तारा हभँ; हरे भरे खेत
हदा के मोको के संग लहलहा रहे ्े; पेदो के पृतो मे से सभर ज की
फकररे छन छन कर ; रही ्ींय अपने घर मे कुृता भी शेर ह ता हैय
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Participate in shared activities such as performances,
celebrations, presentations or website design that involve
planning, collaborating, making arrangements, transacting
and negotiating
[Key concepts: interaction, collaboration, negotiation; Key
processes: planning, negotiating, responding]
(ACLHIC092)

making decisions about collaborative projects such as
displays or performances, discussing roles and
responsibilities and sharing ideas, for example, इसके मलह
संगीत की वयदस्ा कौन करेगा ? फकन चचषो का उपय ग ह गा इसका
िनर्य हम कैसे करेगे ? यह् तुम तिला िजाजगे त मै गाऊँगीय
designing a website that provides opportunities for
intercultural exchange between themselves and young
Hindi-speakers in different contexts, preparing possible
stimulus questions such as हया तुुहे यह परेखा ठीक लगती
है? हमे फकस भाभा का य ग करना चाहहह ? इस देिसाइट क कौन
्ेखग
े ा?
contributing to the planning of presentations or displays
that reflect their individual and/or shared experiences of
living and communicating across different languages and
cultures, for example, composing captions for
photos/images or selecting multimodal resources
negotiating details of real or simulated online transactions
that involve discussion of comparability, value, price and
availability, using terms such as िजट की सीमा, पदिनमय ्र,
पैसे दसभल करना
negotiating differences in opinions or preferences when
planning events or excursions, for example, the hosting
of an exchange group of students or a visit to a culturally
significant site
planning a party menu or picnic, for example, by deciding
on elements of a ्ाली comprised of a selection of their
favourite dishes, such as ्ाल, र टी, सबजी , and discussing
individual and shared preferences or dislikes, for
example, माँसाहारी ,शाकाहारी

Interact in classroom routines and exchanges such as asking
and responding to questions, requesting help, repetition or
permission, following directions, giving praise or
encouragement and reflecting on learning experiences
[Key concepts: conversation, discussion, comparison,
meaning; Key processes: discussing, responding, comparing,
reflecting]
(ACLHIC093)

participating in regular classroom interactions such as
asking and answering questions, for example, ;ज २० जभन
है; ;ज स मदार है; ;ज िहुत स्् है; requesting permission
or clarification, नहीं , मुमे समम नहीं ;या, कमपया फफर से
् हराइहय यह िहुत कहठन हैय इस मे मुमे हया करना है? इस न
का उृतर हया है? कमपया, यह फफर से सममाइह; and responding
to praise or criticism, िहुत िह-या! िुर ा नहीं हैय ठीक ठाक हैl
using language of comparison, opinion, reflection and
response, for example, इस पदकलप क अचअक ल ग चुनते है ...
मुमे यह काय् िहुत कहठन लगाय
monitoring progress during learning experiences,
responding to each other’s contributions and expressing
opinions and preferences, फकसकी िारी है? यह िहुत कहठन
लग रहा हैय मै फफर से शु क ंगा ग
using evaluative language to provide feedback and
encouragement and to review learning experiences, for
example, by reflecting on completed tasks, हमने अवछा
िंअ फकयाय हमे उुमी् से या्ा समय लगा, भादशाली सुअार,
यृन करते रह
identifying and discussing Hindi idioms and proverbs that
may be applied to the experience of learning languages,
for example, डभिते क ितनके का सहारा , नाच न जाने ;ंगन टे-ा,
अँअे की लाठी, चार–चाँ् लगाना

Informing

Elaborations
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Access and identify specific points of information such as
details about people, places or events from a range of
spoken, written and digital texts and use the information in
new ways
[Key concepts: social worlds, environment, communication,
lifestyle; Key processes: researching, recording, reporting]
(ACLHIC094)

collecting information from print and digital sources on
social or environmentally related events, recording key
facts and associated vocabulary for use in their own
projects, for example, ्भभर हदं पया्दरर ; सदवछ भारत; गंगा
न्ी की सजाई ; सदवछ छसऑेमलया ह्दस
collecting information via surveys or face-to-face
conversations with friends and family members on
questions related to social behaviours or trends, such as
preferred modes of communication, for example, ज न;
ईमेल ; ;मने सामने िातचीत ; टेसहसटंग, compiling a summary
of findings in table or graph form
listening to recordings of phone conversations,
announcements or radio interviews, transcribing key facts
or details such as dates, times, events or locations in
note form or through checklists or timelines
accessing information from videos, books and websites
produced in different cultural contexts on topics such as
family life, community living, housing or schooling,
summarising and reporting back on key trends and
cultural factors
collecting facts, figures and vocabulary from resources
such as posters, websites and brochures, and using
them to draft a position for an in-class discussion of a
topic such as healthy lifestyles, benefits of travel or
animal protection
presenting an oral summary of an action or event
reported in the media, using appropriate register,
language features and non-verbal language to capture
key elements and engage audience interest
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Convey information obtained from different sources relating to
personal, social and natural worlds in spoken, written and
multimodal forms suitable for a particular audience
[Key concepts: community, experience, bilingualism; Key
processes: selecting, presenting, creating]
(ACLHIC095)

creating multimodal texts to share with Hindi speakers in
different contexts that capture elements of their personal
and social worlds, for example, हमार े सकभल का हक ह्न, मेरी
ममष-म-डली
using different modes of presentation such as photo
montages, written journals or recorded interviews to
provide information for extended family members
overseas about their social and educational experience in
Australia
creating a video clip to support new students to the
school, introducing aspects of school culture, key
personnel and available study and extra-curricular
options
presenting information gathered from print media/online
sources on selected topics, using formats such as tables,
graphs or spreadsheets to present statistical information
or captions or spoken commentaries to report on
environmental issues such as disaster relief or land
degradation
creating a short video to post on their school website to
report on a good news story, such as a successful fundraising event or sporting or academic achievements
creating an interactive presentation for younger children
to highlight the advantages of being bilingual/multilingual
in a globalised world and of maintaining and
strengthening a home/first language

Creating

Elaborations
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Engage with imaginative and creative texts such as stories,
cartoons, paintings, poems, songs and TV programs,
comparing favourite elements and discussing structure,
characters, themes and effects
[Key concepts: imagination, creativity, imagery,
representation; Key processes: responding, comparing,
analysing, discussing; Key text types: poetry, folk tales, TV
programs, films, music]
(ACLHIC096)

interacting with different types of verse, drama and song
lyrics, discussing how imagery, rhythm and rhyme are
used to create mood and effect, and experimenting with
expressive language to create their own texts
comparing their life experiences with those of characters
in traditional folktales such as हकता मे िल है , identifying
elements of universal human experience such as loss,
love or loyalty
comparing story lines and characterisation in popular
Hindi- and English-language TV series, identifying
themes or issues that seem to be differently responded to
in one cultural context than in the other
identifying how cultural traditions and beliefs are
communicated through visual and performing arts, and
comparing different living traditions present in Australia,
including artistic expression associated with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people.
comparing style, creative effects and cultural traditions
reflected in popular forms of Hindi and Australian
entertainment, for example, The Voice India or India’s
Got Talent and Australian versions of the shows,
Bollywood movies and English-language musicals, TV
programs such as अश क समाट and Australian programs
popular with a similar age-group
discussing characters from favourite stories, comics or
cartoons, such as चाचा चौअरी; िहा्ुर नागराज , identifying
elements of their personalities that they most admire,
enjoy or identify with
considering how humour is expressed and shared in
culturally specific ways and whether it ‘travels’
successfully across languages, for example, by
comparing favourite jokes, cartoons or amusing stories in
Hindi with humorous texts in English
analysing the structure of traditional or contemporary
Hindi poetry, for example, by identifying the use of
rhythm, rhyme and repetition, or comparing examples of
lyrical or poetic expression, िुन्ेले हरि लो के मुख हमने सुनी
कहानी ्ी खभि लदी म्ा्नी द त मांसी दाली रानी ्ी
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Create original texts that involve imagination and expression,
experimenting with a range of modes and performance
genres
[Key concepts: expression, imagination, adaptation,
performance; Key processes: experimenting, adapting,
designing, performing; Key text types: stories, plays, music]
(ACLHIC097)

experimenting with text structure and imaginative
language to create entertaining texts for younger
children, for example, by using dramatic and emotive
words and vocal expression to build suspense in a story
creating dramatic or humorous representations of people,
situations or events encountered in their own lives
composing and performing poems or songs that
incorporate elements of traditional or contemporary
literary and musical forms, for example, भसहत or दीर गा्ा
verse, nonsense songs, raps
creating, rehearsing and performing interpretations of
poems for a public recitation or verse-speaking
competition
creating a multimodal text that captures impressions of
their local community through images, sound effects and
spoken commentary
preparing and presenting a contribution to their school
Speech Day, for example, an opening address that uses
formal expressions such as माननीय अानाचाय् जी...
planning performances that incorporate elements such as
mime, music and expressive commentary and invite
reflection on ethical or humanitarian principles, for
example, अहहंसा; अनेकता मे हकता
creating texts such as short stories or cartoons that
involve imaginary characters and fantasy scenarios, for
example, a new species, parallel universe or superhero
improvising unscripted exchanges between imaginary
characters who find themselves in challenging situations,
for example, ममषता; िननठा ; साहस , using gestures, voice
and props to build mood, explore relationships and
express emotions
creating a segment for a community radio station, such
as an imaginary cricket commentary or news flash about
an imagined catastrophe

Translating

Elaborations
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Translate and interpret short texts such as public signs,
proverbs or menus from Hindi to English and vice versa,
noticing which words or phrases translate easily and which do
not
[Key concepts: equivalence, meaning, translation,
interpretation; Key processes: translating, explaining,
evaluating]
(ACLHIC098)

translating short community texts such as public signs,
menu items or public announcements from Hindi to
English and vice versa, comparing choices they each
made to arrive at the closest equivalent meaning
translating and explaining proverbs or colloquial
expressions used in their families, for example, ्भर के ढ ल
सुहादने ; पेट मे चभह े ्ौद रहे है, discussing how they would
explain them to non-Hindi speaking friends
translating short media texts such as appeals or slogans
from Hindi to English or vice versa, noticing how the two
languages convey meaning in similar or different ways,
for example, by using imperative verb moods or emotive
language: ‘Never refuse to re-use!’; ‘Don’t be trashy recycle!’; सारी अरती की यह पुकार, पया्दरर का कर सुअार
translating excerpts from traditional fables and legends,
identifying words and expressions that reference cultural
values, history and beliefs and are difficult to translate
into English
evaluating the effectiveness of print and digital
dictionaries and electronic translators, for example, by
comparing each other’s translations of a text, backtranslating or swapping references, considering issues
such as alternative or multiple meanings of words and
the importance of context to meaning
considering the significance of naming practices in Hindi,
for example, by translating popular names such as पदन,
माला, ्ीपक, ;शा, comparing with naming practices in
Australian English
classifying commonly used informal expressions in Hindi,
including colloquialisms and proverbs, into those that are
easily understood when translated into English and those
that require interpretation and explanation
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Create shared bilingual texts and learning resources such as
word banks, databases, promotional materials or hyperlinks
for digital presentations for the classroom and wider school or
local community
[Key concepts; expression, meaning, elaboration; Key
processes: creating, reviewing, exemplifying, designing]
(ACLHIC099)

designing a flyer for a class event or performance which
uses Hindi and English, considering how to convey
information and ideas in each language
creating bilingual captions or hyperlinks for a
photographic or digital display to show parents and other
student groups key elements of their learning
experiences
contributing reviews, reports or recipes to a shared
bilingual or multilingual website, using Hindi, English and
other languages as appropriate to different domains of
language use
creating a bilingual blog, wiki or contribution to an online
discussion forum that shares examples of challenges
associated with translating and interpreting
developing bilingual instructional texts or directions that
cater for Hindi- and English-speaking friends, family
members or participants, for example, computer game
instructions or information for an extended-family event
creating a short documentary about a local community
event or locale that uses both Hindi and English, for
example, with narration in one language and subtitles in
the other
designing bilingual signage for the school campus,
including names of facilities, directions to locations or
advice on expected behaviours, noting differences in
phrasing or expression, as in ‘Silence Please’: ‘कमपया शांित
िनाह रखे ’
composing menus or programs for school or community
events/celebrations that include footnotes in English to
explain key terms or items

Reflecting

Elaborations
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Consider similarities and differences in their ways of
communicating in Hindi or English, or when switching
between the two, noticing when they choose to use either or
both languages
[Key concepts: language domains, culture, expression; Key
processes: comparing, identifying, monitoring, analysing]
(ACLHIC100)

identifying differences between how they communicate in
Hindi and in English, including the use of gestures and
other forms of non-verbal communication such as hand
or head movements, the use of space or silence
comparing examples of interactions which feel more
natural in Hindi than they do in English or vice versa,
noticing the contexts of those interactions, the people
they are communicating with and the kinds of topics
being discussed
identifying instances when using both Hindi and English
in the same interaction makes for easier communication,
for example, when using English technical terms such as
लाइट जला ्
identifying behaviours that may be similar or dissimilar
when communicating in Hindi and in English, for
example, when using direct or indirect questions,
interruptions, silence, turn-taking
monitoring their use of Hindi and English in different
areas of their lives, for example, by keeping a record of
what they use each language for over a particular day
reflecting on the nature of culture and its relationship with
language with reference to Hindi, English and other
languages they know, for example, by identifying words,
phrases or behaviours that carry cultural information or
reflect cultural values

Discuss the nature of identity and of cultural experience,
considering the relationship between the two
[Key concepts: identity, multiculturalism, code-switching; Key
processes: reflecting, discussing, comparing]
(ACLHIC101)

discussing what identity is and how their own sense of
identity is influenced by their experience of living in a
multicultural society and of identifying with particular
language communities
considering how their sense of identity changes over
time, taking into account changes in language use at
home, in school and in the wider community
discussing whether their relationships with people of
different generations, gender and language backgrounds
influence their ways of communicating
reflecting on how their own perspectives and ways of
communicating may be perceived by others, for example,
in relation to language choice or code-switching and to
behaviours that may be perceived as ‘cultural’
exploring how using different languages to make
meaning and drawing from varied cultural resources
affects how they think, behave and communicate
discussing whether being bilingual and bicultural affects
their sense of identity in ways that involve culture as well
as language

Understanding
Systems of language

Elaborations
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Understand the relationship between the sounds of spoken
Hindi and elements of the Devanagari script, such as the
writing of conjunct characters and the combinations of
consonants and matras
[Key concepts: pronunciation, intonation, writing conventions;
Key processes: listening, distinguishing, recognising]
(ACLHIU102)

building phonic awareness by recognising and
experimenting with sounds and focusing on those that
are new and initially difficult, for example, त, ्, ग, घ, ट, ्,
अय
learning how the Hindi sound system is conventionally
represented in the Devanagari sound system by the use
of 13 letters classified as vowels (अ-अः) and 33
consonants (क-ह and द--)
recognising that a line on the top joins letters to make
words in addition to leaving spaces between words िस,
घरय अि घर चलय

recognising the matra form of vowels, such as स , ी, and
distinguishing long and short vowel sounds such as स , ी
identifying and practising pronunciation of vowel sounds
in conjunction with consonants कइ/फक, कई/की
understanding the formation of conjunct consonants such
as क, ष, ्
imitating discrimination of unaspirated and aspirated
sounds such as क-ख, ्-अय
understanding that Hindi vowels can be pronounced with
a nasal quality added to them which is represented by
either a (चँदबि ं्ु) or (बिं्ु) above the headstroke, for
example, हाँ , मै
learning how the under-dotted characters क, , ,, ज, ज
are used to represent loan sounds in Hindi from other
languages such as English, Persian, Arabic, Turkish and
Portuguese

understanding conventions by which new loan words are
written in Hindi, for example, the way in which English ‘t’
and ‘d’ sounds are represented normally as ट and ड, the
replacement of English ‘th’ sounds by ् and the ways in
which English vowels such as short ‘a’ sounds are
replaced by Hindi vowel sounds such as in डॉलर versus
डालर
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Develop knowledge of key elements of the Hindi grammatical
and vocabulary systems, such as sentence structures, use of
pronouns, postpositions and gender and number agreements
[Key concepts: grammar, sentence structure; Key processes:
understanding, applying]
(ACLHIU103)

identifying people by using pronouns in singular and
plural forms, for example, मै, हम, यह, ये, तुम, तभ, ;प, मै,
मेरा, तुुहाराय
recognising and using pronouns for places and objects,
for example, यहाँ , दहाँ , यह, दह
referring to objects and describing quantities using
cardinal numbers, for example, हक, ् , पाँच, सात and पाँच
र हटयाँ , ्स चगलास
learning the structure of declarative and interrogative
verb forms, for example, by composing simple
statements and questions based on models such as तुम
मेर े सा् चल य तुम कैसे ह ?
understanding that verbs change according to the gender
and number of the noun, as in लदका गाता हैय लदकी गाती हैय
लदके गाते हैय
using simple verb tenses such as गया ्ा, जाऊँगा, जा रहा हभँ,
खाया ्ा, खा रहा हभँ, खाऊँगा

using adjectives to describe characteristics or qualities of
a person or object, such as nationality, shape or colour,
and noticing that they change with gender and number,
for example, छ टा लदका , छ टी लदकी , छ टे लदके, छ टे लदके क ,
छ टे लदको क
using possessive adjectives to express ownership, for
example, मेरी पुसतक, तुुहारा िसता
positioning adverbs correctly in sentences, for example,
अीरे-अीरे, जल्ी मे, ्ौदते हुह
using ordinal numbers such as पहला, ्भसरा

using negative forms of verbs and adjectives, for
example, स हन ने फफलम नहीं ्ेखीय मभठ कभी मत ि ल य
building lexical competence for example, by collating
vocabulary sets in relation to meaning or function, such
as words for different kinds of fruit such as ;म, पपीता,
अमर् , नारंगी, संतरा, मौसंिी or verbs of action such as जाना,
;ना, पहुच
ँ ना, लौटना, घभमना, भटकना .
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Identify textual and grammatical features that characterise
different types of literary, instructional, persuasive or
imaginative texts in Hindi, comparing them with similar texts in
English and other languages
[Key concepts: genre, language features, metalanguage; Key
processes: noticing, analysing, comparing]
(ACLHIU104)

recognising characteristic features of different text
genres, such as headings, footnotes and reference lists
in textbooks, rhetorical questions and persuasive
language in advertisements, abbreviations and
emoticons in emails and text messages, an opening
orientation statement at the beginning of a narrative,
such as जि दे केदल चौ्ह दभ् के ्े, उनकी पपता की ममृयु ह
गयी य
comparing Hindi- and English-language versions of text
types such as phone conversations, business letters or
sports reports, considering whether differences in style or
structure reflect differences in cultural values or practices
recognising rules of structure and composition in Hindi
poetry, for example, by identifying patterns of rhythm,
rhyme, repetition and meter in poems by सुभदा कुमारी
चौहान or जयशंकर सा्
developing metalanguage to talk about texts, for
example, by identifying the purpose, features and typical
structure of text genres, for example, िनिनअ मे तीन भाग
ह ते है- भभममका, पदभय-दसतु और उपसंहार
recognising differences between the layout and language
features of different types of texts and formats, such as
चचष-क्ाहँ और ल क-क्ाहँ
recognising the role played by different textual elements,
for example, the layout, title, illustration and use of
punctuation in a picture book or the use of repetition and
rhyme in poems and chants
comparing the use of imagery or satire in a range of
imaginative texts, discussing how these elements convey
meaning and engage/entertain the audience

Language variation and change

Elaborations
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Understand that both spoken and written Hindi vary in form
and function when used by different people in different
contexts and situations
[Key concepts: variation, context, register; Key processes:
noticing, comparing, explaining]
(ACLHIU105)

understanding that there is a standard form of Hindi,
मानक हहं्ी used in writing and spoken by many people,
and also a range of spoken dialects that differ from
region to region, for example, बज भाभा, अदअी
creating a map that identifies regions of India, Fiji,
Mauritius and other parts of the world which have
communities of Hindi-speakers and of related
languages/dialects represented in the classroom, such as
तममल, गुजराती , पंजािी, मराठी
examining how language users vary modes of expression
to reflect different feelings, relationships, intentions or
attitudes, for example, by comparing the respectful tone
of devotional texts such as भजन, ् हे, the exuberance,
humour and colour of Bollywood scripts and the directive
tone of rules and regulations in school rules or official
documents
comparing the style, structure and register of informal
and formal texts such as invitations or the expression of
wishes, noticing elements such as vocabulary used,
economy/elaboration of expression, and grammatical
style (म हन और गीता की सगाई के शुभ अदसर पर ;पकी पररदार
सहहत उपसस्ित ा््नीय हैय हया तुम... के ह्न.. समय मुमे ममल
सकते ह ?)
comparing the informal use of greetings and wishes
between friends and family members with those used in
more formal situations, for example, अरे राहुल! पयारे माता
पपता, ढेर सारा पयार
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Recognise that the Hindi language has evolved and
developed through different periods of time and as a result of
different influences and interactions, that it is related to many
other languages used in India and in the Australian
community, and that it has influenced/influences other
languages
[Key concepts: language change, language contact, loan
words, globalisation; Key processes: discussing, classifying]
(ACLHIU106)

understanding that all languages are dynamic,
continuously changing over time, that some grow, adding
new words and borrowing from other languages, as in the
case of both Hindi and Australian English, while others
are no longer spoken (often referred to as ‘sleeping’ by
owners) as in the case of many Indigenous languages of
Australia and North America
recognising connections between language families and
individual languages, such as that between Hindi and
Punjabi, including the practice of adopting and adapting
words and expressions from each other, for example, the
use of Hindi words that originated in languages such as
Persian, Arabic and English
identifying Hindi words derived from other languages,
such as ्फ़तर, borrowed from Arabic, केष (field in an
abstract sense) directly from Sanskrit versus खेत (field as
in for farming) from Hindi via Pali/Prakrit, मेज via Persian
from Portuguese
exploring the relationship between Hindi and English
language systems and practice and identifying changes
to Hindi that have come about as a result of processes
such as globalisation, technological change and
intercultural exchange
identifying Hindi words and expressions used in English
and other languages, such as pyjamas, bungalow,
sorbet, avatar, cashmere, juggernaut, yoga, sari
researching their origins and comparing original and
current meanings
finding examples of Hindi words that retain their identity
as non-English words but are increasingly incorporated
into English and understood by bilingual speakers, for
example, the familiar, affectionate use of यार and ्ेसी
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Recognise that Australia is a multicultural society with
communities of speakers of many different languages
including Hindi, and reflect on the diversity of language
practices that characterise members of this multicultural
community
[Key concepts: multilingualism, dialect; Key processes:
understanding, mapping, reflecting]
(ACLHIU107)

recognising the linguistic diversity of the global
community, understanding that many people around the
world speak more than one language, comparing with the
multilingual character of Australian society, for example,
by talking about the different languages represented in
the classroom and local community
exploring the range of languages spoken in Australia,
including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages,
for example, by constructing a linguistic profile of their
own class or school community
recognising that there are many different Indian
languages and dialects spoken in India and other regions
of the world, such as Hindi, Tamil, Gujarati, Panjabi,
Marathi, involving variations in accents, vocabulary and
syntax, and that most Hindi speakers also speak other
languages
comparing their individual language profiles, explaining
which languages or dialects they use in their family,
social and community lives
reflecting on the impact on their personal lives and sense
of identity of being bilingual or multilingual
explaining the influence of Indian language and culture
on their ways of communicating in different situations, for
example, by creating a glossary of Hindi words and
expressions that they use when communicating in
English

Role of language and culture

Elaborations
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Understand the relationship between language and culture,
reflecting on how languages reflect values, belief systems and
perspectives that may be differently interpreted by speakers
of other languages
[Key concepts: culture, language, meaning, interdependence;
Key processes: analysing, identifying, making connections]
(ACLHIU108)

identifying elements of Hindi that reflect cultural traditions
and values, such as the use of forms of address that
reflect status, age and relationship, for example, using
the suffix ji when referring to elders or people who merit
respect, forms of address such as नमसकार , नमसते ; ;प
कैसे है, तुम कैसे ह ; the addition of ,ी, ,ीमती for married
women and the formal honorific कुमारी attached to forms
of address to unmarried women
exploring how culturally defined concepts such as family,
responsibility or hospitality influence forms of expression
and patterns of interaction in Hindi, considering whether
changes in cultural and social practices over time are
translated into changes in language use
recognising Hindi words and expressions that reflect
traditions, values and cultural priorities, such as forms of
address like सदामी जी for a religious leader, गुर जी for a
male teacher, िािा जी for an older male person and राम
राम as a mode of greeting in villages
reflecting on the dynamic nature of culture and on the
relationship between language and culture, identifying
visible and invisible elements of culture expressed in
language that may be differently interpreted by speakers
of other languages
discussing the cultural significance of expressions in
Hindi that characterise more indirect forms of language
compared to English, for example, by saying क ई िात नहीं ,
चल जाने ् .
reflecting on how cultures influence ways of thinking
about or acting in social, physical and temporal
environments, for example, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander relationships with place, language and culture;
the concept of non-linear time expressed in Hindi, as in
कल – ‘yesterday/tomorrow’; परसो – ‘day before
yesterday/day after tomorrow’; the concepts of अहहंसा and
कम्
identifying expressions used in news reports or sports
commentaries that reflect traditional beliefs and include
cultural allusions, such as references to gods and
legendary heroes, for example, अगर इंद्ेद मेहरिान हुह त
भारत बिना मैच खेले पहुच
ँ ग
े ा फाइनल मे
finding examples of language and behaviours associated
with Indian culture that are part of everyday life in
Australia and around the world, for example, words and
expressions associated with religion, yoga, dance,
Bollywood, food, sport
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Hindi
Years 7 and 8 Achievement Standard
By the end of Year 8, students interact with the teacher and peers to exchange information and opinions about their personal
worl ds, for example, मऱ र पऱवा़ कर अनधकत़ स वय

वसरललया मे ़ेतर े लरककन कुछ स वय ाा़त मे ाा ़ेतर े। मुरर कंकरट भरलना अकछा

लकता ेै उयिकक...... They exch ange gr eetings a nd wish es, for example, हपावलह की ेाढ क
ा ीुाकामनााँ , ई मु ा़क , प़हका मे साल ेोनर
कर लला धाई and use d escriptive a nd express ive lan guag e to share feeli ngs, for example,नँकलह प़ न ाना, नाक मे म क़ना,मऱह

ा ाजा मुरसर ेुत पया़ क़ता े ,म ननकी ंँभि का ता़ा ेूँ । े़र ा़र भरत ेवा कर रिकि कर सीक लेलेा ़ेर थर। परौि कर प तो मे सर सू़ ज की कक़के छन

छन क़ ं ़ेह थाी। अपनर घ़ मे कु ता ाा ीऱ ेोता ेै. Students use action-r elated a nd rehe arsed la ngua ge to enga ge in shar ed

activities that inv olve pl anni ng, colla boratin g, making arra ngeme nts, transacti ng and n egotiati ng, for example, lसकर लला सीकात की
वयववथा कदन क़रका? ककन न ,ि का नपयोक ेोका lसका इनकाय ेम कैसर क़ेकर? यढ तुम त ला जाबकर तो म काोँका. They interact in classro om

routin es and exch anges by fol lowi ng instructio ns, asking an d respon ding to qu estions, for exampl e, ंज २० जून ेै, ंज सोमवा़ ेै,
ंज ेुत स ् ेै, requestin g permissi on or clarific ation, for exampl e, नेही , मुरर समर नेही ंया, कापया का़ सर ोे़ाlा l ये ेुत कढकन ेै
। lसमे मुरर उया क़ना ेै? lस स न का न त़ उया ेै? कापया, ये का़ सर समराlयर and resp ondi ng to praise or critic ism, for example, ेुत
ढ़याक. ु़ ा नेही ेै। कठककाकक Students apply featur es of pronunc iation a nd rhythm in spok en Hin di to a range of sente nce types.

They locate key points of information from a range of spoken, written and visual texts and communicate information and ideas
related to personal, social and natural worlds using different modes of presentation. They share their responses to different
imaginative texts by identifying and comparing favourite elements and discussing, characters, themes, effects and structure.
Students use imaginative language to create original creative texts in different genres. They use key grammatical forms and
structures in spok en and wr itten texts, such as bas ic rules of word or der, prono uns, for example, म, ेम, तुम, यर, म, मऱा, तुतेा़ा।
येाँ - वेाँ , ये-वे, postpositio ns, and gen der and n umber agr eement, for exampl e, लौका काता ेै । लौकी काता ेै। लौकर काते े .

Students comp ose simpl e statements and qu estions bas ed on mod els such as तुम मऱ र साथ लो। तुम कैसर ेो? They translate a nd
interpret short texts from Hindi into English and vice versa, identifying words and expressions that do not readily translate, such
as ू़ कर ढोल सुेावनर , परट मे ूे र दौ ़ेर े . They create shared b ilin gual texts for the classroom, scho ol and w ider commu nity. They
identify differences and similarities in the way they interact in Hindi and English and describe the relationship between identity
and cultural experience.
Students make connections between spoken and written Hindi and identify and apply the conventions of the Devanagari script,
incl udin g eleme nts such as the writing of con junct characters, for examp le, क, ,, ्, consona nt combinati ons, for example, क+l
= कक , क+ई=की and matras, for example, कु , कू . They id entify the structure and textual a nd grammatic al features of different

personal, informative, persuasive and imaginative texts. They identify ways in which spoken and written Hindi vary according to
context and situation. Students give examples of how Hindi has changed over time due to different influences and interactions
and how it has in turn influenced other languages. They identify the diversity of language practices in multicultural communities
and describe how languages reflect values, belief systems and perspectives.
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Hindi
Years 9 and 10
The nature of the learners
This stage of learning coincides with social, physical and cognitive changes associated with adolescence. Increased cognitive
maturity enables learners to work more deductively with language and culture systems, to apply more intentional learning
strategies and to reflect productively on their learning. Motivation and engagement with language learning are influenced by
peer–group dynamics, personal interests and values, and issues related to self-concept. This is particularly the case for bilingual
learners for whom the duality of living between languages and cultural communities continuously impacts on the process of
identity construction. The role of language is central to this process and is reflected in the degree to which learners self-define
as members of language communities, how they position themselves in relation to peer groups, and the choices they make in
relation to linguistic and social practices. These processes are fluid and context-responsive and impact on learners’
engagement with both Hindi and English language learning and use.
Hindi language learning and use
This is a stage of language exploration and of vocabulary expansion. Learners experiment with different modes of
communication, such as digital and hypermedia, performance and discussion. Greater control of language structures and
systems increases confidence and interest in communicating in wider contexts. Learners use Hindi to communicate and
interact; to access and exchange information; to express feelings and opinions; to participate in imaginative and creative
experiences; and to design, interpret and analyse a wide range of texts and experiences. They use language in different
contexts more fluently, with a developing degree of self-correction and repair. They reference the accuracy of their written
language use against a stronger frame of grammatical and systems knowledge. They demonstrate understanding of language
variation and change, and of how intercultural experience, technology, media and globalisation influence language use and
forms of communication.
Contexts of interaction
The language classroom is the main context of interaction for learning Hindi, involving interactions with peers, teachers and a
wide range of texts and resources. Learners continue to interact with peers, family members and other Hindi speakers in
immediate and local contexts, and with wider Hindi-speaking communities and cultural resources via virtual and online
environments. They also encounter Hindi in wider contexts such as media, cultural or film festivals, community events or incountry travel.
Texts and resources
Learners engage with a range of language-learning texts and resources, such as textbooks, videos, media texts and online
resources, including those developed for computer-supported collaborative learning. They engage with abridged versions of
classic and contemporary Hindi literature and their film and TV adaptations. Learners may also access authentic materials
designed for or generated by young Hindi speakers in a range of contexts, such as blogs, video clips, discussion forums,
television programs or newspaper articles. Learners are encouraged to source additional materials to support their learning and
to share with others, and to pursue personal interests in aspects of Hindi language and associated cultures.
Features of Hindi language use
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Learners consolidate their understanding of the conventions of written script, applying these to their own language production in
incre asing ly complex w ays. They recognis e the role of prefixes a nd suffixes and h ow these cha nge the mea ning of wor ds, ू व,
सू व, ू वंह , and they und erstand the imp act on written script and voc abul ary of tatsam words and tadb hav words. They

increasingly control both regular and irregular elements of spoken and written Hindi, such as the influence of accents and
express ion on pr onunc iation a nd their imp act on spell ing, for exampl e, the use of व, in spoke n Hind i in plac e of वम in written
script. Learners use more complex elements of Hindi grammar, such as the passive voice, compound words and variations in
register. They un derstand the functi on and us e of case, for example, मे, ,,, से, ,े म ए, णे, र,and use a ra nge of tenses in

compl ex sentences to descr ibe eve nts and perso nal exp erienc es, for example, प छ े वसक ूैसे मणमे म, ल ,् त्,म्र णम््् ््, स
,्र इस वसक ु मण म, ल ,् त्,म्र

ुण ्ण से णम्एंमये .

Vocabulary knowledge expands to include more abstract words and specialised vocabulary drawn from other learning areas or
areas of wider personal interest. Textual knowledge and capability are strengthened through maintaining a balance between
activities which focus on language forms and structures and communicative tasks and performance. Learners recognise,
analyse and construct different types of texts for different purposes and audiences. Task characteristics and conditions become
more complex and challenging, involving collaborative as well as independent language planning and performance. Elements of
learning experiences involve interpreting, creating, evaluating and performing. Genres such as media resources, fiction and
non-fiction texts, performances and research projects allow for exploration of themes of personal and contemporary relevance
(for example, global and environmental issues, identity and relationship issues, questions of diversity and inclusivity). Learners
investigate texts through more critical analysis, identifying how language choices reflect perspectives and shape meaning, and
how they are shaped in turn by context and intention.
Learners at this level understand the relationship between language, culture and identity. They explore in more depth and detail
the processes involved in learning and using different languages, recognising them as involving cognitive, cultural and personal
as well as linguistic resources. They identify how meaning-making and representation in different languages involve
interpretation and personal response as well as literal translation and factual reporting. They explore the reciprocal nature of
intercultural communication: how moving between different languages and cultural systems impacts on ways of thinking and
behaving; how successful communication requires flexibility, awareness and openness to alternative ways. They develop the
capacity to ‘decentre’ from normative ways of thinking and communicating, to consider their own cultural ways through the eyes
of others, and to communicate in inter-culturally appropriate ways.
Level of support
At this level learners become less reliant on the teacher for support during communicative interactions and learning
experiences, but provision of rich language input and modelled language are needed to continue to support and sustain
language learning. The teacher provides both implicit and explicit modelling and scaffolding in relation to meaningful language
use in context, and explicit instruction and explanation in relation to language structures, grammatical functions, abstract
concepts and vocabulary knowledge. Provision of opportunities to discuss, clarify, rehearse and apply their knowledge is critical
in consolidating knowledge and skills and in developing autonomy. Learners are encouraged to self-monitor, for example, by
keeping records of feedback and contributing to peer support and self-review.
The role of English
Learners and teachers use Hindi as the primary medium of interaction in language-oriented and content-oriented learning
experiences. English is used if appropriate for discussion, explanation or analysis that involves comparison between Hindi and
English or concepts which may be better responded to in English. Learners are supported to reflect on the different roles
English and Hindi play in their academic work and in their personal and community lives.

Years 9 and 10 Content Descriptions
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Communicating
Socialising
Interact with peers and others in familiar and unfamiliar
contexts to compare experiences and to express views on
local and global issues, such as relationships, education and
popular culture
[Key concepts: relationship, education, communication; Key
processes: discussing, debating, responding, comparing]
(ACLHIC109)

Elaborations
exchanging views and experiences in relation to issues of
shared relevance in the global context, for example,
्ररव्रर, सुिन ्् स्ण्जू, ण ड्् ,् ्,म – डजूट
द,िम््
contributing to in-class discussions of social attitudes, for
example, to gender roles, public or private education,
arranged or love marriages, using active listening skills,
asking for and providing elaboration and expressing
agreement or disagreement
developing narrative and descriptive skills by exchanging
accounts of significant events or influences in their lives,
for example, प छ े स् णै अ मे ण्ह् प ह् ,े स्् र्ष्ल्
संधम् ् देखमे म्् और वम्ा ्वदे , ्,ेिहां ,, देख ,र
िम,ह ु्पवह म,आ l , ए, ,पव सुणे म ,् सि णंिम ,रमे
,े म ए णेरल ,्िी सर्मम् ,ी मईय
participating in online or face-to-face debates, providing
evidence to support a position, challenging opposing
views and using expressive language to encourage
feedback or indicate agreement, for example, िडे द,ख ,ी
ि्ह मै, ण,झे आ से सम्म,ुुिह मैय आ बि ,, समल ,म रमे मैय णै
आ से बिल,, समणह मुाय
exchanging views with young Hindi speakers in other
contexts on local or global issues that they see impacting
on their current or future lives, for example, म ् , सुिन ,
्,ेिह, ज््रह्, ण्मव्ो ,्र
participating in informal conversations and more
structured debates to share and compare attitudes to
social and cultural issues, for example, ्,व्ां ,् ्व््स्;
्ररव्रर, ररिहे ; सं्,क ह ररव्र ्् ए,
ररव्र ; पवव्म ्् ण
े
पवव्म
discussing their responsibilities at home, school and in
part-time work, comparing with those of young people
living in India and other Hindi-speaking contexts and
noting the relative importance of concepts such as
ररव्र , सण,द्् और सम्,म
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Participate in individual and shared projects and activities that
involve brainstorming, transacting, negotiating and problemsolving
[Key concepts: action, transaction, negotiation, environment,
community; Key processes: planning, transacting,
brainstorming]
(ACLHIC110)

participating in real or simulated transactions and
negotiations, for example, bidding for an item online,
ordering food for a class celebration or negotiating
purchases of learning resources, for example, आ ,ी संद
क्् मै? मण फ,हम् खिक ,र स,हे मै? मण णे से फ,हमे ,म इसे
ि,मम
े े?
compiling a glossary of key terms required to engage in
commercial exchanges between English- and Hindispeaking communities, using language associated with
business and communication, such as िमवे , व्् ्र, ण,््पविमण् , ौद्,ोम,ी
designing resources such as website posts, press
releases or flyers to promote action on social or
environmental issues, for example, आव्समलमह् ,
, कुरह्,
आ ्ह,् लम सम््ह्
participating in imagined scenarios that involve buying
and selling, bidding, transacting and negotiating, such as
online shopping or conducting a market stall, discussing
issues of value, availability and popularity
participating in virtual excursions to cultural sites or
exhibitions, for example, मसस संधम् ्, ुू् ्् , sharing
responsibility for different elements of a multimodal report
on the experience
negotiating roles and responsibilities for the planning,
filming and editing of a short documentary on aspects of
their shared school experience, for example, णेर् सण,द््,
दमण, ददवस, ्वहंतह् ददवस, िैस्ख , ु्रह ,् ््त ् संम ह ,
िॉ लव,ड फिलणज ,् इिहम्स , ,््ेम ्् ,े द म
क ् ्््म
organising a campaign or social media forum to raise
awareness of a community, environmental or ethical
issue, for example, ््कवरह ररवहकम , आ व्सम, ौद्,ोम,ी
और िेर,,म्रल, discussing strategies for responding to
possible challenges
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Participate in structured discussions, reflections and learning
activities by managing contributions, asking and responding
respectfully to questions, clarifying statements, elaborating
opinions and expressing agreement or disagreement in
culturally-appropriate ways
[Key concepts: debate, response, dialogue; Key processes:
expressing, responding, evaluating, reflecting]
(ACLHIC111)

using elaborated sentences and interactional cues to
support debate and maintain cohesion and focus of
discussion, for example, ह,, द्मरह ,े म ए, हदम,स्र, आण
हौर र, दुसरे िदज णे, पव स
े
से, इस ,्र, इसम ्े , आ इस
पवस् णे क्् स,िहे मै? क्् आ इसे पव्ह्र णे सणझ्मे ,ी ,े ्
,रेमे ? ह,ण सणझ रमे म, म णै क्् ,म रम् मुा l णेरल र्् णे…… णेर े
,ममे ,् अ्क मै ... आ ,, ममलं मह् फ,… णेर् स,झ्व ह, ्मल मै
फ,…
observing conversational protocols such as signalling the
end of a contribution, listening without interrupting, using
pauses or silence to indicate consideration of what has
been said and responding respectfully to different views,
for example, णेर े पवि्र णे…..; स् मह् मै फ,…; मौर ह ि मै
फ,…; मणे ध््म रखम् ि्दमए …; ्म पवव्द्् द मै; फे ,म
व््हव णे; णेर् पविव्स मै…; णै आिव्ह मुा ….
using evaluative language to acknowledge strengths in
others’ arguments and to justify or challenge views in a
courteous manner, for example, आ ,् ,मम् ए,दण ् षट
और ोिह मैय व््हपव,ह् ्म मै फ, इस ि्ह र णै आ से
बि ,, समणह ममलं मुा l आ ठी, ,म रमे मै ... फे ,म णेर् णह
्म मै फ,...
using reflective language to evaluate the usefulness of
learning experiences and to compare their language and
literacy development in Hindi and English, for example,
ध््म से पवि्र ,रमे ,े ि्द णेरल र्् मै फ,......; ण,झे मह् मै फ,
… ण,झे एमस्स म,आ ....; ण,झे ्मल सणझ आ्् फ, … णेर् ण्मम्
मै....l
exchanging opinions on their experience of learning Hindi
in school, describing personal learning strategies and
identifying preferred learning modes, using statements
such as म खखह अभ््स से णेरल दमनदल णे स, ्र म,आ मैय

Informing

Elaborations
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Organise information from different sources and in different
modes of presentation for re-presentation in formats suitable
for specific audiences and purposes
[Key concepts: information, perspective, representation,
media; Key processes: researching, processing, evaluating,
analysing]
(ACLHIC112)

identifying different perspectives on selected issues
presented in different media outlets, such as news sites
or specialty magazines such as दुसह, ूमसास्् , ुेदु्व ,
and using the material as stimulus for in-class or online
debates or opinion pieces
listening to interviews with celebrities from fields such as
sport, the arts, entertainment or politics, identifying and
classifying words, expressions or cultural references that
convey information about culture or context
presenting information collected from print and digital
sources on a topic such as regional food specialities, for
example, by creating a glossary of terms by categories,
for example, herbs and spices णस् े , मलदल, िम्् , ि ,
सजिू््ा , सुखे
evaluating information retrieved from online discussion
forums and social media outlets on issues relevant to
their peer group, for example, family relationships, youth
identity or generational change, selecting and editing
content to include in a summary statement or report
analysing coverage of issues relating to Hindi-speaking
communities from a range of news media, classifying and
recording in a shared data base the most commonly
addressed issues or perspectives
researching aspects of a selected activity or business
operating in their community, for example, restaurants,
boutiques, youth centres, presenting their findings in the
form of digital displays or posters for a community
information evening
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Convey information on selected people, issues, places or
interests, using appropriate modes of presentation to
represent different perspectives and contexts
[Key concepts: argument, opinion, preference; Key
processes: selecting, presenting, reporting]
(ACLHIC113)

presenting information in the form of promotional or
persuasive texts for audiences such as peers, younger
children, parents or authorities in order to argue a case or
establish a position on an issue, for example, दुसह ,े
ु्व, ढ्ई और णम,रंूम णे ह् णे , ौजषट, आम्र और
्व््स्
creating a digital profile of a significant member of their
community, for example, by featuring achievements and
challenges of an older migrant to Australia, or by
recording commentaries and impressions of a celebrity
visitor to the country
presenting an overview of traditional games and sports
played in different Hindi-speaking regions, such as ,िडड
or ख,-ख,, for example, by watching video clips and writing
up rules for the game
reporting on survey data collected from each other in
relation to preferred leisure activities or favourite foods,
using PowerPoint presentations to represent key findings
creating a multimodal resource to introduce prospective
overseas visitors to different features of Australia, for
example, its cultural diversity, city attractions and outback
exploration
creating a portfolio representation of a particular group or
community, for example, a collection of mini-biographies
of class members, family or friendship groups, including
details such as personal achievements and
music/food/sports preferences
using data collected via online research or personal or
published interviews to create a digital profile of a
significant member of their local community or of the
wider Hindi-speaking world, for example, a musician,
chef, artist or sporting figure

Creating

Elaborations
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Respond to a range of traditional and contemporary creative
and literary texts, describing settings, identifying key themes,
values and concepts, discussing representation of characters
and events and the stylistic effects of different genres
[Key concepts: expression, themes, values, creativity; Key
processes: comparing, analysing, responding; Key text types:
stories, films, poetry, myths, cartoons]
(ACLHIC114)

comparing themes and values represented in
contemporary texts such as cartoons or video games
with those conveyed in traditional fables, epic poems and
legends, for example, ए, व् ,ी म,ुदक ह्
discussing the enduring influence of classical fables and
legends in passing on cultural values through allegory
and storying, for example, by identifying classical
references to describe personal traits or qualities, as in
सत्व्दल मररििन्, दवह ,,ण्र
identifying the use of English words and expressions by
contemporary poets or songwriters writing in Hindi,
considering possible reasons for this
analysing how the use of rhythm, rhyme, imagery and
metaphor by poets such as ,ि र, रव न्म्् टैम,र; मररवं
र्् िविम; म रू, म, ,्र , णम्देव वण्क and writers such as
ु षण स्मम ; ू् ,
ं र स्द; ण,ा
ण
े िंद , णनमु ुंड्रल create
emotional, dramatic or humorous effects that reflect
cultural traditions and literary genres
identifying characteristic elements of traditional forms of
Hindi literature, such as verse celebrating
bravery/warriors, for example, व र म्््एा और म ह, ूैसे ,ष
,ी अमु ्स्, devotional verse such as ण र्ि्ई और सुरद्स
,े ुजकह म ह, or children’s poems that celebrate nature,
such as आ्् िसनह
comparing the style, themes and language associated
with different musical genres, for example, patriotic music
such as र्ष्ल् म्म and स्रे ूम्ा से अवछ् , film songs or
advertising jingles
exploring the playfulness, creativity and competitiveness
of riddles, comparing their function as traditional
entertainment in village communities with that of
language play among young children today
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Create individual and collaborative imaginative texts in a
range of modes and formats to entertain, convey ideas,
express emotions and explore the creativity of language
[Key concepts: cultural identity, stereotype, humour, emotion;
Key processes: creating, performing, adapting; Key text types:
poems, songs, sitcoms, cartoons]
(ACLHIC115)

using different modes of presentation such as skits or
cartoons to develop storylines and characters that
explore bicultural experiences, for example, responding
to stereotypes, negotiating intergenerational
relationships, expressing identity in different languages
adapting an existing resource such as a traditional story
or fable such as द,ष्नह और ,,नह ् ,ी ,म्म to suit a
different kind of audience, for example, young people in
today’s society
creating texts for specific age or interest groups,
selecting appropriate vocabulary, structure and content
for the intended audience, for example, ्,व्ां ,े म ए
्व््स् ू्म,्रल , ूंम िि्ा, व्स ु्रह ्ज ,े म ए ू्म,्रल
creating texts that incorporate humorous and expressive
language to entertain younger audiences, for example,
puppet plays, short video clips or voki animations,
selecting language and images that enhance the visual
or listening experience
creating riddles to entertain each other, imitating the use
of meter, rhythm, rhyme and metaphor exemplified in
riddles from Hindi literature and folklore
creating an English-language commentary to an
observed Hindi-language sitcom, discussing how to
transfer or explain the humour or dramatic effects of the
original text into English
using descriptive and evocative language to create an
imagined scene or interaction between two characters
designed to create a strong emotional response, such as
fear, anticipation or amazement
designing, illustrating and captioning texts such as
cartoons or photo-stories, using expressive and
imaginative language to capture character and emotion
using digital resources to create imaginary characters
and situations associated with school or home contexts
to entertain younger learners
providing a live commentary of a dance performance,
interpreting movements, commenting on the significance
of costume and adornments and interpreting key
messages conveyed through the performance

Translating

Elaborations
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Translate and interpret familiar social and community texts
such as emails/text messages, informal conversations with
friends or family, proverbs or quotations, considering the
nature of translation and the role of culture when transferring
meaning from one language to another
[Key concepts: code-mixing, code-switching, translating,
interpreting; Key processes: analysing, monitoring, explaining]
(ACLHIC116)

translating and glossing words, symbols or expressions
commonly used in emails and sms messages, for
example, मे मे – LOL
recording, transcribing and translating short
conversations between family members or friends from
English into Hindi or vice versa, recording words or
phrases that either do not translate or require no
translation
translating proverbs such as दुर ,े ढ, स,म्वमे , examining
literal translations for cultural information and identifying
English-language proverbs that approximate the ideas
behind the words (The grass is always greener on the
other side of the fence)
identifying the need to sometimes recast language,
considering why one language may use more words than
another to communicate a particular meaning
discussing how translation sometimes involves literal
decoding of word-for-word meaning, sometimes involves
interpreting meaning and finding equivalent forms in the
other language, and sometimes involves cultural
meaning that cannot be translated
interpreting the significance of terms or phrases that
carry specific cultural connotations which might be
unfamiliar when translated into English, for example,
स् ्, िम,, द ्

Compose bilingual texts such as digital stories, comics, blogs
or contributions to websites that capture the experience of
‘living between languages’
[Key concepts: interculturality, multiculturalism, identity,
fluidity; Key processes: reflecting, analysing, describing,
comparing]
(ACLHIC117)

creating texts such as blogs or posts on online forums
that draw on their personal bilingual resources to explore
the dynamic nature of intercultural experience
corresponding with young Hindi speakers in different
contexts, using Hindi and English to describe and explain
aspects of life in Australia
creating bilingual digital stories for younger learners that
capture elements of their own experiences of using two
languages and living in a multilingual society
creating glossaries in English to explain cultural
references in contemporary Hindi texts that relate to
trans-cultural experience
creating a bilingual virtual tour of the school for new or
intending students, noticing which language is more
appropriate for different elements of the presentation
creating bilingual texts such as leaflets or slogans to
raise awareness of health or environmental issues
among both language communities, for example, ्ववछ
ु्रह; छ,ट् ररव्र - स,ख ररव्र ; िेटल िि्ा-िेटल ढ्ा

Reflecting

Elaborations
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Reflect on their own language choices and communicative
behaviour when using Hindi or English, including adjustments
they make between languages and strategies they adopt to
support intercultural communication
[Key concepts: interculturality, reflection, flexibility reciprocity;
Key processes: reflecting, monitoring, comparing, discussing]
(ACLHIC118)

discussing differences they are conscious of when
interacting in Hindi or English, for example, when
expressing feelings such as anger or sadness or when
talking about personal issues
reflecting on the importance of non-verbal elements of
communication, such as hand gestures, head
movements and facial expressions, and on how these
are sometimes used to mean different things in different
languages
identifying elements of successful interaction when
communicating with speakers of different languages, for
example, being responsive and flexible, picking up on
cues that indicate misunderstanding, respecting different
perspectives and traditions
identifying differences in the interpretation of
conversational strategies such as the use of pauses or
silence when speaking in Hindi as compared to English,
for example, to signal disapproval, respect for an elder,
waiting for consensus, reflection or waiting for the end of
a turn
reporting on moments of intercultural miscommunication,
discussing possible reasons why they happened, repair
and recovery strategies and what they learnt from these
experiences
reflecting on language choices they make when
interacting with friends who also speak both Hindi and
English, identifying instances when they move between
languages for practical or cultural reasons
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Reflect on the relationship between language, culture and
identity, and how this shapes and reflects ways of
communicating and thinking
[Key concepts: affiliation, identity, communication; Key
processes: reflecting, evaluating, explaining]
(ACLHIC119)

identifying variations in the ways they communicate with
people from different language backgrounds, for
example, in relation to the use of humour, respect or
communication in public or formal situations
reflecting on differences in communication styles
between speakers of different languages that they know,
such as ways of expressing identity or responding to
others’ comments, including observations of each other’s
ways of communicating in different contexts and
languages
considering the relationship between styles of
communication and cultural factors such as generation or
social environment, for example, by talking about the
kinds of questions they ask or comments they make
when interacting with people of their own age compared
to how they talk with older people in their families or
communities
describing ways they adjust their interactions in different
languages, situations and contexts, for example, by
comparing typical exchanges with Hindi- or Englishspeaking friends in different situations
exploring how ways of thinking, communicating and
behaving both influence and reflect cultural identity, for
example, by identifying ways of expressing ideas that
they see as being more Australian or Índian
reflecting on intercultural learning in school and
intercultural experience in and out of school, discussing
how each context presents different opportunities for
developing intercultural capabilities

Understanding
Systems of language

Elaborations
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Recognise regularities and irregularities of spoken Hindi and
conventions of the written script, and apply these to their own
language production in increasingly complex ways
[Key concepts: word building, pronunciation, accent; Key
processes: recognising, applying]
(ACLHIU120)

recognising and practising the spelling of words that
involve combinations of pronouns and postpositions that
lose the inherent ‘a’ inside a word in the representation in
Devanagari script, such as in स,्, and understanding
how the loss of the inherent ‘a’ at the end of a verb stem
is not represented in Devanagari, for example, स,मम्/
स,मह्
explaining and applying basic rules of Hindi
pronunciation, spelling, punctuation and intonation
applying phonic and grammatical knowledge to the
spelling and writing of unfamiliar words
recognising how words can be formed from base words
and understanding how prefixes and suffixes change the
meaning of words, for example, ू व, सू व, ू वंह and the
impact this has on pronunciation
recognising and understanding the impact on Hindi
pronunciation and spelling in Devanagari of elements of
direct forms of Sanskrit words (हतसण words) and of
derived forms (हदव words), understanding that both
forms can be used in different contexts, for example, त
े
for field in an abstract sense and खेह for a field for
farming
increasing control of regular and irregular elements of
spoken and written Hindi, such as the influence of
accents and expressions on pronunciation and their
impact on spelling, for example, the use of व, in spoken
Hindi in place of वम in written Hindi
recognising the impermanent and fluid nature of spoken
language and how it is influenced by local customs,
cultures and regional languages, for example, the
addition of honorifics such as ह्ई to women’s names by
Marathi speakers and देव to married women’s names by
Biharis
recognising and responding to challenges associated
with clarity and pace in audio texts, such as station or
airport announcements or recorded phone messages
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Extend knowledge and use more complex features and
patterns of the Hindi grammatical system, such as the use of
passive voice, compound words and phrases and variations in
register
[Key concepts: grammatical systems, tense, sentence

indicating situations and events by using past, present
and future tense forms, for example, ू्ह् ््, ू्ह् मुा,
ू्ााम्
creating simple sentences using conjunctions such as
र्ण मे ख्म् ख््् और स, म््य

classifying, applying]

creating compound and complex sentences such as णै
म े ददल ल ू्ााम् और अ म् ,्ण ुर ् ,रमे ,े ि्द ,, ,ह्
म,ािम
ुा ्य

(ACLHIU121)

expanding vocabulary related to personal, social,
environmental and global worlds

structure, cohesion; Key processes: understanding,

recognising and using idiomatic expressions such as
आाख ,् ह्र् and द् णे ,,छ ,् ्
using numbers in fraction, multiple and collective forms,
for example, आ ्, िौ््ई, ए, िहम्ई , सै,डज, म,्रज , ह म म,ह ्
continuing to build and expand metalanguage to describe
grammatical concepts and to organise learning resources
such as verb charts, vocabulary lists and groups of
pronouns, adverbs and adjectives
understanding and extending knowledge of basic joining
(सजन ) rules, such as इ+आ = ए
extending knowledge of the use of the active and passive
voice according to context, for example, र्ण दुक म ख रम्
मैय दुक म ख ू् रमल मैय
understanding the function and use of case (,्र,), for
example, मे, ,,, से, ,े म ए, णे, र

using participles ( दिं ): imperfect – डुिह म,ई म्व, perfect
– डुि म,ई म्व, adverbial present – र,हे म,ए, म खहे म,ए ,
adverbial past – वम ड,ी ,् म्् ,डे म,ए ््, व् ् as
participle – सिू व् ्, डििे व् ्
using a range of tenses in complex sentences to describe
events and personal experiences, for example, प छ े वसक
ूैसे मणमे म, ल ,् त्,म्र णम््् ््, स ,्र इस वसक ु मण
म, ल ,् त्,म्र ुण ्ण से णम्एंमये
understanding that in different contexts words from
different registers are used for related concepts, such as
इंस्फ and न्््
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Know how to construct different types of texts to suit different
contexts, purposes and audiences, incorporating appropriate
cultural elements
[Key concepts: genre, context, mode, audience; Key
processes: analysing, comparing, composing]
(ACLHIU122)

understanding the significance and cultural importance of
features of different types of texts, such as forms of
address or language associated with rituals or
celebrations, such as आदरह ् , ुज ्, ण्न्वर, णम,द्
(formal) प ् मणत (informal)
identifying key features and structures of familiar texts
types to understand unfamiliar content, for example,
recognising core words associated with time or place in
airport announcements, ‘reading’ images as well as
written language in advertisements
recognising the format of different Hindi texts and stylistic
conventions such as the need for elaborated forms of
address in formal invitations or congratulations,
understanding how these vary according to the context,
occasion and intended audience
composing and comparing examples of familiar texts
such as emails, songs, slogans or public signs, noticing
how choice of language and text structure positions the
reader and indicates the text’s purpose
comparing language features of Hindi and English
versions of genres such as news headlines or school
reports, noticing differences that appear to be culturally
significant
composing a formal and an informal version of a selected
text genre, such as a written invitation or a text message,
for example, ण,मम और म ह् ,ी सम्ई ,े ,ु अवसर र
आ ,ी ररव्र सदमह ज््िह ््कम ् मैय क्् ह,ण... ,े ददम..
सण् ण,झे मण स,हे म,?

Language variation and change

Elaborations
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Identify variations in the use of Hindi that relate to social roles,
contexts and modes of expression, considering similar
variations in language use in English or other known
languages
[Key concepts: register, respect, mode, non-verbal
communication; Key processes: identifying, explaining,
comparing]
(ACLHIU123)

explaining variations in language use between people of
different ages, gender or relationships that reflect
attitudes and values, for example, ways of expressing
authority or humility or inclusivity or exclusivity
identifying differences in terms of language features and
register between spoken and written forms of texts such
as apologies, invitations or narratives ण्फ ,ीजूए, ण्
,ीजूए
noticing and explaining differences in text structure and
grammar between formal and informal Hindi use, for
example, between the structure of a business letter and
an informal email, आ ,, सुोिह फ,्् ू्ह् मै..., णै ह,ुमे
िह्ह् मुा....
analysing non-verbal elements of communication
between Hindi speakers, such as gestures, facial
expressions and the use of space and silence, discussing
to what extent they contribute to the exchange of
meaning and whether they vary in formal and informal
contexts
finding examples and explaining variations in style,
content and intention of different expressions of wishes
for a particular event or occasion such as Diwali, for
example, मर र णे म, ू् ् , आए म ,ु र्ह ,् ल मर र
णम्ए ख,म ््ा , मर र णे म, ददव् ल compared to an sms
message such as ,ु ददव् ल

Understand that languages and associated cultures shape
and are shaped by each other and change over time and
contexts in ways that are creative, dynamic and responsive to
both internal and external influences
[Key concepts: change, memory, history, culture; Key
processes: tracking, reflecting, discussing]
(ACLHIU124)

reflecting on their own and each other’s use of Hindi,
identifying influences from other languages and cultures
such as terms used in everyday language as a result of
the influence of social media, popular culture and
technology
talking with older members of their families or
communities about changes they have experienced in
the use of Hindi across their lifetime, such as the
increasing blending of English and Hindi in particular
domains of language use such as entertainment, news
and sports commentary and advertising
recognising that Hindi, like all languages, carries histories
of contact with other languages and cultures, for
example, by identifying and classifying words that
originate in languages such as Persian सर,्र ; Arabic
ह ्क; Turkish क, ल; and Japanese ररक ्
understanding that languages and cultures change
continuously due to contact with each other and in
response to new ideas, developments in technology,
communication and design, considering why some types
of words and expressions are most frequently borrowed,
such as vocabulary associated with fashion, sport and
technology
identifying ways in which social media and technology
have brought about changes in communication in their
own lives, for example, by compiling a glossary of terms
routinely used in emails or text messages, such as अि
(ATM), फिर मण ेमे CU, ू्म् म,म् (G2G), मे मे (LOL), फिर
ि्ह ,रहे मै (TTL)
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Identify key features of multilingual experience, referencing
their own individual and community language practices
[Key concepts: multilingualism, context, culture; Key
processes: explaining, reflecting, analysing]
(ACLHIU125)

explaining the influence of Hindi language and
associated cultures on their ways of communicating in
different situations, for example, by creating a glossary of
Hindi words and expressions that they use when
communicating in English and English words and
expressions that they use when communicating in Hindi
considering the advantages of being bilingual or
multicultural, the limitations of being monolingual, and the
meaning of concepts such as intercultural competence
and translanguaging
discussing the effects of using either Hindi or English on
how they express feelings, debate ideas or construct
arguments
reflecting on how they use different languages when
communicating across different social contexts, and to
what extent these choices signal or define social roles or
relationships and provide additional resources for
thinking and talking about ideas and experience
recognising that language use among bilingual and
multilingual speakers varies according to ethnicity, age,
profession or social status, and to the context of
language use
reflecting on other people’s reactions to their use of Hindi
and/or English, considering how perceptions of other
people’s ways of communicating are shaped by cultural
standpoints, experiences and perspectives
creating and comparing individual language profiles,
explaining which languages or dialects they use in their
family, social and community lives
reflecting on elements such as gestures, body language
and the use of space or silence when they are using
different languages to communicate

Role of language and culture

Elaborations
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Understand that the Hindi language and associated cultures,
like all languages and cultures, shape and are shaped by
each other in ways that change over time and contexts, and
that cultural experience, values and identities are reflected in
language
[Key concepts: values, concepts, expression; Key processes:
tracking, identifying, analysing]
(ACLHIU126)

tracking changes in Hindi language forms and usage
over different times and contexts such as ण,टरम्ड , ,्र
explaining the significance of single words in Hindi that
represent complex and culturally significant concepts that
do not translate directly into English, for example, दक ह्,
,ुण,म ,हक, ुू्, स् ु
considering reasons for the trend among young Hindi
speakers to create abbreviated adaptations of English
words, for example, funda (fundamental), despo
(desperate), enthu (enthusiastic), comparing with the use
of abbreviations such as ‘arvo’, ‘brekkie’, ‘footie’, ‘barbie’
in Australian English
identifying compound words used in colloquial Hindi that
fuse Hindi and English to capture trends, convey
concepts and engage with intercultural experience, for
example, tension mat lo, accent maarna
discussing the significance of naming in different
languages and cultures, for example, by exploring the
origins and meanings of Hindi names such as आद््,
आ ्, आ्क , ि,ो , णक , म ह्, स ण्म and comparing with
popular names in English and other languages
identifying changes in some forms of Hindi that reflect the
impact of globalisation and intercultural experience, for
example, the increasing mixing of languages and
adoption of practices associated with other communities
and cultures
exploring the idea that some elements of a language
carry particular cultural significance, having come to
assume symbolic as well literal value in ways that make
translation difficult, for example, Hindi terms such as
बिद्ई , सन््स, ,ुण,म ,हक, ण,म ुहक , and Australian expressions
such as ‘mateship’ or ‘fair dinkum’
researching and classifying terms associated with
particular cultural traditions and practices that have
cultural significance or history and whose meanings are
difficult to convey in other languages, for example, words
associated with yogic practice such as संस्र, णंत , ,णक , म, ,
ब्रणह , ण,
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Hindi
Years 9 and 10 Achievement Standard
By the end of Year 10, students use written and spoken Hindi in familiar and unfamiliar contexts to discuss and compare
exper iences a nd to express vie ws on loca l and gl obal iss ues, for example, सप्इसप्ो ममबबर कस मसमसज्ो म्ड-कस ोस

काम ग

ड-ज्टम ाु कस, मन्स ममुासक, शामो ाइम, ्इवंावस ाइम, बषमसन्, रस्व ोस स्ा्क मंम्व , बसम इु- ,ॉलमद ोस ा व सम , ा्इनामकस ोन ा

्क

् म. They use actionइre lated an d spontan eous la ngua ge to enga ge in shar ed activities that inv olve bra instormin g, transacting,
neg otiation a nd prob lemइsolv ing, for exampl e, च कुइाु- कस ायपस इच कु ोन बस्न म् ,इनस् ,इ मक , बसिस् म् न् ाास् , ्णसद कद ोम

मम्कस ् प्ननस. They interact in classro om exchan ges by askin g and resp ondi ng respectful ly to ouestions. When p articipati ng
in discussions and shared learning activities, students use elaborated sentences and interactional cues to support debate,
provi de clarific ation an d maintai n cohesi on and focus of disc ussion, for examp le, वा, ास ्ण ोन ामे, वा ुमस्,
बाद म्, ,इ स
न े मन, ाम ोस्, ामामकन ,

ककस ो ् स ह l मन् ्सक म्ूू मन् न ो

ाम ,इसक म् ककस मानवन ी
म ककस

न ोस ा

.ष ..

ोा

ामन ,इ्वस् म् मम स न ोम ो स ो्ेमन ी वुम मम

ं ममवस ,ोू मन्स मु सइ वा क

् न ा

ष ,ो .... They respond res pectfully to

different vie ws, for example, मन् न ,इनस् म्ू...मस ममवस ष ,ोू… ू म् ंकस ्न स नस े ू क ,इइसास् ा ष , मन,ो
,इआइसम ू
ष , मष

म वौ् ्, ाहम्न

मम

इस्वइ म् , मन्स

आइ्व ह ू and express a greeme nt and disa greeme nt in cultural ly appro priate ways. They ap ply appr opriate

pronunciation and intonation to spoken Hindi, identifying regularities and irregularities. They locate, process and analyse
information obtained from different sources. They convey ideas and viewpoints from a range of perspectives using different text
types and modes of presentation suited to context. They share their responses to different imaginative texts by identifying
settings, themes and values, and discussing stylistic devices and the representation of characters and events. They produce
imaginative texts using expressive, descriptive and evocative language in a range of modes and formats. When creating texts,
students use com plex features a nd patterns of the Hin di grammatic al system such as passiv e voice, for exampl e, ्ंमाम ब इसक्
्स ्

,ष पुट् ो्इसव ्स ्

ष , compound w ords and p hrases, and a var iety of verb tenses, for example, , पमन इस ्षमन म न ाम ोस

का स् म सकस स, म् ोस् ाम इस र् म ाम ोस का स् रहमरसम मन म सेमन . They use voc abul ary and expr essions re lated to

personal, social, environmental and global worlds, and apply appropriate writing conventions to increase text cohesion and
enhance expression. Students translate and interpret familiar texts from Hindi into English and vice versa, explaining how
cultural elements affect meaning. Students create bilingual texts that reflect the experience of being bilingual and bicultural.
They explain their language choices and communicative behaviours in different intercultural interactions, and identify the
adjustments they make according to context. They explain how language, culture and identity shape and reflect ways of
communicating and thinking.
Students identify regular and irregular elements of spoken and written Hindi, and apply their understanding of the Hindi writing
system to express complex information and ideas and enhance meaning. They analyse the relationship between language
choices, cultural elements and textual features, and the audience, purpose and context of different spoken, written and
multimodal texts. Students explain how spoken and written forms of Hindi vary according to social roles, contexts and modes of
expression, and compare these variations to those in other languages. They explain the dynamic nature of language and give
examples of how languages change over time and contexts. They identify key features of multilingual experience, with reference
to their own and community language practices. They explain how languages and cultures shape and are shaped by each and
how cultural experience, values and identities are reflected in language.
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